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Abstract

The synthesis of photorealistic digital imagery has long been considered as one of the most

fascinating domains in the field of computer graphics. Its main goal is the generation of

visually stunning images, mimicking as close as possible the appearance of objects in the

physical world. The endeavor for visual realism has directed a large amount of research

interest in the investigation of the interactions of light and matter, resulting in an established

mathematical framework and the striking beauty of the generated images on today’s produc-

tion level renderers. While the theoretical concepts of light transport are well understood

and applied in offline rendering, the interactive reproduction of the underlying physical

processes remains a highly challenging topic due to the various constraints involved in the

process. Furthermore, the increased need for the delivery of highly dynamic interactive

content in today’s vast virtual environments, that can potentially change in every frame, has

undoubtedly increased the necessity for highly efficient, interactive illumination algorithms.

In this thesis, we investigate such methods, in the field of photorealistic image synthesis.

Our contributions focus exclusively on the development of robust algorithms for real-time

and interactive global illumination, under the considerations of fully dynamic content.

Regarding real-time rendering, the majority of algorithms are based on the rasterization

pipeline, where the support of dynamic content is inherently provided. However, the strict

time restrictions of real-time applications pose significant constraints in the operation of the

computationally demanding global illumination algorithms, severely impacting the resulting

quality of the rendered images. There, the most common approximation is imposed on the

algorithmic input where, typically, the highly-detailed geometric information is replaced by

either (i) a partial (layered), view-dependent and discretized representation, or a (ii) view-

independent but, crude, regular subdivision of the environment in image- and volume-space

methods, respectively. We contribute to the domain of real-time rendering by proposing

two novel techniques, focusing particularly on the improvement of the visual instability

of prior approaches as well as on the efficiency of the underlying representations. First,

we propose a generic method to efficiently address the view-dependent inconsistencies

of image-domain methods, demonstrated on screen-space ambient occlusion. This is

accomplished by taking advantage of buffers containing geometric information from other

view points, already generated as part of the rendering process, such as the shadow maps.

Second, we improve the efficiency as well as on the visual stability of volume-based global

illumination methods, by introducing the idea of directional chrominance subsampling

for radiance field compression, an optimized cache point population scheme and a view-

independent approximate indirect shadowing technique.
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In order to support dynamic content in interactive applications, the effort of the research

community has been heavily focused on the improvement of the efficiency of the ray tracing

pipeline, which has been traditionally employed for production rendering. However, the

computational overhead of the required complex acceleration structures is still restricting

these approaches to partially static content. Alternatively, a recent category of techniques

have attempted to exploit the rasterization pipeline, which inherently supports dynamic

environments, to achieve quality identical to the ray tracing pipeline. Still, the proposed

solutions are not yet able to support a full global illumination algorithm without posing any

restrictions on the geometric representation or on the effects that can be reproduced. In

the domain of interactive rendering, we present two methods that investigate the ability of

the modern rasterization pipeline to provide a viable alternative to the costly construction

stages of spatial acceleration structures. The proposed methods are able to perform high-

quality interactive ray tracing in arbitrarily complex and dynamic environments, thus

lifting the limitations of prior rasterization-based methods. Our first method employs

multifragment rendering techniques to effectively capture, for the first time, a highly-

detailed representation of the entire environment where a full global illumination algorithm,

such as path tracing, can be elegantly supported. Ray tracing is efficiently achieved by

exploiting image-space empty space skipping and approximate ray-fragment intersection

tests. The presented solution advances the field of image-space ray tracing and provides

small construction times as well as scalable traversal performance. However, the resulting

quality is approximate and can suffer from high memory overhead due to its fragment-based

data structure. Our second approach, which completes our investigation, applies the deferred

nature of the traditional ray-tracing pipeline in a rasterization-based framework. Thus, we

are able to exploit a primitive-based acceleration data structure and support three, conflicting

in prior work, objectives: (i) dynamic environments through fast construction times, (ii)

quality identical to the ray tracing pipeline via primitive-based intersection tests, and (iii)

reduced memory requirements. Additionally, the presented method further generalizes on

the field of image-space ray tracing by exploiting various empty space skipping optimization

strategies in order to efficiently support accurate ray-primitive intersection queries.
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Περίληψη στα Ελληνι̹ά

Η ψηφια̹ή σύνϑεση φωτορεαλιστι̹ών ει̹όνων ϑεωρείται ένα από τα πιο συναρπα-

στι̹ά πεδία στον τομέα των γραφι̹ών του υπολογιστή. Κύριος στόχος της είναι η

παραγωγή ει̹όνων που προσομοιώνουν όσο το δυνατόν πιο πειστι̹ά τα μοντελοποιη-

μένα αντι̹είμενα, όπως αυτά απει̹ονίζονται στον πραγματι̹ό ̹όσμο. Η προσπάϑεια

βελτίωσης του οπτι̹ού ρεαλισμού έχει ̹ατευϑύνει ένα μεγάλο ̹ομμάτι της έρευνας

στην διερεύνηση των αλληλεπιδράσεων του φωτός ̹αι της ύλης, με αποτέλεσμα την

ϑεμελίωση ενός εμπεριστατωμένου μαϑηματι̹ού πλαισίου ̹αϑώς ̹αι την εντυπωσι-

α̹ή ποιότητα των παραγόμενων ει̹όνων από τις σημερινές εφαρμογές σύνϑεσης

ει̹όνας σε γραφι̹ά ̹ινηματογραφι̹ής ποιότητας. Ενώ οι ϑεωρητι̹ές έννοιες της

μετάδοσης του φωτός έχουν ̹ατανοηϑεί σε μεγάλο βαϑμό ̹αι εφαρμόζονται στα

γραφι̹ά μη πραγματι̹ού χρόνου, η σωστή αναπαραγωγή των διαφόρων φυσι̹ών

φαινομένων σε διαδραστι̹ά ̹αι πραγματι̹ού χρόνου περιβάλλοντα είναι ένα εξαι-

ρετι̹ά δύσ̹ολο πρόβλημα, λόγω των χρονι̹ών περιορισμών που επιβάλλονται στις

συγ̹ε̹ριμένες διεργασίες. Η ανάγ̹η για αλγορίϑμους ι̹ανούς να αποδώσουν φωτο-

ρεαλιστι̹ές ει̹όνες σε δυναμι̹ά περιβάλλοντα είναι α̹όμα πιο απαραίτητη στην

σημερινή εποχή όπου το μέγεϑος ̹αϑώς ̹αι η πολυπλο̹ότητα τωνψηφια̹ών ̹όσμων,

οι οποίοι μπορούν να μεταβληϑούν δραστι̹ά σε ̹άϑε ̹αρέ, έχει αυξηϑεί δραματι̹ά.

Ο σ̹οπός της παρούσας διατριβής είναι να διερευνήσει τέτοιες μεϑόδους που

εμπίπτουν στον τομέα της φωτορεαλιστι̹ής σύνϑεσης ει̹όνας. Οι συνεισφορές

μας επι̹εντρώνονται απο̹λειστι̹ά στην ανάπτυξη αποτελεσματι̹ών αλγορίϑμων

ολι̹ού φωτισμού σε γραφι̹ά πραγματι̹ού χρόνου ̹αϑώς ̹αι διαδραστι̹ά, λαμβά-

νοντας υπόψη τους περιορισμούς που προ̹ύπτουν σε δυναμι̹ά περιβάλλοντα. ΄Οσον

αφορά την πρώτη ̹ατηγορία (γραφι̹ά πραγματι̹ού χρόνου), η πλειονότητα των

αλγορίϑμων βασίζεται στη μέϑοδο της σχεδίασης (rasterization), όπου η υποστήριξη

δυναμι̹ού περιεχομένου παρέχεται εγγενώς. ΄Ομως, τα αυστηρά χρονι̹ά όρια των

εφαρμογών αυτών ϑέτουν ̹αι σημαντι̹ούς περιορισμούς στην α̹ρίβεια ̹αι λει-

τουργία των υπολογιστι̹ά απαιτητι̹ών αλγορίϑμων ολι̹ού φωτισμού, επηρεάζο-

ντας σοβαρά την ποιότητα των τελι̹ών ει̹όνων. Οι πιο σημαντι̹ές απλοποιήσεις

επιβάλλονται από πολύ νωρίς· συνήϑως, η γεωμετρι̹ή πληροφορία της σ̹ηνής αντι-

̹αϑίσταται είτε από (i) μία μερι̹ή ̹αι εξαρτώμενη από τη ϑέση του παρατηρητή,

δια̹ριτοποιημένη αναπαράσταση της σ̹ηνής, ή από (ii) μία ολι̹ή μεν, αλλά αδρή,

̹ανονι̹ήυποδιαίρεση της σ̹ηνής, στις τεχνι̹ές πουδουλεύουνστον χώρο της ει̹όνας

̹αι ογ̹ομετρι̹ές μεϑόδους, αντίστοιχα. Συμβάλλουμε στον τομέα αυτό προτείνοντας

δύο νέες τεχνι̹ές, οι οποίες επι̹εντρώνονται στη βελτίωση της οπτι̹ής αστάϑειας που
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προ̹ύπτει από τις προσεγγίσεις που γίνονται στους αλγορίϑμους αυτούς, ̹αϑώς ̹αι

στην αποτελεσματι̹ότητα των δομών που χρησιμοποιούνται. Η πρώτη μας μέϑοδος,

η οποία εφαρμόζεται στις ̹λασσι̹ές μεϑόδους ει̹όνας για παρεμπόδιση του έμμεσου

φωτισμού, επι̹εντρώνεται στην γενι̹ή αντιμετώπιση του προβλήματος των οπτι̹ών

ατελειών που προ̹ύπτουν από την εξάρτηση στην οπτι̹ή γωνία του παρατηρητή.

Αυτό επιτυγχάνεται με την αξιοποίηση γεωμετρι̹ής πληροφορίας από άλλες οπτι̹ές

γωνίες, χωρίς να υπάρχει περιορισμός στον αριϑμό ή την τοποϑεσία αυτών που είναι

ήδη διαϑέσιμες σε μία μηχανή γραφι̹ών, όπως είναι οι ει̹όνες για την παραγωγή

σ̹ιών. Η δεύτερη μας μέϑοδος ασχολείται με την βελτίωση της αποτελεσματι̹ότητας

της δομής ̹αϑώς ̹αι την οπτι̹ή σταϑερότητα των ογ̹ομετρι̹ών μεϑόδων ολι̹ού

φωτισμού, εισάγοντας την ιδέα της υποδειγματοληψίας της χρωματι̹ότητας για την

̹ατευϑυντι̹ή συμπίεση της λαμπρότητας στο σφαιρι̹ό πεδίο, ένα βελτιστοποιημένο

σύστημα τοποϑέτησης σημείων λαμπρότητας ̹αϑώς ̹αι μια προσεγγιστι̹ή τεχνι̹ή

απόδοσης έμμεσων σ̹ιάσεων ανεξαρτήτων από την ε̹άστοτε όψη.

Στην ̹ατηγορία των διαδραστι̹ών γραφι̹ών, η υποστήριξη δυναμι̹ού περιεχόμε-

νου από την ερευνητι̹ή ̹οινότητα έχει επι̹εντρωϑεί σε μεγάλο βαϑμό στη βελτίωση

της αποτελεσματι̹ότητας αλγορίϑμων βασιζόμενοι στην παρα̹ολούϑηση α̹τινών

(ray tracing), το οποίο χρησιμοποιείται σχεδόν απο̹λειστι̹ά σε γραφι̹ά μη πραγμα-

τι̹ού χρόνου. Ωστόσο, το υπολογιστι̹ό ̹όστος ̹ατασ̹ευής των απαιτούμενων

επιταχυντι̹ών δομών εξα̹ολουϑεί να περιορίζει αυτές τις μεϑόδους σε εν μέρει

στατι̹ό περιεχόμενο. Εναλλα̹τι̹ά, πρόσφατες ερευνητι̹ές προσπάϑειες έχουν

προσπαϑήσει να ε̹μεταλλευτούν τη μέϑοδο της σχεδίασης γραφι̹ών, το οποίο υπο-

στηρίζει εγγενώς δυναμι̹ά περιβάλλοντα, για να επιτύχουν ποιότητα ταυτόσημη

με την παρα̹ολούϑηση α̹τινών. Παρόλα αυτά, οι υπάρχουσες λύσεις δεν είναι

α̹όμη σε ϑέση να υποστηρίξουν πλήρως έναν αλγόριϑμο ολι̹ού φωτισμού χωρίς

να ϑέτουν περιορισμούς όσον αφορά είτε τη γεωμετρι̹ή αναπαράσταση ή τις πο-

λλαπλές αλληλεπιδράσεις μεταξύ του φωτός ̹αι των διαφόρων οπτι̹ών μέσων. Στην

̹ατηγορία των διαδραστι̹ών γραφι̹ών παρουσιάζουμε δύο μεϑόδους που διερε-

υνούν τη δυνατότητα του σύγχρονου μοντέλου σχεδίασης γραφι̹ών να παρέχει

μια εναλλα̹τι̹ή υπολογιστι̹ά λύση στα α̹ριβά στάδια ̹ατασ̹ευής των επιταχυ-

ντι̹ών δομών. Οι προτεινόμενες μέϑοδοι μπορούν να αποδώσουν υψηλής ποιότη-

τας διαδραστι̹ή παρα̹ολούϑηση α̹τινών σε αυϑαίρετης πολυπλο̹ότητας δυναμι̹ά

περιβάλλοντα, αφαιρώντας έτσι τους περιορισμούς των προηγούμενων μεϑόδων που

βασίζονται στη σχεδίαση γραφι̹ών. Η πρώτη μας μέϑοδος αξιοποιεί τεχνι̹ές πολυ-

επιπέδων για να αποϑη̹εύσει αποτελεσματι̹ά ̹αι για πρώτη φορά, μία λεπτο-

μερή αναπαράσταση όλου του περιβάλλοντος στην οποία ένας αλγόριϑμος ολι̹ού

φωτισμού - όπως η παρα̹ολούϑηση μονοπατιού (path tracing) - μπορεί να υποστηρι-

χϑεί. Η παρα̹ολούϑηση α̹τινών επιτυγχάνεται αποτελεσματι̹ά αξιοποιώντας γρή-

γορη μεταπήδηση χώρων στο χώρο της ει̹όνας ̹αι προσεγγιστι̹ούς ελέγχους τομών

μεταξύ τωνα̹τινών̹αι τωνπαραγόμενων τεμαχίων (fragments). Ηπροτεινόμενη λύση

βελτιώνει δραματι̹ά τηνποιότητααλλά̹αι την ταχύτητααλγορίϑμωνπουβασίζονται

στην παρα̹ολούϑηση α̹τινών στο χώρο της ει̹όνας ενώ παράλληλα παρέχει μι̹ρούς

χρόνους ̹ατασ̹ευής, ̹αϑώς ̹αι ̹λιμα̹ωτή απόδοση διάσχισης α̹τινών. Ωστόσο,

η συγ̹ε̹ριμένη μέϑοδος προσφέρει προσεγγιστι̹ή ποιότητα ει̹όνας, συγ̹ριτι̹ά με

τις παραδοσια̹ές μεϑόδους παρα̹ολούϑησης α̹τινών, ̹αι μπορεί να έχει υψηλό
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̹όστος μνήμης λόγω της αποϑή̹ευσης δεδομένων για την φωτοσ̹ίαση των τεμαχίων

για όλη την σ̹ηνή. Η δεύτερη μέϑοδός μας, η οποία ολο̹ληρώνει την έρευνά μας,

μεταφέρει την αναβαλλόμενη λογι̹ή της αποϑή̹ευσης γεωμετρι̹ής πληροφορίας

από τους αλγορίϑμους παρα̹ολούϑησης α̹τινών στο μοντέλο σχεδίασης γραφι̹ών.

Με αυτόν τον τρόπο είμαστε σε ϑέση να δημιουργήσουμε μία δομή που βασίζεται σε

γεωμετρία αντί για τεμάχια ̹αι να υποστηρίξουμε τρεις, αντι̹ρουόμενους σε προ-

ηγούμενες ερευνητι̹ές δουλειές, στόχους: (i) δυναμι̹ά περιβάλλοντα με γρήγορους

χρόνους ̹ατασ̹ευής, (ii) ποιότητα ταυτόσημη με τους αλγόριϑμους παρα̹ολούϑησης

α̹τινών με ελέγχους τομών βασισμένους σε πολύγωνα ̹αι (iii) μειωμένες απαιτή-

σεις μνήμης. Επιπλέον, η προτεινόμενη μέϑοδος βελτιώνει ̹αι γενι̹εύει περαιτέρω

τον τομέα της παρα̹ολούϑησης α̹τινών στο χώρο της ει̹όνας με την αξιοποίηση

διαφόρων βελτιστοποιήσεων μεταπηδήσεων χώρου ώστε να υποστηρίξει αποτελε-

σματι̹ά αναλυτι̹ούς ελέγχους τομών μεταξύ α̹τινών ̹αι πολυγώνων.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last few years, the tremendous increase in graphics processing power in conjunction

with the capabilities of parallel computing in rendering applications has increased the need

for methods delivering highly realistic, interactive content.

In this thesis, we investigate such methods, in the field of photorealistic image synthesis.

Our contributions focus exclusively on the development of robust algorithms for global

illumination (GI), directly applicable to interactive and real-time rendering of dynamic

environments.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides a generic introduction to

rendering and illumination. Section 1.2 discusses the open problems that were targeted

during this research and Section 1.3 summarizes our contributions. Finally, Section 1.4

outlines and explains the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Rendering

In this section, we begin with an introduction to the areas of rendering and realistic image

synthesis. We provide an explanation to these generic concepts in order to familiarize

readers with the general terminology used throughout this thesis.

1.1.1 Classification of Rendering Algorithms

The generation of synthetic images based on a collection of data, e.g., the representation of

a virtual environment, is accomplished through the process of rendering. This vast field of

computer graphics has numerous applications in multiple areas such as architectural design,

games, the films and TV industry and medical and scientific visualization, just to name a

few. Consequently, a large amount of research effort has been focused on the development

of generic, accurate and robust rendering algorithms throughout the years.

One way to classify rendering methods is according to the following broad criteria: (i)

the realistic accuracy of the generated images and (ii) interactivity.

According to the first criterion, the distinction falls between photorealistic and non-

photorealistic rendering. The main goal of photorealistic rendering is the generation of
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images indistinguishable from real photographs, by simulating the phenomena of the

physical world as closely as possible. Conversely, in non-photorealistic rendering, the

necessity to obey the physical laws is more relaxed. These algorithms, therefore, depend

partially or wholly on stylized rendering. Typical uses include toon rendering and technical

illustrations. Other non-photorealistic approaches emphasize the interpretation and intuitive

association of data; i.e., conveying information in a more contextual and understandable

way to the human brain. A common example of the latter is scientific visualization.

Regarding the second criterion, algorithms are categorized as offline, interactive or

real-time, listed here in ascending order with respect to interactivity requirements. Of-

fline algorithms, the prevailing approach for production rendering, have zero interactivity

requirements as the final content is delivered to the target audience as a finalized, fixed

creation, e.g., in the form of a digital movie sequence. Therefore, their major priority is the

generation of images with the highest possible degree of visual quality. To accomplish this,

computer clusters (render farms) may work in parallel for minutes, hours or even longer in

order to produce a single frame.

On the other side of the spectrum, real-time algorithms focus on interactivity, immersion

and fully dynamic content, i.e., environments that can change drastically in every frame.

Being directly applicable to games and executed on commodity hardware, the rendered

image is generally computed in fractions of a second, e.g., 16ms or 60 frames per second

(fps). This way, the latency between user-triggered actions and the final result is minimized.

However, the need to deliver a smooth interactive experience on fully dynamic environments

poses severe restrictions both on the data size and quality of the input as well as on the

algorithmic complexity of the operations that can be performed.

Algorithms operating at interactive rates but with no strict timing requirements, lie in the

middle and balance the constraints posed by interactivity and quality. Hence, they are aimed

at applications where the final result depends on both. Architectural and lighting design are

prominent examples of interactive rendering. There, physically correct visualization of the

environment is not the only design goal; the various parameters that constitute the virtual

environment, such as the camera, geometry or light sources can be manipulated, deformed,

changed or removed at any time. In such applications, image updates of up to one minute

may be tolerable.

At this point, we should clarify the use of the term “interactive” as it is used throughout

this thesis. First, while an algorithm capable of handling dynamic content is inherently

considered interactive, the opposite does not always hold true in the literature; an interactive

algorithm does not necessarily imply its capability to support dynamic environments.

In several methods, for example, interactive walkthroughs are possible as long as the

environment remains static. If anything changes, however, such as the locations and

physical properties of the objects and/or the light sources, a (non-interactive) computation

stage must be performed again. When we refer to an interactive algorithm throughout this

thesis, we indirectly assume dynamic content and, therefore, the time constraints relate

to the entire process. Second, it can be reasonable to assume that an algorithm operating

at real-time rates is an interactive algorithm as well. Here, they are treated separately; an

interactive method lies between offline and real-time rendering and is distinguished from

real-time image generation due to its more relaxed time constraints.
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1.1.2 Global Illumination

An illumination algorithm receives as input a description of a virtual environment, con-

taining information on the location of objects and their material properties, a set of light

sources and a specification of a sensor; a camera representing an eye in the virtual world.

The expected outcome is then an image, depicting the scene as if the user was viewing it in

the real world from that particular camera location. The design of such efficient and robust

algorithms forms the basis of realistic image synthesis.

Photorealistic rendering is, ideally, based on the theory of light transport. However,

an accurate simulation of the quantum nature of light is practically infeasible and sim-

plifications are deemed as necessary. In computer graphics, the macroscopic model of

geometric optics is usually employed which, in most scenarios, is a sufficient approximation

of energy transport in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. In this model,

the measured quantity (radiance) is assumed to propagate instantaneously (in vacuum),

following infinitesimally thin straight paths (rays) in homogeneous media, diverging only

on material boundaries (e.g., a change of the index of refraction). The rendering equation,

proposed by Kajiya in 1986 [99], is the prevailing mathematical model used to date and has

been extensively used in graphics research to describe the interaction of light and matter in

a synthetic environment.

A full global illumination algorithm attempts to solve the rendering equation in its en-

tirety, i.e., at every location within the environment. However, this involves the computation

of high-dimensional integrals of discontinuous functions and is considered an intractable

problem (a thorough discussion is provided in Chapter 2). As such, a large part of research

in the graphics community has been devoted on the development of robust illumination

algorithms by simplifying and approximating the rendering equation.

For example, the radiosity algorithm works on a discretized version of the scene and

assumes all surfaces are pure diffuse reflectors (see Section 2.4.1). The simulation of

caustics, which appear due to multiple reflective and refractive rays focusing on a diffuse

surface, are best approached with photon mapping (see Section 2.4.3). Both of these

methods introduce statistical bias. Approaches that attempt to solve the rendering equation

without introducing any systematic error also exist, such as path tracing, which works by

recursively tracing rays throughout the environment. Nevertheless, their probabilistic nature

makes them rather inefficient with infinitesimally small light sources and highly specular

surfaces (see Section 2.4.2).

1.2 Problem Description

As already discussed, the goal of any illumination algorithm is to generate synthetic images

based on a set of parameters and conditions representing a virtual environment. The

illumination problem is inherently a visibility problem. For each light-surface interaction

within the environment, we need to either identify the surface locations reachable by

photons emitted from a point on a luminary or gather the energy transported via other

surfaces directly in the line of sight of a particular gathering point.

Even though this process can be rather complicated, it can be also decomposed into an

ordered sequence of specific steps. Thus, the rendering problem can be expressed in the
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Figure 1.1: A real-world photograph demonstrating global illumination. Areas not directly visible to

the light source would appear dark under a local illumination model. These media can be reached

by photons through subsequent scattering events, producing phenomena such as caustics, glossy

reflections and the “bleeding” of the color of an object into adjacent ones. (Image source: [183])

form of a pipeline; a sequence of smaller operations executed in a linear fashion, where the

output of each step forms the input of the next one, possibly in a re-entrant manner. This is

called the rendering pipeline. A useful property of pipelining is that large problems can be

broken down into a sequence of subproblems, where each one can be executed efficiently

by a combination of specialized algorithms and parallelization. Furthermore, improving

the overall efficiency of the pipeline eventually boils down to identifying and refining the

slowest stages of the pipeline [3].

Historically, the divergent design considerations between offline and real-time applica-

tions resulted in different approaches to resolve direct visibility, resulting in the two most

popular rendering pipelines employed today in computer graphics: rasterization and ray

tracing. While they may seem conceptually different, they are fundamentally similar; both

of them can be (algorithmically) expressed in the form of a double loop, where the order of

operations in each one is switched. Due to this, and before we proceed onto a more in-depth

analysis of the problems we investigated in this thesis, we start our discussion on a more

abstract level, where we explain both the striking similarities between these two concepts

as well as their differences.

1.2.1 Classification of Rendering Pipelines

Regardless of the underlying operations, rendering pipelines operate under the following

two conditions: (i) given a set of three-dimensional objects (or sometimes, two-dimensional

shapes) and a set of two-dimensional pixels on the image plane, the color of each pixel

in the output image must be computed, and (ii) the accurate depiction of an image must

involve the determination of visible surfaces from the particular viewpoint the scene is

rendered. Algorithmically, the first condition can be expressed in the form of a double

for loop and has led to two major algorithmic families: object-order and image-order

algorithms.
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An object-order algorithm, as its name indicates, iterates over all objects first. Each

object, or primitive, undergoes a sequence of operations and is eventually projected onto

the image plane. For each pixel overlapped by the primitive, its per-pixel color is computed

but not necessarily stored in the image buffer. This is determined by a visible surface

determination algorithm, such as the Z-buffer [24], which updates the image buffer only

if the primitive encountered is the closest one up to that point. Alternatively, a more

advanced data structure may be employed, such as per-pixel linked lists, which stores

a depth-ordered sequence of all per-pixel primitives. Object-order algorithms have the

advantage of processing each primitive only once, while the per-pixel shading operation

might occur more than once. The latter can result in wasted operations when only directly

visible surfaces are computed.

An image-order algorithm iterates over all pixels first. A ray is cast from each pixel

location and checked for intersections against the entire set of primitives. The pixel color is

then evaluated once for the closest intersected primitive. Image-order algorithms have the

advantage of processing (shading) each pixel only once, i.e., there are no wasted overdraw

operations. On the downside, the entire set of primitives must be traversed per pixel. This

is a computationally expensive operation and requires advanced acceleration structures to

drop the traversal cost, at the expense of construction overhead.

Both algorithms are well-suited to different scenarios. Object-order techniques are able

to resolve direct visibility of opaque surfaces very fast. This is mainly for three reasons:

(i) there is no need for the construction of complex data structures, e.g., only an image-

and a depth buffer are required, (ii) in typical environments, primitives tend to overlap

small regions of the image buffer, exploiting the shared resource data stored in local caches

of the graphics processing unit (GPU), and (iii) the total number of primitives is usually

lower than the total number of pixels. Hence, they have been highly preferred for real-time

applications. There, a convincing amount of realism can easily be accomplished via direct

illumination effects, which simulate the appearance of surfaces based on the energy emitted

directly from the light sources, i.e., the primary bounce of light, ignoring the illumination

received (indirectly) by photons interacting with all the other objects in the environment

(see Figure 1.1). While this was traditionally deemed sufficient enough, the simulation

of indirect illumination phenomena that is needed in today’s fully complex and dynamic

virtual worlds, is a difficult task. Consequently, developers end up employing various

approximative techniques to simulate isolated effects, commonly implemented as a series

of post-processing operations [5, 153], resulting in an increase in the complexity of modern

graphics engines, sacrificing both the workflow and productivity.

On the other hand, global illumination phenomena are easily and accurately provided

by image-order techniques, where spawning and tracing rays throughout the environment is

inherently compatible with the natural propagation of light. However, the computational

overhead of the acceleration data structures, in conjunction with the incoherent memory

patterns of secondary rays are still restricting these techniques to partially static content.

1.2.2 The Rasterization Pipeline

The rasterization pipeline has been the method of choice for real-time applications. Oper-

ating in object-order, direct visibility is determined by iterating through scene primitives,
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Image plane

Camera

Scene description

Depth value samples
Closest depth value

Z axis

Direct Visibility Determination Final Image

Figure 1.2: Simplistic example of the rasterization pipeline. Given as input a description of the

scene (left), the final color is computed by projecting primitives onto the image plane and sampling

them (top right). The correct depth order (with respect to the camera viewpoint) of the primitives is

determined via the use of a depth buffer, which iteratively maintains the closest depth values for each

pixel (top middle). A real-time example of a depth buffer, along with the final image, is shown at the

bottom.

projecting them into an image plane, sampling their surface and storing these sampled

surfaces in a depth buffer (see Figure 1.2). The advantage of rasterization is due to its

practicality. It can be easily implemented in hardware and can therefore exploit the avail-

able rasterization units, allows for high local data cache-coherence since primitives tend to

overlap neighboring pixels and is, in general, a more efficient algorithm in typical scenarios,

where the number of primitives in a scene is lower than the number of pixels. Furthermore,

primary visibility, i.e., the visible surface locations with respect to the camera viewpoint,

is resolved very fast. These are the main reasons behind its popularity in real-time graph-

ics. The major problem of rasterization lies in its difficulty to incorporate global effects

efficiently which, in conjunction with the various approximations involved in the process,

has a direct effect in the resulting quality. These issues have resulted in a large amount of

research focusing on the improvement of the quality of these methods.

The two dominant approaches in rasterization operate either in the image domain

(screen-space), or jointly, in a discrete volume domain. Screen-space techniques focus

on the use of user-centered information, i.e., originating from a particular viewpoint and

within the viewing frustum (the field of view of the camera). This is demonstrated in

Figure 1.3. Despite their fast performance, all calculations are based on a subset of

geometric information stored in a set of image buffers, representing only the part of the

environment that is visible through the viewing frustum. This, along with the discrete

sampling nature of rasterization, severely approximates the input to any illumination

algorithm. In more detail, primitives are only captured if they are present at specific

sampling locations inside the viewing frustum, usually the center of the pixel. As a result,
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view direction

image plane

viewing frustum

center of projection

fragment sample (single-layer)

fragment sample (multi-layer)

Figure 1.3: Image-based methods capture the scene with respect to a particular viewpoint (blue

circle). For each pixel on the image plane, a series of samples (fragments) are generated and stored.

Depending on the technique, the stored samples can represent only the first visible surface (single-layer

- yellow circles), or its subsequent ones as well (multi-layer - green circles).

geometry oblique to the view direction is sparsely sampled and objects either parallel

to the view direction or residing outside the view frustum are skipped entirely. These

approximations are manifested in the form of view dependencies and comprise the main

source of visual artifacts in image-space methods. On the other hand, volume-based

methods are able to capture the entire scene by discretizing it into regularly sized blocks, or

voxels, where each voxel serves as a representative of the volume of the enclosed portion

of the environment (see Figure 1.4). However, they assume a uniform granularity of the

represented geometric detail, limiting the quality of the information that can be stored to

the size of each voxel. Essentially, this assumption poses an upper-bound in the frequency

of the simulated phenomena as contact details and small-scale surface information cannot

be accurately represented. The rasterization pipeline, which is the basis of all methods

developed in this thesis, is discussed in more detail in Section 2.6.

Figure 1.4: Volume-based methods discretize the scene into regularly sized voxels of uniform

granularity. Left: The high-detailed model. Middle-left to right: Successive voxelizations of the

original version.
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Light Source

Scene Object

Shadow Ray
View Ray

Image

Camera

Figure 1.5: Illustrative example of an image-driven ray tracing pipeline. Rays are generated from

the virtual camera, crossing the image plane, and traced within the environment. The final color of

each pixel is decided based on the intersections of these rays with the scene objects. (Image adapted

from: [248])

1.2.3 The Ray Tracing Pipeline

Ray tracing is considered the most widely accepted approach for physically correct simula-

tion of global illumination phenomena. Algorithms based on ray tracing provide more direct

means (compared to rasterization) to determine visible surfaces and perform illumination

computations. In general, the process involves the construction of an object-based spatial

data structure and the tracing of rays throughout the environment to identify the closest

ray-objects intersections, without involving projections or scene approximations. On the

downside, ray tracing requires that for every ray, the entire environment must be traversed.

Clearly, this requires the use of complex acceleration structures, as naive traversal can

become prohibitively slow even for simple environments.

A common ray tracing pipeline consist of two simple stages: a construction stage and

a ray traversal stage. Typically, the acceleration structures employed in ray tracing are

usually based on some form of spatial partitioning scheme, such as kd-trees and octrees

or on bounding volume representations. The major benefit is of these structures is that

they are organized hierarchically, which reduces the traversal complexity from O(n) to

O(log n). However, they are computationally expensive to construct and this process has

been historically considered more of a preprocess operation. In order to support some form

of interactive content, the data structure must be either partially updated or entirely rebuilt

from scratch. Alternatively, simpler data structures can be employed, such as regular grids,

which offer much faster construction times. However, this comes at the expense of efficient
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ray traversal as empty space skipping is unavailable. A brief discussion on the research

conducted in spatial data structures is offered in Section 3.1.2.

During traversal, rays can be shot from any location in the environment to simulate

light transport for various purposes. For example, one can trace the trajectories of photons

by sending out rays from the surface of luminaries and following the paths that are formed

after the photons are deflected on surface boundaries. In image generation, a very common

approach is to generate a set of “primary” rays from the camera that cross each pixel and

are directed towards the environment, e.g., as in an image-order algorithm. By following

the rays’ trajectory as they intersect and get scattered off or through objects, we can

estimate the light energy that contributes to each pixel, and shade it accordingly (see

Figure 1.5). There are various ways in which ray traversal can be exploited, ranging

from direct visibility calculations [6] and simple reflection/refraction effects [245] to

probabilistic [99] and mutation-driven approaches [229]. These methods are discussed in

more detail in Section 2.4.2.

The advantage of these approaches lies in their simplicity. By simulating the flow of

light propagation common physical effects are indirectly provided, allowing the production

of visually stunning images. However, the resource-demanding construction stage that is

required frequently in interactive content, the irregular memory access patterns observed

mainly during the tracing of incoherent rays and its hardware implementation difficulty

have, traditionally, restricted ray tracing to static content and production rendering.

1.2.4 Problems in Real-time Global Illumination

The technical challenges posed by the strict time restrictions of real-time applications require

developers to implement and integrate highly efficient algorithms with very controllable

and bounded performance into their applications, making it an intriguing field of research

in computer graphics. As already discussed, the majority of these techniques are based on

the rasterization pipeline. There, real-time illumination algorithms have to employ a series

of assumptions and approximations in order to ensure the highest possible interactivity and

minimization of latency.

The most crucial simplification is induced on the environment where a full geometric

representation, that is, a primitive-based structure, is replaced by either the directly visible

surfaces from the camera viewpoint in screen-space methods or by a voxel grid in volume-

based ones. This modification is important as it decouples the scene complexity from

the algorithmic input, making possible the development of robust and efficient algorithms

applicable to dynamic environments with important gains in terms of rendering times,

memory size and bandwidth requirements.

A second important simplification is performed on the algorithmic operations, e.g., the

rendering equation. The most common practice involves the computation of direct and

indirect illumination separately, since direct effects can be computed very efficiently in the

rasterization pipeline. The indirect part, however, is computationally expensive even for

non real-time applications and, historically, it was replaced by a constant ambient term.

In the last few years, numerous illumination techniques have been proposed that are able

to achieve sufficiently convincing results for the purposes of real-time rendering. Despite

being quite diverse in the way they operate, the simplifications imposed on the rendering
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equation are usually similar: the generic scattering distribution function is replaced by

specific distributions modeling ideally diffuse or glossy surfaces, the number of light paths

is restricted to one or two, participating media are often omitted and, finally, occlusion

between indirect light paths is either approximated or entirely ignored. Empirical methods

are also used, such as ambient occlusion. The numerous ways the rendering equation is

approximated and a thorough categorization of the proposed techniques in the literature are

discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.

It becomes evident that illumination algorithms can pose some very interesting problems

in the domain of real-time rendering making in an exciting field of research. In this thesis,

we focus on and investigate two of the most popular approaches, screen-space ambient

occlusion and voxel-based global illumination, which we describe next.

1.2.4.1 Screen-space Ambient Occlusion

Ambient occlusion (AO) attempts to estimate the “openness” of the environment around

a point of interest and is the most extensively used technique for contact shadows, corner

darkening and ambient light attenuation (see Section 2.3.2). By exploiting the rasterization

pipeline, its screen-space variants can be executed at very low rendering times, support fully

dynamic environments and greatly enhance the resulting realism in almost all scenarios.

Therefore, a large amount of research interest has been devoted to the improvements of

these methods.

In the literature, a multitude of techniques have been proposed in order to improve

sampling quality, memory access patterns and the convergence of the occlusion estima-

tor. However, the view-dependent approximation of the algorithmic input causes severe

deviations on the occlusion estimator, resulting in visual instability of the rendered image.

Surprisingly, this issue has received very little interest from the research community. So

far, the proposed methods attempt to mitigate the problem by either combining several

depth-peeled layers and storing the highest occlusion or operating via a fixed view config-

uration relative to the camera position. The limitations of previous methods are: (i) the

generation of multiple views imposing an almost linear increase in the rendering times, (ii)

a camera-based configuration is not able to capture geometric information parallel to the

view direction and, (iii) the view with the highest occlusion is favored rather than the view

with better visibility properties between both the shaded point and the samples drawn in its

neighborhood.

Our first work, presented in Chapter 4, investigates all of the aforementioned issues and

also proposes a multiview configuration to compute the occlusion estimator with three major

differences: (i) the location of the views is based on arbitrary viewpoints, allowing the use

of the readily available shadow maps which imposes no additional cost in the construction

stage, (ii) the estimator is computed via an importance-based weighting scheme, favoring

occlusion from views with higher importance in screen-space, and (iii) an adaptive sample

selection technique ensures that the estimation of ambient occlusion comes in sub-linear

computational cost with respect to the number of views.
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1.2.4.2 Volume-based Global Illumination

A more accurate and complete computation of indirect illumination requires knowledge

of the entire environment, since the energy emitted from the light sources is propagated

throughout the entire scene before reaching the camera sensor. For real-time purposes, the

ray tracing procedure against the costly spatial acceleration structure is usually replaced by

a final gathering operation against a coarse discretization of the scene.

A typical process in these voxel-based methods is as follows: Initially, the scene is

discretized spatially into a uniform lattice. Second, the light emitted from the light sources

is captured in some form of image-based representation, e.g., cubemaps or some instant

radiosity variant. Third, the incoming radiance is encoded as a radial function, whose

coefficients are rapidly computed through projection to a truncated series of orthonormal

basis functions such as spherical or hemi-spherical harmonics, and injected into the cells

of the three dimensional lattice. This process is called caching, where each cell serves

as a cache point, sparsely storing a representative of radiance at that location in space,

called the radiance field. Energy is then distributed within the volume by exchanging

information between cache points through either a sampling procedure or an iterative

propagation scheme. In a final step, the indirect illumination is computed by performing

a final gathering step in the high-resolution frame buffer. The final color is obtained by

selecting a finite set of sample positions, retrieving the (interpolated) coefficients and

reconstructing the reflected radiance at each position.

The benefits of voxel-based representations combined with the local data access and

interpolation mechanisms of graphics hardware allow for very efficient, but approximate,

computations of indirect illumination in scenes of arbitrary complexity and dynamic lighting

conditions. In this thesis, we identify three problems existing in prior techniques, affecting

both the performance and quality of the indirect illumination. First, the standard practice

of expressing the radiance field as a truncated series of spherical harmonics demands a

large number of coefficients (for the entire scene) in order to sufficiently approximate the

original signal. Subsequently, this increases the bandwidth requirements for the texture

fetches during the gathering operation. Second, if in-scattering due to transport of indirect

lighting through participating media is absent, storing radiance for all grid points in the

volume results in wasted computations. This is mainly evident in large and open virtual

environments, a typical scenario in modern real-time applications. Finally, indirect occlu-

sion is very costly to compute (via a cubemap representation), view-dependent (through the

depth buffer) or computed via a probabilistic scheme.

In this thesis, we introduce the idea of directional chrominance subsampling for radiance

field compression, an optimized positioning scheme of radiance cache points only near

surface locations and a view-independent approximate indirect shadowing technique based

on a binary geometry volume. These techniques are demonstrated as part of a fast and

stable method for indirect diffuse illumination which is presented in Chapter 5. Note that

we consider both the chrominance compression and the optimized positioning of cache

points as generic contributions that can be applied to other radiance caching techniques as

well.
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1.2.5 Problems in Interactive Global Illumination

As noted previously in this chapter, interactive applications are dependent both on visually

correct results as well as on the ability to manipulate the various parameters that constitute

a virtual environment. Therefore, the implementation of techniques able to support global

illumination algorithms at interactive rates, are ideal candidates for this rendering category.

In general, any robust interactive illumination algorithm needs to satisfy the following

criteria: fast construction, efficient traversal times, bounded memory requirements and

support for arbitrarily complex and animated environments. So far, the conflicting nature

between ray tracing and rasterization methods has resulted to the proposal of numerous

techniques that improve either the interactivity in ray tracing, the quality in rasterization, or

both, by combining the two approaches.

In ray tracing, interactive rates require fast construction of the employed acceleration

data structure. Throughout the years, researchers have investigated various refitting and

updating strategies in order to inject new geometry to the previous frame’s acceleration

structure. However, the support of real-time animations, streamed from a shared distributed

virtual environment or dynamically generated from interactive manipulation tools, simula-

tions, etc., eventually results to the simple, but costly, solution of completely rebuilding the

acceleration structure in every frame.

Rasterization-based methods, on the other hand, can elegantly support dynamic environ-

ments due to their very fast construction stage. However, little investigation has been made

so far in the literature on their applicability to support a full global illumination algorithm.

Here, the major limitations of the previous methods are two: (i) the approximate geometric

representation of rasterization (discussed in Section 1.2.2) poses severe limitations for

the purposes of interactive rendering and (ii) their forward strategy to fetch the shading

properties of each incoming fragment (or voxel) during the construction stage, regardless

of whether they participate in the illumination computations or not, results in significant

waste of computational resources. Throughout this thesis, we refer to the second issue as

over-fetching.

Finally, a recent category of methods follow a hybrid approach that attempts to bridge

the gap between rasterization-based and ray-tracing approaches. They can provide effi-

cient results but require multiple data representations and are limited either in bounded

environments or in the type of effects they are able to compute.

In this thesis, we propose two methods for a robust solution to the problem of interactive

rendering by lifting the limitations of prior rasterization-based methods. The first method,

presented in Chapter 6, investigates the ability of rasterization to capture the entire envi-

ronment and effectively perform ray-fragment intersection tests in order to fully support a

global illumination algorithm. The presented solution augments the field of image-space ray

tracing and provides efficient construction times as well as scalable traversal performance.

However, the resulting quality is approximate due to its fragment-based data structure and

still prone to over-fetching issues. The second approach, presented in Chapter 7, further

generalizes the field of image-space ray tracing by exploring a primitive-based acceleration

data structure, providing accurate ray-object intersections and a complete solution to view

dependencies and the over-fetching problem.
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1.3 Summary of Contributions

In this section, we provide a detailed summary of our contributions which were discussed

in the previous sections, a list of our publications as well as a brief discussion of our

research framework. In total, we investigated four distinct techniques directly related to

global illumination problems, equally allocated to the domains of real-time and interactive

rendering.

In Chapter 4, we propose a generic method to address the view-dependent inconsis-

tencies of the screen-space ambient occlusion algorithms. We accomplish this by taking

advantage of buffers containing geometric information from other view points, already

generated as part of the rendering process. Furthermore, our method introduces an impor-

tance sampling scheme for effectively fusing ambient occlusion from arbitrary viewpoints,

without overestimating the result or requiring special passes such as depth peeling. The pro-

posed method is not limited to a particular image-based ambient occlusion algorithm and is

thus orthogonal to previous work. Our technique maintains the advantages of screen-space

methods for real-time rendering, while significantly reducing view-dependent artifacts, in

general.

This work, titled “Multi-view Ambient Occlusion with Importance Sampling” has been

presented at the ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games

(i3D) in 2013 and has been published in the ACM Digital Library.

In Chapter 5, we introduce a generic approach to improve the efficiency as well as the

visual instability of volume-based radiance caching methods in real-time rendering. First,

we propose a perceptually-based radiance field compression scheme based on the idea

of chrominance subsampling, by expressing the radiance field in luminance/chrominance

values and encoding the directional chrominance component in low-order spherical har-

monics. This way, we allow the storage of luminance in higher-order spherical harmonics

in a smaller (total) memory budget while maintaining the finer representation of intensity

transitions. Second, our compressed scheme is combined with an optimized cache popula-

tion method, by generating cache points only at locations that are guaranteed to contribute

to the reconstructed surface irradiance. Finally, we present a view-independent indirect

occlusion technique, which is computed very efficiently based on a binary geometry volume.

We integrate our contributions in a very fast and stable diffuse indirect lighting method,

with support for arbitrary light bounces and the ability to simulate complex and dynamic

environments, as demonstrated in our extensive experimental study. Last but not least, our

general qualitative evaluation indicates benefits for offline rendering applications as well.

This method, titled “Real-time Radiance Caching using Chrominance Compression” has

been published in the Journal of Computer Graphics Techniques (JCGT) in 2014 and was

invited for presentation at the ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics

and Games (i3D) conference in 2015.

In Chapter 6, we start our investigation on rasterization-based ray tracing for the

interactive rendering of global illumination phenomena in fully dynamic environments.

We propose an image-space ray-tracing method which, for the first time, can effectively

capture in high detail the entire environment by combining the advantages of voxel-based

approaches (complete geometry) and image-based methods (highly detailed geometric

data). Compared to prior work, the proposed method does not require any precomputations

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2856401
http://jcgt.org/published/0003/04/06/
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or the maintenance of additional spatial data structures, is applicable to arbitrarily complex

and dynamic environments and can support a full global illumination solution. We initially

rasterize the scene by performing multifragment rendering in a cubemap configuration.

During traversal, near and distant geometric information is detected by generalizing screen-

space ray tracing on our multiview/layered structure. To retain fast construction times

in conjunction with efficient traversal, our data structure is based on a novel A-buffer

implementation based on double-linked lists, depth subdivisions and decoupled storage,

allowing fast layer sorting, bi-directional traversal and efficient empty-space skipping.

Furthermore, an experimental study is provided that demonstrates that our method can fully

support global illumination algorithms, such as path tracing as well as ambient occlusion.

We conclude with the first complete analysis between multifragment variants in terms of

performance and memory usage for ray-fragment intersections. This evaluation showcases

that our method is generic and any multifragment variant can be used instead as a trade-off

between performance and memory consumption. While the presented method is able to

reduce view-dependencies significantly and support the implementation of a full global

illumination algorithm, the fragment-based nature of the underlying data structure can only

perform approximate ray-object intersection queries, which restricts the accuracy of the

final image, and is susceptible to memory over-fetching issues.

The presented work, titled “A Multiview and Multilayer approach to Interactive Ray

Tracing” has been presented at the ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Interactive 3D

Graphics and Games (i3D) in 2016 and has been published in the ACM Digital Library.

In Chapter 7, we continue our investigation on the field of image-space ray tracing by

proposing a novel method which explores a primitive-based acceleration data structure and

supports fast construction times, analytic intersection tests and reduced memory require-

ments. Initially, we build a compact data structure containing the scene geometry based on

primitive linked-lists instead of fragment-based information. During traversal and for each

light path segment, we trace our acceleration structure for any ray-primitive collisions. Then,

for each identified hit, we fetch the required properties and store them in a memory-bounded

auxiliary buffer used for illumination computations. This way, we are able to effectively

resolve the over-fetching issues of prior approaches. For efficient traversal, we exploit

several culling optimizations in image- and depth-space, such as screen-space hierarchical

traversal, pixel frustum clipping, depth subdivision and lossless buffer downscaling. Finally,

our experimental study demonstrates that our method generalizes the area of image-based

ray tracing under the constraints posed by arbitrarily complex and animated scenarios and

effectively resolves the two major remaining issues of the technique discussed in Chapter 6.

The presented work, titled “DIRT: Deferred Image-based Ray Tracing” has been pre-

sented at High-Performance Graphics (HPG) in 2016 and has been published in the The

Eurographics Association Digital Library.

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2856401
https://diglib.eg.org/handle/10.2312/hpg20161193
https://diglib.eg.org/handle/10.2312/hpg20161193
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Publication List

The complete publication list is also provided below:

• Kostas Vardis, Georgios Papaioannou, and Athanasios Gaitatzes. Multi-view Ambient

Occlusion with Importance Sampling. In: Proceedings of the ACM SIGGRAPH

Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games. I3D ’13. Orlando, Florida: ACM,

2013, pp. 111–118. ISBN: 978-1-4503-1956-0. DOI: 10.1145/2448196.2448214.

URL: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2448196.2448214

• Kostas Vardis, Georgios Papaioannou, and Anastasios Gkaravelis. Real-time Radi-

ance Caching using Chrominance Compression. In: Journal of Computer Graphics

Techniques (JCGT) 3.4 (Dec. 2014), pp. 111–131. ISSN: 2331-7418.

URL: http://jcgt.org/published/0003/04/06/

• Kostas Vardis, Andreas A. Vasilakis, and Georgios Papaioannou. A Multiview and

Multilayer Approach for Interactive Ray Tracing. In: Proceedings of the 20th

ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games. I3D ’16.

Redmond,Washington: ACM, 2016, pp. 171–178. ISBN: 978-1-4503-4043-4. DOI:

10.1145/2856400.2856401.

URL: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2856400.2856401

• Konstantinos Vardis, Andreas-Alexandros Vasilakis, and Georgios Papaioannou.

DIRT:Deferred Image-based Ray Tracing. In: Eurographics/ ACM SIGGRAPH

Symposium on High Performance Graphics. Ed. by Ulf Assarsson and Warren

Hunt. The Eurographics Association, 2016. ISBN: 978-3-03868-008-6. DOI:

10.2312/hpg.20161193.

URL: https://diglib.eg.org/handle/10.2312/hpg20161193

Research Platform

It should be noted that a custom graphics engine, named XEngine [223], was developed

and served as a research platform for the purposes of this thesis. XEngine was employed

for the implementation of various real-time and interactive algorithms and has provided

a consistent testing framework for the experimental study of all the methods that were

investigated throughout our research. An earlier version of XEngine is provided for free

under the terms of the MIT license (MIT) through the AUEB Computer Graphics Group.

1.4 Thesis Structure

This dissertation is divided into 8 chapters. The remaining chapters are structured as

follows: In Chapter 2, the necessary background in the field of interactive rendering is

laid out, as it is related to this thesis. In Chapter 3, we provide an overview of relevant

prior art. In Chapter 4, we present our generic framework for efficiently addressing the

limitations of screen-space ambient occlusion techniques in real-time rendering, in terms

of their geometric representation. In Chapter 5, we propose our very fast volume-based

http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2448196.2448214
http://jcgt.org/published/0003/04/06/
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2856400.2856401
https://diglib.eg.org/handle/10.2312/hpg20161193
http://graphics.cs.aueb.gr/graphics/downloads/xenginedoc/About.html
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global illumination technique for diffuse surfaces, based on radiance caching and reflective

shadow maps. We explain the concept of radiance field compression and how we support

multiple bounces and indirect visibility. In Chapter 6, we present our generic method for

fragment-based image-space ray tracing for complex and dynamic environments and a full

path-tracing implementation capable of fast construction times and scalable traversal cost

through approximate intersection queries. In Chapter 7, we further expand the field of

image-space ray tracing by applying the deferred nature of spatial-based methods in the

rasterization pipeline, achieving fast construction times and analytic intersection tests in a

memory-friendly framework. Finally, in Chapter 8, we provide a review of our research

and conclude this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, we provide the necessary theoretical background on the area of light

transport and photorealistic image synthesis. We start with an overview of some important

mathematical concepts in Section 2.1. Then, we discuss the elements of light transport,

their formulations in computer graphics as well as the most common ways to solve the

rendering equation, in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. We continue with a brief

discussion on color spaces in Section 2.5, and finally, we conclude with the rasterization

pipeline, in Section 2.6.

2.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

The development of robust illumination algorithms is fundamentally based on the ex-

ploitation of powerful mathematical concepts and tools. For example, the estimation of

high-dimensional integrals, such as the rendering equation, is based on numerical analysis

and stochastic methods. Similarly, various approximation techniques rely on the prop-

erties of functions represented in the frequency domain. Consequently, the illumination

algorithms presented in this thesis depend heavily on the understanding of such approaches.

The beginning of this chapter is devoted on two very important mathematical topics, as

they are related to this thesis. Monte Carlo integration, along with the basics of probability

theory is discussed in Section 2.1.1. Then, the Spherical Harmonic functions are presented

in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 Monte Carlo Integration

In global illumination problems, we need to estimate the distribution of light in a virtual

world, expressed through the rendering equation (see Section 2.2). In its general form, this

involves the estimation of a definite high-dimensional integral of a potentially discontinuous

and a priori unknown function of incoming light (radiance) for which no closed-form

solution exists. In absence of an analytical form, the integral is approximated using

numerical integration techniques.
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Figure 2.1: Path tracing example of the convergence of the Monte Carlo estimator. High variance,

manifested as noise, is dominating the image when only 1 sample per pixel (spp) is used (left). This

is gradually reduced by increasing the number of samples (middle and right). Variance reduction

techniques have been employed in the generations of these images, such as importance sampling.

Image rendered with XEngine [223], using the method presented in Chapter 7.

Numerical methods are commonly classified as deterministic and stochastic. Deter-

ministic techniques, such as quadrature integration, approximate the integral as a sum

over n partitions over the domain of interest. They perform reasonably well and have

high convergence rates as long as there are no discontinuities present and the number of

dimensions is low.

Stochastic methods on the other hand, are better suited to model complex behaviors

involving large datasets with a high degree of uncertainty such as weather forecasts, earth-

quake predictions and Brownian motion, i.e., the irregular movement of microscopic

particles due to collisions of molecules with the encompassing medium. Besides that,

they are also well-suited to simulate complicated problems expressed in the form of high-

dimensional integrals. The most powerful tools for solving the rendering equation are based

on Monte Carlo integration [202]. The idea is trivially simple: random samples are chosen

over the integration domain, the integrand is evaluated for each sample and, finally, the

integral is approximated based on the statistical mean of these evaluations.

Monte Carlo integration is very powerful due to its simplicity; the evaluation of any

complex multi-dimensional integral is transformed into a simple expected value problem.

Furthermore, its convergence rate is independent of the number of dimensions and, most

importantly, it poses no restrictions on the continuity or form of the integrand. Its major

drawback is that it suffers from high variance and a large number of samples are typically

required to ensure convergence. In illumination algorithms, this is commonly manifested

as high-frequency noise. Therefore, a large number of samples is required to reduce the

variance and converge to the expected solution. To increase the convergence rate, variance

reduction techniques are usually employed. For example, importance sampling is used in

order to distribute samples towards areas that contribute more to the final integral value.

Another source of variance is due to the use random numbers, which can produce clumping

under a finite amount of trials. To reduce these errors, various techniques make use of

methods based on the strategic distribution of samples, such as stratified sampling, and

low-discrepancy sequences. An example of the convergence of the Monte Carlo Estimator

is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Next, we briefly review Monte Carlo integration and some aspects from probability

theory as they are related to the research conducted on this thesis. For more information,

the interested reader is directed to [173, 50].

2.1.1.1 Basics of Probability Theory

Stochastic processes are based on the idea of random numbers. A random variable x is a

variable generated by a random process, based on a set of probable outcomes. Each time an

experiment is performed, the value of x is chosen from the given set of outcomes, where

each outcome is associated with a certain probability.

As an example, a random variable might describe the outcome of flipping a coin, which

would be heads or tails, such as xi = [heads, tails]. If the coin is fair, the probability of

each outcome pi is 1
2 . It could also describe the result of rolling a die, which would be a

value in the integer set [1, 6]. For a fair die, the probability of each outcome pi =
1
6 . In this

sense, a random variable is also understood as a function, a mapping of a set of outcomes to

certain values. These are examples of discrete random variables, where the set of possible

outcomes is finite, or countably infinite (such as the set of natural numbers N). If x is

defined over a continuous domain, it is referred to as a continuous random variable, e.g., the

exact height of a random person, or a point on the surface of a sphere. Since the rendering

equation takes values over the domain of real numbers (assuming geometric optics), we

restrict our discussion to continuous random variables.

The expected value of a continuous random variable x, or the weighted mean, defined

over a domain Ω, is:

E[x] =

∫

Ω

xp(x) dx, (2.1)

where p(x) is the probability density function, or PDF, describing the probability of occur-

rence of each outcome of the random variable in the range [x, x+ dx]. In a similar fashion,

given a function of random variables f(x), which is also a random variable, its expected

value for the same p(x) is:

E[f(x)] =

∫

Ω

f(x)p(x) dx. (2.2)

The PDF has the following properties: (i) it is non-negative, (ii) it always integrates to one

over the domain of interest:
∫ b

a

p(x) dx = 1, (2.3)

and, (iii) it is the derivative of the cumulative distribution function, or CDF, which describes

the probability that a random variable is less or equal than some value y:

CDF (x ≤ y) =

∫ y

−∞
p(x) dx. (2.4)
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2.1.1.2 Monte Carlo Estimator

Assume we need to evaluate the integral I of a function f over a domain Ω:

I =

∫

Ω

f(x) dx. (2.5)

The idea of Monte Carlo integration is to approximate I by drawing N samples over the

integration domain, where each sample is weighted by a probability density function:

Î =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

f(xi)

p(xi)
, (2.6)

where Î is the estimator of the target function and x1, ..., xN are independent and identically

distributed random variables.

The Monte Carlo estimator is unbiased; the expected value of Î is equal to the original

integral, E[Î] = I . In other words, the estimator will equal the correct solution, on average.

Biased estimators also exist, where the expected value of the estimator is not the correct

one. However, a biased estimator might converge to the correct solution as the number of

samples approaches infinity. In these cases, the estimator is considered biased but consistent.

In various scenarios, these types of estimators are preferred as they are simpler and faster

to compute. The variance σ2 of the Monte Carlo estimator is:

σ2[Î] =
1

N

∫

Ω

(
f(x)

p(x)
− I)2p(x) dx, (2.7)

which shows that the variance is proportional to 1
N . Consequently, the error decreases at a

rate of O( 1√
N
). In other words, the number of samples must be increased by 4 in order for

the error to be reduced by 2.

Importance Sampling

As already explained, Monte Carlo approaches suffer from high variance. A major source

of variance is due to the choice of the probability density function [50]. The simplest PDF

is the uniform probability distribution, i.e., where each sample has equal probability of

being selected over the integration domain. Such a PDF can lead to high variance if a

function contains high peaks in several regions, as an enormous amount of samples would

be required in order to reach these areas and converge to the expected value of the integral

(see left of Figure 2.2). Ideally, the optimal PDF is one that sets the variance to zero.

Unfortunately, such a PDF requires knowledge of the integral we are trying to compute:

p(x) =

∣

∣f(x)
∣

∣

∫

Ω
f(x) dx

. (2.8)

In other words, an optimal PDF can not be found. However, if we can generate a PDF that

exhibits similar characteristics to f , we can achieve significant error reduction. Intuitively,

this makes sense: distributing the samples towards regions where f has high (important)
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Figure 2.2: The choice of the probability density function is highly important for the reduction of

variance. Left: The simplest PDF (p(x)), chooses samples uniformly over the domain of integration,

which can lead to high variance. Middle left and right: The efficiency of importance sampling

techniques depend on the choice of the PDF. A good PDF should match as closely as possible the

shape of f , distributing more samples towards areas where the integrand has high values. Right:

Multiple importance sampling can be employed in cases where f(x) contains peaks originating from

more than one functions, where samples are distributed based on more than one PDFs.

values, will increase the efficiency of the estimator. The technique of reducing the variance

based on the choice of an alternative distribution function that (partially) matches the form

of the integrand is called importance sampling. The choice of the PDF in these techniques

is particularly important, as performing importance sampling based on a badly chosen

distribution function, i.e., distributing samples towards regions where f has low values, can

result in highly increased variance, even worse than the one resulting from a uniform PDF.

This is demonstrated in the middle insets of Figure 2.2.

Important sampling based on a simple PDF might not always be beneficial. Consider

the case where the integrand consists of the product of more than one functions, e.g.,
∫

g(x)h(x) dx, and a single PDF cannot be easily derived from them. Distributing samples

based on, for example g, would result in slow convergence in areas where the shape

of the integrand is dominated by h, as the PDF of g would give very low contribution

there (right of Figure 2.2). In these cases, a very powerful strategy is the combination of

multiple distribution functions, known as multiple importance sampling. In this technique,

samples are drawn from multiple distributions and weighted accordingly against all of them,

resulting in significant variance reduction.

A common practice in illumination algorithms is the distribution of samples based

on one or more of the functions comprising the illumination integral (e.g., the rendering

equation); a cosine weighted term, the incident light, or the material properties of the

underlying surfaces. For example, in a scene consisting of large area lights and specular

surfaces, the probability that a uniformly chosen light sample will contribute significantly

to the highly narrow outgoing direction of a reflection event is significantly small. There,

distributing samples based on the material’s properties, i.e., the bidirectional scattering

distribution function (see Section 2.2.3.1), ensures a faster convergence. Conversely, scenes

containing small lights and materials with wide distribution lobes can benefit from sampling

the light sources, as the probability that samples generated based on the surface properties

will reach the light source is again, small. In the case, however, where scenes consist of

both specular surfaces and large light emitters, multiple importance sampling is the optimal
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Random Uniform Stratified (jittered) Low-discrepancy

Figure 2.3: Examples of sampling strategies. Left: Employing (pseudo) random numbers can lead to

bad distribution of samples, missing large and important areas of the integration domain. Middle-left:

Dividing the domain into subregions and placing a sample at each center resolves this issue, but

causes aliasing. Middle-right: Stratified sampling jitters the location of samples in each subregion,

essentially replacing aliasing with noise, which is less objectionable (perceptually) to the human

visual system. Right: Quasi-random sequences (e.g., using the Halton set) exchange the randomness

with determinism in order to enforce a better equidistribution of the generated samples.

choice in order to distribute samples based on the both the BSDF as well as the light sources.

For more details regarding the intrinsics of multiple importance sampling and its impact

on the approximation of illumination integrals, the interested reader is referred to the PhD

thesis of Eric Veach [229].

Distribution Techniques

A finite number of samples can end up being poorly distributed over the integration domain,

causing clumping in various regions of the integrand (left of Figure 2.3). This is a second

source of variance, regardless of the PDF used. As such, various variance reduction

techniques are focused on the careful placement of samples over the domain of interest.

Stratified sampling partitions the integration domain into n non-overlapping regions. In

each region, or stratum, a sample is chosen based on a probability density function, usually

a simple uniform distribution (middle-left and middle-right of Figure 2.3). This ensures that

samples are well-distributed over the entire domain, reducing the estimator’s variance more

efficiently. However, the total number of samples is dimension-dependent, requiring nd

samples for a d-dimensional integral. Hence, this technique can quickly become prohibitive

for a large number of dimensions.

N-rooks sampling [194] retains the subdivision characteristics of the aforementioned

techniques, but requires only n samples regardless of the domain dimensionality.

Finally, quasi Monte Carlo sampling strategies reduce the variance by entirely replacing

the random number generation with deterministic low-discrepancy sequences, enforcing an

equal distribution, or minimum separation, between the generated samples [162] (right of

Figure 2.3). The Halton and Hammersley sets are commonly used in these techniques, as

they are trivial to compute and can easily extend to multiple dimensions. These sets are

based on the radical inverse, i.e., expressing positive integers as a sequence of digits of a

particular base and reflecting these digits around the decimal point. To generate numbers for

the 1- and 2-dimensional case of the Halton and Hammersley sets, the base 2 of the radical
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inverse (also known as the Van der Corput sequence) is used. For multiple dimensions,

numbers can be easily generated by using different bases, each one associated with a

different prime number.

2.1.2 Spherical Harmonics

Spherical harmonics [35] (SH) are harmonic polynomial functions which satisfy Laplace’s

equation when restricted to a sphere. They have a direct correlation with Fourier analysis

and the Fourier series, which is used to represent functions on the two-dimensional circle

instead of the three-dimensional sphere. In Fourier series, a function can be approximated

as a linear combination of (infinite) sinusoids, where each weight is essentially a projection

of the target function on a particular basis function, representing a specific frequency on

the frequency domain. Similarly, spherical harmonics can be employed to approximate

functions defined on the surface of a sphere, such as functions included in the rendering

equation.

The SH have been extensively used for the representation of BRDFs [21, 243], BRDFs

and intensity distributions[196], environment maps [179, 200] and radiance caching [163,

104, 105, 143, 168]. Other forms of representations also exist, such as hemispherical

harmonics [61, 115], Spherical Radial Basis Functions [127], Wavelets [66, 158, 159, 113]

and Spherical Wavelets [190].

Outside the field of computer graphics, they have a wide range of applications in

problems involving spherical symmetry, ranging from the computation of atomic orbital

electron configurations in quantum mechanics [52] to the representation of the gravitational

and magnetic fields of celestial bodies [22].

In this section we provide a brief overview of spherical harmonics, as they are related

to this thesis (see Chapter 5) and the field of computer graphics in general. For a more

thorough analysis the readers are referred to [68, 189, 178, 199].

Definition

Spherical harmonics are a set of orthonormal basis functions over the unit sphere. Using

the conversion between Cartesian (x, y, z) and spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ):

(x, y, z) = (r sin θ cosφ, r sin θ sinφ, r cosφ), (2.9)

where r ∈ [0,∞) is the radius, θ ∈ [0, π] is the inclination angle from the z direction, and

φ ∈ [0, 2π) is the azimuth angle. The basis function set of spherical harmonics on the unit

sphere are defined as functions of (1, θ, φ) as:

Y m
l (θ, φ) = Nm

l eimφP
|m|
l (cos θ), (2.10)

where l,m ∈ Z,−l ≤ m ≤ l. The variable l is referred to as the degree, frequency band,

or band index of the corresponding spherical harmonic function and the variable m as the

order. The band is directly associated with the degree of the polynomials it represents, e.g.,

band 0 is a constant function, band 1 contains linear functions, band 2 contains quadratic
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Figure 2.4: The first 4 frequency bands l = [0, 1, 2, 3] of the real spherical harmonics functions where

the values represent distance from the origin. Green and red represent positive and negative values

respectively.

functions, etc. From the inequality constraint of m, it follows that there are 2l + 1 basis

functions for each degree l. The variable Nm
l is simply a normalization constant:

Nm
l =

√

2l + 1

4π

(l −|m|)!
(l +|m|)! , (2.11)

and, finally, Pm
l are the associated Legendre polynomials. The formula presented in

Equation 2.10 contains complex values. However, since illumination computations require

only values in the set of the real numbers, a real basis of spherical harmonics is also defined

as:

Y m
l (θ, φ) =















√
2Nm

l P
|m|
l (cos θ) sin|m|φ, if m < 0,

Nm
l Pm

l (cos θ), if m = 0,√
2Nm

l Pm
l (cos θ) cosmφ, if m > 0.

(2.12)

The associated Legendre polynomials can also be defined in a numerically efficient way

according to a recurrence formula [177], where each polynomial generated is based on

prior computations:

Pm
m (x) = (−1)m(2m− 1)!!(1− x2)m/2,

Pm+1
m (x) = x(2m+ 1)Pm

m (x),

(l −m)Pm
l (x) = x(2l − 1)Pm

l−1(x)− (l +m− 1)Pm
l−2(x).

(2.13)

An example of the first 4 degrees of the real spherical harmonics is shown in Figure 2.4.

We next discuss some important operations and properties of spherical harmonics. However,

properties such as the integral of triple products and rotations of projected functions are

omitted, as they are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Orthonormality

Spherical harmonics obey an orthonormality relationship. More specifically, two functions

fi and fj are said to be orthogonal if:
∫

fi(x)fj(x)dx = kijδij , (2.14)

where δij is the Kronecker delta:

δij =

{

0 if i 6= j,

1 if i = j.
(2.15)

Essentially, the inner product of two different functions forming an orthogonal basis is 0,

otherwise it is equal to a constant factor kij . In the special case of kij = 1, the basis set is

also orthonormal.

As in linear algebra, where the use of an orthonormal basis, such as the standard

basis, simplifies various operations in vector space, orthonormal basis functions simplify

similar operations in function space. For example, a vector can be described as a linear

combination of orthonormal basis vectors, as a function is described as a linear combination

of orthonormal basis functions. The coefficients required for the linear combination in

vector space describe the similarity of this vector against each orthonormal basis vector and

are obtained through a projection operation which resolves to a simple dot product. In a

similar analogy, the coefficients required for the linear combination in function space are

obtained through a projection operation which resolves to a simple inner product:

ci =

∫

f(x)Bi(x) dx, (2.16)

where the coefficient ci describes the amount of similarity between the target function f
and a basis function Bi.

Projection

Spherical harmonics are an orthonormal basis set of functions. Therefore, any spherical

function can be approximated as a linear combination, or weighted sum, through an

expansion or reconstruction operation. The coefficients, or weights, are obtained by a

projection operation of the target function f against each of the basis functions. The

formula to compute each coefficient cml is:

cml =

∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ π

θ=0

f(θ, φ)Y m
l (θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ =

∫

Ω4π

f(ω)Y m
l (ω) dω, (2.17)

where Ω4π is the spherical domain and ω is the direction of integration. In practice, each

coefficient is approximated through Monte Carlo integration (see Section 2.1.1), such as:

ci ≈
1

N

f(ωi)Yi(ωi)

p(ω)i
, (2.18)

where i = l(l + 1) +m.
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Reconstruction

The reconstructed function f is a linear combination of the SH coefficients and the basis

functions expressed as an infinite series sum:

f(ω) =

∞
∑

l=0

m=l
∑

m=−l

cml Y m
l (ω). (2.19)

This way, the target function can be reconstructed entirely. However, this requires an infinite

number of coefficients and, in practice, the target function is approximated through a finite

number of coefficients. The approximated function f̂ is a band-limited version of the target

function f :

f̂(ω) =

n
∑

l=0

m=l
∑

m=−l

cml Y m
l (ω) =

N
∑

i

ciYi(ω), (2.20)

where (n+ 1)2 coefficients are needed to obtain an band-limited approximation of degree

n.

Note that the actual number of coefficients required for a particular nth degree approxi-

mation often leads to confusion in the computer graphics literature. For example, a 2nd
degree truncated series requires a total of 1 + 3 + 5 = 9 coefficients, corresponding to the

number of basis functions present in each frequency band, since the indexing starts at zero.

However, this is usually referred as 3rd order spherical harmonics in graphics research

papers. We follow the same naming convention within this thesis, in order to avoid further

confusion.

Product Integral

A second important property of orthonormal functions relates the integral of a double

product to a set of coefficients in frequency space:

∫

a(x)b(x)dx =

N
∑

i

aibi, (2.21)

where two SH functions a and b are expressed as a series sum of their coefficients, ai and

bi.

Convolution

Similar to Fourier analysis, where convolution of two functions f and h in the spatial domain

is equal to a multiplication operation in the frequency domain, spherical harmonics define

a similar convolution property. Given a spherical function f and a circularly symmetric

kernel h, i.e., which has no dependence on the azimuthal angle φ, the convolution of these

two functions is equal to the product of their spherical harmonics coefficients, weighted by

a constant factor:

(h ∗ f)ml =

√

4π

2l + 1
h0
l f

m
l . (2.22)
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This property has been exploited in irradiance environment maps, where their compu-

tation can be seen as a convolution between the clamped cosine factor and incoming

radiance [179].

Rotational Invariance

Spherical harmonic functions are rotationally invariant. This property, which can be

thought of as analog to the shift-invariance property of the 1D Fourier Transform, means

that projection operations are unaffected by rotations applied to the input functions. In

other words, rotating a light source and projecting it to spherical harmonics will produce

the same result as projecting the (unrotated) light source and rotating its SH coefficients.

2.2 Light Transport Theory

The development of illumination algorithms requires a deep understanding of the physical

laws and properties that explain the interaction of light and matter as well as the derivation

of mathematical models that formulate the desired phenomena. In computer graphics, an

important distinction exists between local and global illumination algorithms based on the

number of light bounces in a virtual environment. Local illumination algorithms compute

the primary bounce of light, that is, surfaces are lit directly from the light sources. Global

illumination algorithms on the other hand, compute all bounces of light; surfaces are lit

both directly from the light sources and indirectly through the scattering and transmission

of photons within the environment. The latter class of algorithms can be considered as a

superset that includes the local illumination methods, while the underlying theory is the

same.

This section starts with a brief description of the different light models, in Section 2.2.1.

Basic radiometry, which defines the elementary quantities needed for light transport, is

explained in Section 2.2.2. The interaction of light with different materials is discussed in

Section 2.2.3. Finally, the most important mathematical formulations of light transport with

and without the presence of participating media are presented in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Light Models

The theory of light transport describes different phenomena by assuming different models

of light representation. These are classified as geometric, wave and quantum optics. Each

of these models captures different properties of the dual wave-particle nature of light as it

interacts with the environment at different levels of detail.

Geometric optics or ray optics is the simplest light model and includes phenomena

such as absorption, emittance, reflection and refraction. It assumes that light propagates in

straight lines (as a ray) in homogeneous media or void space and is not affected by magnetic

or gravitational fields. It comprises a valid approximation of the light transport modeling,

provided that light interacts with objects larger than the wavelength of light.

Wave optics, described by Maxwell’s equations, study the light as an electromagnetic

wave. This model encompasses the properties of geometric optics but also explains effects
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Figure 2.5: Simplified illustration of the geometric optics model. Light emitted from a light source

can undergo reflection, transmission and absorption as it interacts with the various objects in the

environment. (Image source: [212])

such as interference, diffraction and polarization. These phenomena occur when light

interacts with geometry of comparable size to the wavelength of light.

Quantum optics, the most comprehensive and complete light model to date, explains the

behavior of light at the subatomic level, which exhibits both particle and wave properties.

This model can capture photoluminescent effects such as fluorescence and phosphorescence.

In fluorescence, photons are absorbed after interaction with matter and emitted at a different

wavelength. In phosphorescence they are emitted at different times and wavelengths. Other

phenomena such as blackbody radiation and the photoelectric effect are also explained by

quantum optics. Feynman’s book [56] in quantum electrodynamics offers an intuitive look

on the theory of light and matter.

Quantum optics comprise a very complicated model for use in computer graphics. The

dual particle-wave nature of light, the required knowledge of quantum mechanics and the

probabilistic behavior of photons make quantum optics a highly complex and unintuitive

model to be incorporated in rendering applications. Wave optics explain several important

effects, but this model is still not included even in production level renderers, despite some

promising work in the area [253, 250, 242, 251, 41, 88].

Computer graphics typically use the geometric optics model (see Figure 2.5). This

has proven sufficient as it covers some of the most useful optical phenomena of what we

see everyday and is easier to simulate. A further simplification in several illumination

algorithms is related to the absence of participating media. When the medium between

surfaces is considered to be vacuum (or a non-interacting solid medium) instead of air

and devoid of any particles, light scattering occurs only at the interface of surfaces and

therefore, effects such as fog cannot be simulated. A more detailed discussion on light

transport and how it relates to several fields (including computer graphics) can be found in

Veach’s thesis [229].
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Flux

Φ = 50 watts
Intensity

I = 50 watts/sr
Irradiance

E = 10 watts/m2

Radiance
L = 3 watts/(sr · m2)

Figure 2.6: Different radiometric quantities. From left to right: Radiant flux, the total power with

no notion of direction or area. Radiant Intensity, expressing radiant flux with respect to direction.

Irradiance, which is radiant flux over area. Radiance, measuring radiant power with respect to both

area and direction.

2.2.2 Radiometry

The field of radiometry describes the quantities needed for measuring electromagnetic

radiation. Radiometric quantities are used in global illumination algorithms to measure

the way photons propagate and interact with different media in a scene. A related field,

photometry, provides measurement units that take into account the fact that the human

eye photoreceptors have different response curves to the different wavelengths of visible

light, which ranges roughly between 380 and 750 nanometers. Since radiometric and pho-

tometric units differ only by a weighting function, all quantities used in global illumination

calculations are in radiometric units by convention. We now discuss the basic radiometric

quantities, which are also summarized in Table 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Radiant Flux

The most basic radiometric quantity is radiant flux or radiant power. It expresses the

energy of electromagnetic radiation (in joules) per unit time (seconds). It is denoted by Φ
and measured in Watts [W = J · s−1]. This quantity has no notion of surface, direction of

propagation or distance. It is used to express the amount of power, that is either emitted by

a light source or propagated through a surface, integrated over all wavelengths. All other

radiometric definitions are based on the quantity of radiant power.

Radiant Intensity

Radiant intensity I expresses the propagation of power Φ over a certain direction. Direction

is expressed as a solid angle dω, which is the three-dimensional equivalent of an angle, and

the unit of its measurement is the steradian (sr). Intensity is given by:

I =
dΦ

dω
, (2.23)

and has units of [W · sr−1]. For example, an isotropic light source (which emits light

uniformly) can emit 10 Watts per steradian in all directions.
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Irradiance

The irradiance E is defined as the radiant power Φ incident per unit surface area A. This

quantity has no notion of direction and is expressed in [W ·m−2]. Irradiance is given by:

E =
dΦ

dA
. (2.24)

Equivalently, the radiant exitance or radiosity B (or M in some texts) expresses the radiant

power leaving a surface (in all directions):

B =
dΦ

dA
. (2.25)

For example, a uniform emitter may have a radiant exitance of 5 Watts per square meter at

each surface point.

Projected Area

Light striking a surface is maximized (in terms of photon density) when the light direction

is perpendicular to the surface. As the light direction changes, the number of photons

intercepted by a particular patch on the surface of area A decreases proportionally to the

cosine between the light direction and the surface normal vector. In other words, the density

of the photons per unit area decreases as a fixed amount of photons per incident solid angle

spreads out over a larger (projected) surface. The relationship between the projected area

(the area perpendicular to the light direction) and the surface area is:

Aproj = A cos θ = A(n · ω), (2.26)

where θ is the angle between the surface normal and the light direction and (n ·ω) is the dot

product between the normalized surface normal and the normalized direction of incidence.

In general, light incident on a surface is considered for a single side of the surface interface,

usually over the hemisphere above the surface.

Radiance

The quantity of radiance L(x, ω) is a measurement of power per solid angle and per

projected area, with units of [W · sr−1 ·m−2]. It measures the amount of light passing

through an imaginary infinitesimal area dAproj(x) perpendicular to a differential direction

dω. Radiance is defined as:

L(x, ω) =
∂2Φ(x)

∂Aproj(x) · ∂ω
=

∂2Φ(x)

∂A(x) · ∂ω · cos θ . (2.27)

Radiance is a fundamental quantity in computer graphics and especially in lighting calcula-

tions because it represents the amount of light traveling on infinitesimally thin beams of

light (rays), which are mathematically convenient for the modeling of the geometry of light

transport in geometric optics. A common distinction when computing radiance relates to

the absence/presence of participating media. When radiance is computed only at surfaces,
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participating media is not taken into account and light is assumed to travel through vacuum,

i.e., without any change of magnitude through the medium. In this case, radiance is referred

to as surface radiance and it remains constant as it propagates along a path between two

surface locations x, y. Mathematically, this is expressed by:

L(x, ω) = L(y,−ω). (2.28)

The above equation states that for two mutually visible surface points x and y, the radiance

arriving at x from direction ω is the same as the radiance leaving y towards direction −ω.

This is a very convenient reciprocal property for algorithms which ignore participating

media, since global illumination can be computed once the exitant surface radiance from all

contributing surface points is known. Alternatively, when participating media are present,

light can be affected by the medium between surfaces (air, cloud particles, etc.). In this case,

radiance needs to be re-evaluated at all locations in-between the given path endpoints due

to scattering events within the participating medium (see Section 2.2.4.3) and is referred to

as field radiance.

Dependence on Wavelength

All the above quantities compute the radiation for all frequencies of the electromagnetic

spectrum. Spectral radiant power, spectral radiant intensity, spectral irradiance/radiosity

and spectral radiance are the same quantities defined per wavelength, so each one accounts

also for the contribution from specific wavelength values λ. Integrating each spectral

radiometric unit over the wavelength domain computes its “all-frequency” counterpart. For

example, the radiance is defined as the integral over all wavelengths in the electromagnetic

spectrum as:

L(x, ω) =

∫

spectrum

L(x, ω, λ) dλ. (2.29)

In rendering applications, lighting operations are usually based on RGB color space triplets,

which is defined with respect to the centers of the wavelength response curves of the human

photoreceptors (see Section 2.5). For precise illumination models, however, calculations

need to be performed between different spectral distributions, since multiplying different

spectra and converting their result to RGB (to be displayed on the screen) is not the same

as multiplication between their collapsed RGB representations [172, 74, 98, 201, 236, 18].

Still, this approximation is frequently used for efficiency reasons.

Radiometric relationships

Integrating Equation 2.27 over the hemisphere of directions Ω and using Equations 2.24, 2.25

and 2.26, the following relationships between radiometric quantities can be derived:

E(x) =

∫

Ω

L(x, ωi)(nx ωi) dωi, (2.30a)

B(x) =

∫

Ω

Lo(x, ω)(nx ωo) dωo, (2.30b)
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where L(x, ωi) is the incident radiance at a point x and L(x, ωo) is the radiance exiting a

point x in direction ωo. These equations state that the energy arriving/leaving at a point x
is the cosine weighted integral of incoming/outgoing radiance over the hemisphere Ω.

Similarly, by integrating Equation 2.27 over Ω and surface area A and using Equa-

tion 2.26 we can obtain:

Φ =

∫

A

∫

Ω

L(x, ωo)(nx · ωo) dωo dA, (2.31)

which describes the total energy passing through a surface A (real or imaginary) for all

directions ω.

Summary

The radiometric quantities described in this section, as well as their units, are summarized

in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: List of radiometric quantities

Quantity Symbol Unit Summary

Flux or power Φ W = J · s−1 Electromagnetic energy per unit time

Intensity I W · sr−1 Radiant power per unit solid angle

Irradiance E W ·m−2 Incident radiant power per unit area

Radiosity B or M W ·m−2 Exitant radiant power per unit area

Radiance L W ·m−2
· sr−1 Radiant power per unit projected area

per unit solid angle

2.2.3 Surfaces

When light is emitted from a light source, it propagates within the environment and interacts

with surfaces. Each surface’s internal structure has different characteristics that define

its interaction with light and, therefore, its visual appearance. According to the laws of

geometric optics, light striking a surface is either absorbed or scattered. When light is

scattered, it can be either reflected or transmitted (see Figure 2.7).

Absorption happens when a photon interacts with the internal structure of an object.

The photon’s energy is transformed into some other form of energy, such as thermal energy.

Absorption is related to the reduction of light energy and does not change its trajectory.

Scattering of light is associated with energy being re-radiated back after colliding with

a medium. Hence, it is related to the change of direction of an electromagnetic wave

instead of its energy. Scattering can occur either at the boundary of the object or at its

interior, resulting in two different phenomena that coexist. In the first case, light reaches

the boundary of an object and changes direction without penetrating the surface. This is

called surface reflection. In the second case, photons are transmitted (refracted) through the

boundary of the object and if they are not absorbed, they are internally scattered. This is

called body or volume reflection. When light is internally scattered it can exit back at some

other point on the surface, a process called subsurface scattering.
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Figure 2.7: Interaction of light with matter. Photons striking an object are either reflected at its

boundary (yellow arrows), or transmitted through it. In the latter case, they are internally absorbed

and scattered (green arrows) or exit back at the surface (blue arrows). (Image source: [147])

Metals, or conductors, are mostly characterized by their surface reflectance since most of

the transmitted light is absorbed. Insulators, or dielectrics, however, have lower absorption

coefficients, which allows more light to be transmitted and internally scattered. Thus, since

surfaces interact with light at their boundary as well as at their interior, both surface and body

reflection must be simulated to achieve the correct appearance. Homogeneous insulators

such as crystals, glass and pure water, transmit light in directions that do not deviate much

from Snell’s law and are considered transparent materials. Heterogeneous insulators such

as skin, snow and plastic cause light to scatter and change orientation multiple times inside

their substance before exiting and are considered translucent materials.

2.2.3.1 Modeling of Surface Reflectance

During rendering, a proper representation of the material properties is required to accurately

model and visualize each different object in the virtual environment. In radiometry, this is

accomplished by scattering functions. These are mathematical models that are either repre-

sented analytically (mostly through statistical distributions) or by using actual measured

data.

The most common scattering function used in rendering applications is the bidirectional

reflectance distribution function or BRDF [161]. The BRDF f for a particular point x

depends on the incident and exitant light directions and is defined as the ratio of the

differential outgoing radiance to the differential irradiance:

f(x, ωo, ωi) =
dL(x, ωo)

dE(x, ωi)
, (2.32)

where ωo is the exitant direction under consideration and ωi is the light’s incoming direction.

Intuitively, the BRDF describes the amount of radiant power that exits the surface at a

direction ωo on the same side of the surface interface as the direction of incidence, given

the contribution of radiant power to x from light arriving at the surface from a direction ωi.
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The scattering function describing the interaction of light with both sides of the surface

interface, is the bidirectional scattering distribution function or BSDF. BSDF is defined

over the entire sphere of directions. For practical reasons, BSDF is typically split into a

BRDF term defined over the hemisphere of incident directions above the surface (i.e., on

the same side as the direction of incidence) and a function of scattering from the interior of

the surface, the bidirectional transmittance distribution function or BTDF.

However, when the scale of observation is such that the entry point can be considered

equal to the exit point and the material represented is assumed to have uniform boundary

properties, certain subsurface scattering phenomena are commonly modeled as reflective

properties (body reflection or albedo) and represented via the BRDF. The BRDF has some

interesting properties:

• Symmetry. For isotropic materials, where reflectance has the same value for a fixed

azimuthal difference between incoming and outgoing directions, the dependence on

absolute longitude angle φ can be dropped from the equation. For anisotropic materi-

als, such as brushed metal the above assumption does not hold and the anisotropic

BRDF is a 4D function of incident and outgoing longitude and latitude.

• Reciprocity. For the majority of materials, the BRDF follows Helmholtz reciprocity.

This means that the directions can be interchanged and the value will remain the

same:

f(x, ωo, ωi) = f(x, ωi, ωo). (2.33)

This property is important in some illumination algorithms, since it allows tracing

paths either in the direction of light propagation or backwards, without affecting the

contribution of the material to the light’s surface interaction.

• Energy conservation. Physically correct BRDF models obey the law of energy

conservation. This means that the total exitant power from the surface is less than or

equal to the total incoming flux, unless the surface is also an emitter. A non energy-

conserving model does not produce correct results. For example, rough surfaces

might exhibit loss of energy, i.e., they appear darker, at glancing angles due to the

absence of multiple scattering events [82]. In general, enforcing both reciprocity and

energy conservation is a difficult task [53].

Common BRDF models

In general, BRDFs and reflectance models are based either on empirical observations or on

simplifications of physical laws. BRDF models that focus on modeling the body reflectance

are referred to as diffuse BRDFs. The simplest body reflectance BRDF and the one that is

still widely used in interactive applications is the ideal diffuse, pure diffuse, or Lambertian

BRDF [124], which states that a lit surface is viewed equally bright from all directions.

In this case, the BRDF is constant, equal to ρ(x)/π. The value ρ(x), is the albedo of the

surface at x, i.e., the amount of energy being reflected instead of absorbed.

The simplest surface reflectance BRDF is the ideal specular BRDF where the incoming

energy is totally reflected in the ideal reflection direction, similar to a perfect mirror reflec-

tion. However, the behavior of a more realistic BRDF is characterized by a reflectance lobe
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in which the scattering of light covers a range of directions, instead of a single one. Surface

reflectance BRDF models are known as glossy BRDFs, with the most historically popular

being the Blinn-Phong BRDF [17]. Other models are based on microfacet theory [218, 30,

235], which models the surface as a number of tiny mirror-like or ideal specular planar

reflectors. Historically, the most widely used isotropic reflectance model has been the

Cook-Torrance model [30], in which the micro-facet distribution is taken into account

(surface roughness), as well as the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients of the

material for the particular direction of incidence, along with light masking and shadowing

side effects of the micro-facet geometry.

Reflectance lobes for several well-known BRDFs are shown in Figure 2.8. This is a vast

area of research and numerous models have been proposed [174, 176, 208, 79, 237, 165,

119, 8, 49, 146]. We omit any additional details of this area and we refer readers to three

comprehensive surveys [188, 193, 118]. Figure 2.9 illustrates the appearance of surfaces

using the Cook-Torrance model.

Measuring real surfaces with the use of gonioreflectometers and image-based methods

is an alternative way to acquire BRDFs [44, 126, 140, 87, 91, 47, 2]. A subset of them is

available for download in online databases [152, 34].

Generalizing the BRDF

The BRDF makes several assumptions regarding the behavior of light, such as the scale of

observation and material uniformity. As long as these are respected, a reciprocal and energy

preserving BRDF can accurately represent the interaction of light with matter. By lifting

these simplifications, more complex surfaces can be accounted for [244]. However, most of

these representations are quite complex and are not very that common in computer graphics.

In the most general case (ignoring interference and light polarization) these functions need

to describe the behavior of light in multiple domains: spatial, directional, spectral and

temporal [230], as given by the 7D plenoptic function [1]. The most general scattering

function, S, is a 14D function which describes the interaction of light with a medium

by using two plenoptics, describing light arriving and exiting at an arbitrary position in

space. Ignoring phosphorescence and fluorescence phenomena and assuming radiance is

incoming

direction

BRDF

outgoing

direction

outgoing

direction

outgoing

direction

incoming

direction

incoming

directionBRDF BRDF

Lambert Blinn-Phong Cook-Torrance

Figure 2.8: Examples of different BRDF models. Left: Lambertian (ideal diffuse). Note that there

is no directional dependence. Center: Blinn-Phong BRDF. The directionality and the size of the

lobe signifies the direction and width of the specular highlight. The lobe is strongest in the ideal

reflection direction. Right: The microfacet-based Cook-Torrance BRDF. The highlight direction

is towards more grazing angles compared to Blinn-Phong since it is based on Fresnel reflectance,

see [30]. BRDF models rendered using Disney’s BRDF Explorer [234].
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Figure 2.9: BRDF modeling allows for efficient visualization of different types of materials. In

this example, different types of materials are illustrated by applying different parameters using the

Cook-Torrance model [30].

constant along rays (i.e., no volumetric scattering), thus omitting temporal and spectral

dependencies as well as two spatial dimensions, the bidirectional surface scattering and

reflectance distribution function, or BSSRDF [161], can be used. This 8D function captures

subsurface scattering phenomena, such as light entering at one location and exiting at

another, regardless of the scale of observation and can be used to represent the appearance

of surfaces such as skin, wax, etc. Ignoring subsurface scattering, therefore dropping two

more dimensions (of position), the 6D Spatially-varying Bidirectional Surface Reflectance

Distribution Function, or SVBRDF, can be employed to simulate materials that do not

depend highly on subsurface scattering, but do not have uniform properties on their surface.

Going further and assuming uniformity over the surface which, strictly speaking, is only

valid if the object is viewed from a certain distance, the spatial dependence is dropped and

the 4D anisotropic BRDF is used.

2.2.4 Formulations of Light Transport

The goal of global illumination algorithms is to estimate as accurately as possible the photon

propagation in an environment. Light is emitted from the light sources, bounces around

the scene and interacts with different media such as surfaces and air, undergoes scattering

and absorption, under a local energy-preserving equilibrium state. Several formulations

have appeared over the years and all algorithms can be expressed through one or several of

these. The most fundamental mathematical model in computer graphics was presented by

Kajiya [99], who formulated light transport in computer graphics in the form of an integral

equation, called the rendering equation:

L(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) + Lr(x, ωo), (2.34)

which states that the radiance leaving a surface point x in direction ωo is equal to the sum

of the emitted radiance Le from that point in the ωo direction and the radiance Lr leaving

the surface in the same direction due to light scattering events at x.
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2.2.4.1 Hemispherical Formulation

Lr can be derived by differentiating Equation 2.30a to relate irradiance with incident

radiance and integrating the BRDF (Equation 2.32) with respect to solid angle:

dL(x, ωo)

dE(x, ωi)
= f(x, ωo, ωi)⇒

dL(x, ωo)

dL(x, ωi) cos θi
= f(x, ωo, ωi)⇒

dL(x, ωo) = f(x, ωo, ωi) dL(x, ωi) cos θi ⇒

Lr(x, ωo) =

∫

Ω

f(x, ωo, ωi)L(x, ωi) cos θi dωi. (2.35)

This is called the reflectance equation and is defined over the hemisphere of reflected/in-

cident directions Ω. The corresponding equation for the BSDF is defined over the entire

sphere of directions and is called the scattering equation.

If participating media are ignored, then the incoming radiance depends only on the

outgoing radiance of other surface locations. However, this is a recursive problem. To

compute the illumination at a specific surface location, the incoming radiance at point x

from a given direction must be found. This incoming radiance equals the outgoing radiance

of another point y, therefore, L(y,−ωi) must be also found and so on. The unknown

quantity, radiance, is also shown inside the integral. Mathematically, the rendering equation

is known as a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind and is hard be to solved

analytically.

2.2.4.2 Area Formulation

The hemispherical formulation considers radiance quantities with two different roles (out-

going / incident) defined locally at point x, although the incident radiance depends on the

contribution of other locations on scene geometry. An alternative form of the rendering

equation removes the incident radiance at x and replaces it with the corresponding outgoing

radiance of the contributing point y. Starting from the hemispherical formulation of the

rendering equation (Equation 2.35), after replacing dω with the corresponding contributing

area of geometry dA at y, the integration domain is transformed from the hemisphere above

x of all incident directions to the set of all visible points Av subtended by the hemisphere.

Using the definition of a solid angle, in this change of variable, Equation 2.35 becomes:

Lr(x, ωo) =

∫

Av

f(x, ωo, ωi)L(y,−ωi)G(x,y) dA,

G(x,y) =
cos θi cos θj
||x− y||2 ,

(2.36)

where θj is the angle between the normal vector at y and the normalized direction vector

−ωi. This formulation of the rendering equation involves the determination of the visible

surfaces Av from x for all sampled points in the scene. A more practical version, which

is commonly used in many algorithms is derived if we introduce a binary visibility term

V (x,y), which is 1 if the two points are mutually visible, or 0, when the line of sight
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between them is interrupted by other geometry. Now, Equation 2.36 can be expanded to the

entire domain A of all surfaces in the scene, since their contribution to the receiving point

x can be controlled by V (x,y):

Lr(x, ωo) =

∫

A

f(x, ωo, ωi)L(y,−ωi)V (x,y)G(x,y) dA. (2.37)

Using the rendering equation, global illumination algorithms solve the light transport

problem recursively by tracing photons emitted from the light sources, tracing random

paths from the sensor, or by a combination of both strategies.

Let us now for the sake of simplicity define an operator Int(L(y), A) corresponding to

the integral of Equation 2.37. We can do the same for the hemispherical rendering equation

as well. Then, the total outgoing radiance from a point x is:

L(x, ωo) =Le(x, ωo) + Lr(x, ωo) =

Le(x, ωo) + Int(L(y), A) =

Le(x, ωo) + Int(Le(y) + Lr(y), A) =

Le(x, ωo) + Int(Le(y), AL) + Int(Lr(y), A)) =

Lemitted + Ldirect + Lindirect,

(2.38)

where AL ⊂ A represents the union of all light-emitting surfaces in the scene (the luminar-

ies). The above formulation splits the energy contribution of the light incident to a point to a

direct component, i.e., light coming directly from the light sources, and an indirect one that

includes all light bounces up to x. Breaking the integral equation into these components is

a common approach in illumination algorithms, where each part is solved separately.

2.2.4.3 Participating Media

Light transport as described by the rendering equation assumes that light interacts either

with surfaces, or travels in vacuum. While that may be a reasonable approximation, effects

such as fog, the blue color of the sky, fire and smoke cannot be approximated. If the

medium between two surfaces participates in the lighting calculations then photons can

also be absorbed, emitted and scattered. Scattering occurs when a photon interacts with

particles in the participating medium causing it to change direction. Out-scattering refers

to the case where photons are being scattered in other directions and in-scattering refers

to the case where scattered photons arrive from other directions towards the direction

of observation. Absorption and out-scattering cause a decrease in field radiance while

emission and in-scattering cause an increase in field radiance.

Extinction

Extinction is the combined effect of absorption and out-scattering. As light travels along a

ray through a participating medium, the probability that photons will either be absorbed or

deflected outside the path of the ray, causing a decrease in field radiance, is described by

the extinction coefficient σt:

σt = σa + σs, (2.39)
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where σa is the absorption coefficient and σs is the scattering coefficient. The fraction of

photons that are not scattered or absorbed travelling from a point x to a point x′ in direction

ω is given by the transmittance function Tr:

Tr(x,x
′) = e−

∫
d

0
σt(x+tω,ω) dt, (2.40)

where d is the distance between the two points. The negative exponent is called the optical

depth of the medium. For a homogeneous medium, the scattering coefficient does not vary

along the path and the transmittance function becomes:

Tr(x,x
′) = e−σtd, (2.41)

which is also known as Beer’s law. Given the transmittance function, the total radiance

arriving at point x′ is:

L(x′, ω) = Tr(x,x
′)L(x, ω). (2.42)

Emission and In-scattering

The phenomena of emission and in-scattering relate to the increase of radiance along the

path of the ray. Emission increases radiant energy due to physical processes converting

other forms of energy to visible light, while in-scattering increases radiant energy due to

photons being scattered from other directions. The total radiance increase at a point x in

direction ω is given by the emitted radiance and the incident radiance around that point:

L(x, ω) = Le(x, ω) + σs(x, ω)

∫

Ω4π

p(x, ω, ω′)L(x, ω′) dω′ , (2.43)

where Le is the emitted radiance and p is the phase function which indicates the angular

distribution of light arriving at x in direction ω from the entire sphere of directions Ω4π.

The simplest phase function is the isotropic which has a constant value of 1
4π .

2.2.4.4 Path Notation

Global illumination algorithms are often classified based on the different phenomena they

attempt to solve. This taxonomy is usually based on following the trajectory of photons

throughout the environment and their interaction with different surfaces. For example, many

algorithms have been developed to simulate diffuse-only environments. Other techniques

are designed for capturing caustic effects, which require the tracing of specular paths. Some

approaches start measuring the contribution of light at the camera sensor, others trace the

emitted radiance from the light sources and hybrid algorithms use a combination of both.

A distinction on the number of bounces is also common, as it imposes an increase on the

rendering cost.

To characterize these different algorithms, a convenient way is to use Heckbert’s

notation [80]. According to this notation, photons can interact with different environment

types: the camera sensor or eye (E), the light sources (L) and different types of materials (D

for diffuse and S for specular). These interactions are frequently called events. A number

of regular expression operators is also defined to describe sequences of events, as shown in

Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Regular expression notation for photon trajectory events

Notation Description Example Meaning of example

⋆ Zero or more D⋆ Zero or more diffuse bounces

+ One or more D+ One or more diffuse bounces

? Zero or one S? Zero or one specular bounces

None One S One specular bounce

| Or D|S One diffuse or one specular bounce

() Group (D|S)+ One or more diffuse or specular bounces

Figure 2.10: Left: Scene lit with direct illumina-

tion only. Areas where light is not present appear

dark. Right: Direct and one bounce of indirect

illumination. (Image source: [211])

Figure 2.11: A typical outdoor scene rendered

with ambient occlusion only. Note the resem-

blance to shading from an overcast sky. (Image

source: [203])

Using this notation, the whole light transport can be described by L(D|S)⋆E. That is, light

is emitted from the light sources and photons can either reach the eye directly or bounce

around any type of surface, any number of times before they finally reach the eye.

2.3 Special Cases of Light Transport

Simulating all light transport effects is a challenging and time-consuming task even in

current production renderers. Therefore, the majority of algorithms have been designed

with certain phenomena in mind. By excluding certain phenomena, the rendering equation

can be simplified significantly. For example, by limiting the type of surfaces to ideally

diffuse, the BRDF is set to a constant factor and moved outside the integral. By reducing

the number of bounces to a small fixed number, the rendering equation is replaced by

a simple summation of finite paths. This section explains the most basic but also the

common special cases of the generic light transport equation that are used in interactive

and real-time graphics algorithms. These different phenomena include: direct illumination

(Section 2.3.1), ambient occlusion (Section 2.3.2), environment mapping (Section 2.3.3),

caustics (Section 2.3.4) and diffuse interreflections (Section 2.3.5).
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2.3.1 Direct Illumination

The simplest type of illumination is local or direct illumination. These algorithms take

into account the direct interaction of surfaces with light emanating only from light sources

(luminaries), i.e, those surfaces for which Le 6= 0. In this case, surfaces are illuminated

only by the primary bounce of light, without regarding the incident light from transmission

on other surfaces or media (see Figure 2.10). In terms of notation, the simulated paths are

of type L(D|S)E. Commonly, this type of illumination is implemented separately using

local shading models, while the indirect illumination contributes additively to the result via

various other algorithms. As a result, some global illumination algorithms are specifically

designed to compute only the indirect part of light transport.

Using the operator formulation of the rendering equation described in Equation 2.38,

direct-only illumination can be isolated by setting the Lindirect component to zero:

L(x, ωo) = Lemitted + Ldirect =

Le(x, ωo) +

∫

AL

f(x, ωo, ωi)Le(y,−ωi)V (x,y)G(x,y) dA.
(2.44)

The above equation includes Le(x, ωo) at the points considered, to include light sources to

the set of visible surfaces (shaded) in the rendering process. In the early years, the missing

part of indirect light was replaced by a constant ambient term. The integral is commonly

approximated by Monte Carlo integration, using samples y chosen on the light sources. For

the special case of NL punctual (point) lights, the above equation is further simplified to:

L(x, ωo) =

NL
∑

j=1

f(x, ωo, ωi)LjV (x, lj)
(nx ·

−→
xlj)

||x− lj ||2
, (2.45)

where lj is the position of the j-th light source, Lj its omnidirectional radiance, and
−→
xlj is

the normalized direction vector from x to lj .

2.3.2 Ambient Obscurance

Ambient obscurance [265] (AO) is an empirical illumination method that tries to approx-

imate the amount of indirect light that reaches a point, without being blocked by the

surrounding geometry of the point and without taking into account interreflections. Hence,

the incident radiance from blocked directions is zero. This produces darker results than

a full indirect illumination simulation, but visually convincing under the assumption that

the environment is lit by distant lighting, such as an overcast sky (see Figure 2.11). The

ambient obscurance equation is:

AO(x) =
1

π

∫

Ω

ρ(d(x, ω))(nx · ω) dω, (2.46)

where Ω is the hemisphere centered at the normal vector nx of the receiving point x.

ρ(d(x, ω)) is an obscurance attenuation function of the distance d(x, ω) of the closest

point to x in the incident direction ω. When only visibility of the distant environment is
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Figure 2.12: Ambient occlusion examples with different range parameters. Note how the images

gradually darken by increasing the sampling range. Image rendered with XEngine [223], using the

method presented in Chapter 6.

considered, the distance attenuation function is replaced by a binary visibility term V and

ambient obscurance becomes ambient occlusion 1:

AO(x) =
1

π

∫

Ω

V (x, ω))(nx · ω) dω. (2.47)

For efficiency reasons, it is common to assume that the visibility/attenuation function

simulates the cancellation of light attenuation up to a certain distance, i.e., on the geometry

near x (see Figure 2.12).

2.3.3 Environment Illumination

An efficient way to capture the illumination objects receive from the surrounding environ-

ment is with the use of environment maps. An environment map encodes the illumination

around a single point, which is a sufficient approximation if the environment is assumed to

be infinitely far away from the objects to be illuminated. Mathematically, the simplification

here relates to the incoming illumination, which depends only on direction. This technique

1The acronym AO is often used to refer to both ambient obscurance and ambient occlusion in the literature,

despite the difference in the visibility/attenuation term. While not strictly correct, we follow the same convention

throughout this thesis as the majority of ambient obscurance/occlusion methods can be trivially converted between

each other.
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Figure 2.13: The effect of environment mapping

on different surfaces. The armadillo, the sphere

on the center and the table are diffuse surfaces

lit from irradiance environment maps. The envi-

ronment present in the specular highlights of the

left and right reflective spheres is computed with

reflection mapping. (Image source: [179])

Figure 2.14: Simulation of caustics cast from a

wine glass on the wooden floor. Note the circular

bright highlights, appearing both at the base of

the glass and at its shadow, due to many light

paths being reflected and refracted at the wine

glass and eventually converging at the same loca-

tion on the wooden floor. (Image source: [215])

has been used both for specular and diffuse reflections, so the light paths that can be simu-

lated are L(D|S)⋆(D|S)E, L(D|S)⋆ being captured and provided by the environment map.

Commonly, these maps are captured from real world conditions using a camera and a highly

reflective sphere, called a light probe. This information is stored and indexed later, based

on a lookup direction. In their most simple form, environment maps store Li(ω) (note

that x is dropped here for the lack of positional dependence). If ideally specular surfaces

are considered, a single direction ωi suffices for the plausible rendering of the material’s

appearance (reflection maps). For glossy surfaces, however, the full irradiance integral has

to be evaluated (see Figure 2.13). Environment illumination is expressed mathematically

as:

Lr(x, ωo) =

∫

Ω

f(x, ωo, ωi)Lmap(ωi)(nx · ω) dωi, (2.48)

where Lmap is the environment map. It is many times convenient, for sake of computational

efficiency, to preintegrate the incident radiance Lmap(ωi) for pure Lambertian BRDFs,

and directly index the environment map, where these values are stored with respect to a

representative incident direction ωi. An extreme but very common case arises when the

environment map stores the preintegrated result for Lambertian surfaces. Then, the BRDF

ρ(x)/π is moved outside the integral and not stored, while the remaining part represents

the surface irradiance. Irradiance is estimated, stored in irradiance environment maps and

post-multiplied with the BRDF after indexing it with the points’s normal direction:

Lr(x, ωo) =
ρ(x)

π
Emap(nx). (2.49)
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Figure 2.15: Left: Scene lit only with direct illumination. As in Figure 2.10, areas where light sources

are unreachable directly, appear dark. Middle and right: Direct and one/two-bounce diffuse indirect

illumination respectively. Notice the reflected colors of the red and green walls “bleeding” on the

boxes. Image rendered with XEngine [223], using the method presented in Chapter 7.

2.3.4 Caustics

Caustics appear due to the concentration of multiple reflective or refractive rays onto a

diffuse surface (LS+DE). These are most frequently observed through a curved glass of a

transparent liquid (see Figure 2.14), on surfaces underneath shallow waters or as light is

reflected on waves. Accurate simulation of caustics at interactive times is a demanding task,

since a large number of photons is concentrated only on small areas of the environment.

These algorithms usually require multiple passes. One pass is required for tracing and

storing photons as they interact with reflective and refractive surfaces until they reach

a diffuse surface. A second pass then uses the stored information from the first pass to

illuminate the appropriate surfaces.

2.3.5 Diffuse Interreflections

A large category of algorithms have focused on simulating global illumination effects

based on diffuse surfaces. Typical physical materials exhibit a significant amount of body

reflection (diffuse scattering), which due to its omni-directional distribution, provides

significant energy to nearby geometry. Therefore, diffuse indirect lighting contributes

drastically to the overall appearance of a scene (see Figure 2.15). The simplified version

of the rendering equation for diffuse illumination has been extensively used, especially in

interactive applications. This is due to the fact that the ideal diffuse BRDF is constant, the

diffuse indirect lighting varies slowly across the environment (low-frequency signal) and is

therefore more efficient to compute. In terms of light paths, diffuse global illumination is

LD⋆E. For diffuse surfaces with constant BRDF, the reflectance equation becomes:

Lr(x, ωo) =
ρ(x)

π

∫

Ω

Li(x, ωi) cos θi dωi, (2.50)

where ρ(x) is the albedo of the surface. The majority of algorithms, regardless of their

efficiency, can model multiple bounces of indirect diffuse illumination.
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2.4 Common Global Illumination Algorithms

In this section, we discuss the most popular algorithms for approaching the light transport

problem. These methods attempt to either solve the rendering equation entirely, by consid-

ering all possible light paths, or special cases of it, as discussed in the previous section. We

explain the basic idea behind each of these methods and discuss some of their related work.

Note that we do not focus on interactive methods in this section, but rather on the

original approaches that have significantly influenced the field of computer graphics, in

general. As such, almost all methods in interactive rendering are based on the approaches

discussed here. Prior work in interactive and real-time methods, which is the focus of this

thesis, is provided in Chapter 3.

We begin our discussion in Section 2.4.1 with the radiosity methods, which perform

particularly well on diffuse global illumination problems. In Section 2.4.2 we review the

unbiased path tracing method. In Section 2.4.3 we explain photon mapping, the most

efficient algorithm for the simulation of caustics. In Section 2.4.4 we discuss instant

radiosity, which computes global illumination using a set of virtual point lights and, finally,

in Section 2.4.5 we review point-based global illumination, a very interesting technique

which approximates the rendering equation based on point clouds.

2.4.1 Finite Elements

Finite Element methods, commonly called radiosity methods [65, 28, 164], have been

considered one of the most popular approaches to solve the light transport problem for

diffuse surfaces (LD⋆E), since their introduction to computer graphics in the 80’s. Readers

are referred to the works of [29, 197, 50] for further information. These methods are based

on radiative heat transfer [247, 81] which describes the energy exchange between surfaces

when they have been thermally excited. The main idea in radiosity algorithms is based on

the observation that ideal diffuse illumination is of low frequency and, as such, varies slowly

amongst surfaces. So, the environment can be discretized into a set of finite elements, or

patches. This way, the light transport problem can be solved by exchanging energy between

them (see Figure 2.16).

On purely diffuse surfaces, radiosity and radiance are related as B(x) = πLr(x) and

Be(x) = πLe(x). Furthermore, the self-emitted radiance Le and the BRDF do not depend

on incoming or outgoing directions. Multiplying the surface integral form of the rendering

equation (Equation 2.37) for diffuse BRDFs by π of the left- and right-hand side of the

above equation yields the radiosity integral equation:

B(x) = Be(x) +
ρ(x)

π

∫

A

K(x,y)B(y) dAy, (2.51)

in which the kernel K(x,y) = G(x,y)V (x,y). Equation 2.51 can be converted to a linear

system of equations (see [50] for a complete derivation):

B′
i = Bei + ρi

∑

j

FijB
′
j , (2.52)
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Figure 2.16: Radiosity approaches discretize the scene into patches and compute the indirect illumi-

nation based on the sparse computations on these patches. In this example, the scene is discretized

hierarchically based on radiance discontinuities to provide more accurate results on shadow bound-

aries. (Image source: [128])

where Fij are the patch-to-patch form factors:

Fij =
1

ai

∫

Ai

∫

Aj

K(x,y)

π
dAy dAx. (2.53)

The form factors represent the amount of energy transfer between two differential surface

patches i and j based on their surface normals, per-point distance and mutual visibility

(see Figure 2.17), and are non-trivial four-dimensional integrals. They are only dependent

on the geometry of the scene, and not on any specific configuration of light sources in the

scene. Once the form factors have been computed, the radiosity equation can be represented

as a system of linear equations. The system could be solved numerically, using Gaussian

elimination, Jacobi and Gauss-Siedel iteration [28] or using Southwell relaxation [67].

The major bottleneck is usually the accurate computation of the form-factors, the efficient

discretization of the environment, which presents visual artifacts due to discontinuities and

the fact that the full matrix solution is computationally and memory intensive.

In the past, many improvements to the original algorithm have been proposed. These in-

clude alternative visibility, patch subdivision and representations and caching mechanisms,

such as the Hemicube form factor representation [28], hierarchical radiosity [75], disconti-

nuity meshing [129] and form factor computation via ray tracing [195, 187]. Also support

for non-diffuse phenomena has been proposed [92] and alternative radiosity representations,

such as wavelet projection [66].
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Figure 2.17: The form factors represent the fraction of energy leaving a differential patch dAi towards

a differential patch dAj . The amount of energy depends on their per-point distance, surface normals

and mutual visibility, i.e., there is no energy exchange if a third patch lies between them (dashed

patch).

2.4.2 Monte Carlo Methods and Path Tracing

The most popular methods for solving the rendering equation are based on Monte Carlo

Integration approaches [202]. As already discussed (see Section 2.1.1), the advantages

of Monte Carlo-based algorithms are that they are general, unbiased and the number of

samples does not depend on the integral dimensionality. Practically, this means that they

can support all light paths, L(D | S)⋆E in path notation, and that as the number of samples

increases, the estimated value converges to the correct solution.

In a typical Monte Carlo-based approach which estimates the rendering equation, the

integrand is randomly sampled by recursively emitting (tracing) rays from the gathering

point and collecting the radiance from the hit points or the environment. Historically,

the idea of tracing rays was initially to resolve visibility for direct illumination by ray

casting, i.e., sending rays from the camera until an intersection with an object was found [6].

Later on, Whitted [245] continued the process by spawning new rays at each intersection

based on the material properties. Upon intersection, reflection, refraction and shadow

(visibility) rays were generated recursively. This is commonly referred as Whitted-style ray-

tracing. Cook et al. [32] refined ray tracing to distributed ray tracing to account for fuzzy

phenomena by sending multiple rays amongst various domains. This way, effects such

as glossy reflections, motion blur and soft shadows were feasible. Kajiya [99] introduced

the rendering equation and suggested Monte Carlo path tracing as a numerical solution to

it, where samples were chosen probabilistically and weighted according to their expected

contribution. Instead of following rays in the “reverse” way the light travels, i.e., starting at

the camera and eventually hitting the light source (left part of Figure 2.18), light tracing [7,

51] methods start at the light source and follow rays until they reach the camera sensor

(middle part of Figure 2.18). Path and light tracing perform better in different scenarios. In

environments that contain caustics, specular reflections and have small light sources or are

indoor scenes where the light contribution comes from small areas, light tracing is more

suitable. Rendering scenes with large area sources and strong diffuse indirect illumination

presence, converges faster using path tracing. Bidirectional path tracing [120, 229] unifies
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both unidirectional methods in a single bidirectional framework (right part of Figure 2.18).

Metropolis Light Transport (MLT) [229] is based on a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method

and provides fast convergence in difficult scenes, such as environments that are illuminated

from a small set of light paths (a small hole, a slightly open door). The algorithm works

by searching for important light paths. Once such a path is found, the algorithm explores

nearby paths based on mutation strategies to find other paths that have high contribution to

the final image.

In practice, each of the above algorithms works best under different settings. Most of

the subsequent work is either extending the aforementioned algorithms [108, 19, 125, 103]

or is using hybrid approaches based on Monte Carlo/Markov Chain Monte Carlo and photon

mapping variants (see Section 2.4.3), such as [27, 121, 63, 95, 73]. Refer to Davidovic et

al. [45] and the recent SIGGRAPH courses [116, 117] for additional information.

2.4.3 Photon Mapping

Jensen et al. [96, 97] introduced the very popular technique of photon mapping. This

algorithm can simulate all global illumination phenomena, L (D| S)⋆ E in path notation,

but is particularly good for handling specular effects, such as caustics and specular-diffuse-

specular (SDS) paths.

The original technique operates in two steps. In the first step, emitted photons from the

light sources are traced throughout the scene and stored in two photon maps represented

by balanced kd-trees. The caustics photon map stores photons, which, after a specular

event, have participated in a diffuse event (see Section 2.3.4). The global photon map stores

photons that are bounced throughout the scene via all other combinations of events. In the

second step, the scene is rendered using either accurately, through standard Monte Carlo

ray tracing or approximately, by using a radiance estimate, which is simply the gathered

radiance from k nearest photons in a given radius (see Figure 2.19). More precisely,

the rendering equation integral is split into four integrals (direct illumination, specular

reflection or transmission, caustics and diffuse indirect illumination), where each one is

computed differently for convergence as well as for efficiency reasons. Direct illumination is

estimated using light source sampling (see Equation 2.44). Specular reflection or refraction

is computed separately by path tracing using BRDF importance sampling. Caustics are

estimated using the radiance density estimate on the caustics map and finally, diffuse

indirect illumination is computed by a gathering step in which rays are traced and the

radiance density estimate at the hit points is integrated. The last step can be optimized for

Lambertian surfaces using irradiance caching [240, 239].

Photon mapping is a biased but consistent method due to the density estimation step

since the radiance density estimator uses flux samples in a wide area around the sampled

location x instead of the point itself. An immediate side effect of this is that sharp

illumination transitions are blurred, depending on the radius of the disk within which the

k-nearest samples are found. Given an infinite number of photons, however, the algorithm

converges to the correct solution. Therefore, the quality of photon mapping is limited by

the number of photons that can be stored in the photon map. Since this section covers the

main photon mapping approaches, the readers are referred to the recent SIGGRAPH course

by Hachisuka et al. [72] for more information.
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Path tracing Light tracing Bidirectional path tracing

Figure 2.18: Simplified illustration of path tracing variants. Left: Unidirectional path tracing starts at

the camera, eventually hitting the light source. Center: Unidirectional light tracing starts at the light

source, eventually hitting the camera. Right: Bidirectional path tracing starts both at the camera and

the light source and creates sub-paths for faster convergence.

2.4.4 Instant Radiosity

Instant radiosity by Keller [109] introduced a whole family of algorithms that attempt to

approximate the indirect illumination in an environment by replacing light bounces with

direct illumination from a set of Virtual Point Lights (VPLs - see Figure 2.20).

The original CPU-based algorithm operated in two steps. In the first step, paths based on

random walks are constructed from the light sources and photons are emitted and traced in

the environment. At each intersection with the geometry, a VPL is positioned representing

the outgoing flux at that point. In the second step, the scene is lit from the VPLs using

standard forward visibility determination techniques (see shadow maps in Section 2.6.1).

Each shaded point is checked against each VPL as if that VPL is an actual light source. As a

result, the irradiance integral operation is replaced by direct lighting from these VPLs. The

disadvantage of instant radiosity methods is the large number of VPLs required to converge

to a correct solution and the introduction of bias in the energy exchange calculations. In the

first case, the large number of VPLs also increase the number of shadow queries required

for the illumination calculations and in the second case, the energy exchange between VPLs

or between VPLs and points of interest require division by their squared distance, which

for near points can produce singularities manifested as over-bright spots.

Figure 2.19: Photon mapping steps. In the first step, photons are traced and stored in a caustics map

(left), which stores LS+D photons, and a global map (middle), which is used for indirect illumination.

In the second step (right), surfaces are illuminated using radiance density estimation, either directly

(caustics) or after a gathering step (other GI). (Image adapted from: [212])
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Figure 2.20: Left: Instant radiosity approaches work in two steps: Photons are traced and VPLs are

stored at hit locations (yellow points). Then, surfaces (blue point here) are illuminated from visible

VPLs. Right: A scene rendered with instant radiosity. (Image source: [182])

2.4.5 Point-based Global Illumination

Point-based global illumination is a popular technique that has been used extensively in

film production (e.g., in Pixar’s Renderman) [25, 26], but has also attracted research interest

in interactive rendering [181, 86, 135]. The original algorithm proceeds in three steps to

compute one-bounce indirect illumination. In the first step, the direct illumination receivers

are approximated as a densely populated point cloud where normal, direct illumination and

radius information are stored with each point. The term surface elements or surfels is also

used, since points are actually represented as disks of radius r [20] (see Figure 2.21). In the

second step, the surfels are structured hierarchically into an octree, storing the radiosity

value at each surfel or cluster of surfels. Finally, coarse indirect illumination is estimated

by creating a low resolution cube raster at the receiving point, where each fragment stores

the incoming indirect illumination for each direction as seen from that receiver point. For

this micro-buffer population, the surfels are rasterized recursively based on a distance-

based metric between the receiving point and the surfels. Close surfels are looked up

using ray casting, nearby surfels are rasterized individually and surfels located farther

away are approximated using their cluster representation in the octree. The rendering

equation for each point is then evaluated by convolving the BRDF with the incoming

indirect illumination, where the classical ray tracing procedure is replaced with an iteration

over the fragments in the micro-buffer. This algorithm can be also utilized to replace the

expensive final gathering step in photon mapping based on ray tracing.

2.5 Color spaces
An important part of our work in Chapter 5 involves the exploitation of a subsampling

scheme for the compression of functions in the spherical domain, borrowing ideas from the

image compression field. In this section, we provide a basic overview on color spaces and

the concept of chroma subsampling, as they are related to this thesis.
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Figure 2.21: Point-based global illumination techniques approximate the scene using a collection

of discs (surfels). Information relevant to illumination, such as normal, reflectance coefficients, etc.

is stored for each disk and injected in a hierarchical data structure, such as an octree. Each point is

shaded based on a micro-buffer, which contains the rasterized surfels visible to that point by traversing

the octree. Left: A scene approximated as surfels. Right: The final result. (Image source: [181])

As already mentioned in our introduction to radiometry (see Section 2.2.2), only a tiny

portion of the electromagnetic spectrum comprises what is perceived as light, which is

roughly the range of 380 to 750 nanometers (see Figure 2.22). Each visible wave of light is

typically represented as a spectral power distribution function (SPD). The SPD associates

the various frequencies (or wavelength) contained within each light wave with respect to

any radiometric or photometric quantity. The SPDs of light waves existing in nature are

usually continuous, containing a large variation of different frequencies. The human visual

system, however, interprets light as color based on the response curves of only three distinct

photoreceptors, essentially mapping the infinite-dimensional SPD to a three-dimensional

one [84]. As such, the visible color spectrum can be represented as a combination of only

three numerical values [207]. The various ways light is perceived by the human brain,

both perceptually as well as physically, are investigated by the field of color science, or

colorimetry. Mathematically, colors can be represented in terms of a color model. This is

commonly associated with a color space, i.e., the set of colors a model can reproduce.

The CIE XYZ, XYy and CIELAB color spaces are the most widely adopted systems

used in order to simulate human vision. In these spaces, each color is essentially represented

by a triplet of values. These generic spaces cannot be wholly reproduced by physical devices,

and are considered more as mathematical constructions upon which other, more practical

models, are defined. They are also used as a conversion intermediate between other color

spaces.

Display devices are typically based on the RGB color model. This is an additive

model, defined by a triplet of red, green and blue values, called primaries (see top row

in Figure 2.23). These components are additively combined to create a large range of
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Figure 2.22: The visible light encompasses only a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum. (Image

adapted from: [84])

colors, according to the color space they are associated with, and the gamut, i.e., the range

of colors, each device can represent. This model is considered additive since setting the

components of these primaries to zero forms the color black, while setting the components

to their maximum values forms the color white.

The CMYK color model is a four-tuple model, commonly employed by printing devices.

This is a subtractive model; a combination of cyan, yellow and magenta are added on a white

surface (such as paper), essentially masking out the reflected color. The choice of colors is,

of course, not random. Adding cyan, yellow and magenta on a white surface absorbs the

red, blue and green colors, respectively. The fourth component in the CMYK model refers

to the color black. Even though black can be represented as a linear combination of the

other three colors, for practical reasons, it is applied separately.

Several color models are based on hue/saturation components, such as the HSV (hue,

saturation, value) and HSL (hue, saturation, lightness). Hue is associated with pure colors;

different hues are lights at different wavelengths. Saturation represents how “clear” a color

is, or how much its curve is spread out. The higher the saturation is the more pure the color

appears. Finally, the last component is a representation of brightness. Since a color can be

directly selected with respect to its hue, instead of a combination of three different colors,

these models are considered more intuitive for artistic applications.

Finally, a family of color spaces is based on the decomposition of a signal into a

luminance (Y) and two chrominance components, representing brightness and color in-

formation, respectively. Note that the terms luma (Y’) and chroma are also used in the

literature, sometimes erroneously, which are the non-linear (gamma-compressed) repre-

sentations of luminance and chrominance. Historically, the YUV color space has been

employed during analog television broadcasting in order to transmit both achromatic and

color images in black-and-white and color televisions simultaneously. In digital video

and imaging, the YCbCr color spaces have been widely used in various compression algo-

rithms, such as JPEG and MPEG. There, the observation that the human visual system’s

spatial sensitivity in luminance is higher than in color, has been exploited by encoding the

chrominance components at a lower frequency compared to luminance, a technique called
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Figure 2.23: Expressing a signal in a luminance/chrominance based representation instead of RGB,

allows for efficient compressions methods, expressing the chrominance channels in lower detail as

the eye is more sensitive to spatial frequencies in intensity than in color. (Image adapted from: [249])

chroma subsampling. This is a much more efficient encoding scheme compared to an RGB

representation, as the spatial details are preserved (see Figure 2.23). More recently, the

better decorrelation properties of the YCoCg transform [136] compared to YCbCr have

resulted in its adoption it in the H.264 standard for video compression, as well as in its

integration in texture compression techniques for real-time rendering systems [222, 144].

2.6 The Rasterization Pipeline

As already discussed briefly in the introductory chapter, the goal of any rendering algorithm

is to generate synthetic images, accomplished through rendering pipelines. In this section,

we focus on the rasterization pipeline, which is heavily used in real-time rendering and

forms the basis of all the methods introduced in this thesis.

In general, the rasterization process receives as input a mathematical description of

geometric shapes and converts it to a colored set of two-dimensional pixels, forming an

image. On a conceptual level, this process can be easily pipelined into four basic steps.

First, each geometric shape is decomposed into a set of basic primitives. Then, each

object undergoes a series of transformations, eventually projected onto an image plane

according to sensor specification, which can be viewed as placing a virtual camera (given a

specific location and viewing direction) in the environment. Third, the projected objects

are sampled, usually at a fixed spatial rate, to form tokens of geometric attributes called

fragments, positioned at pixel locations within the image. Finally, each pixel is colored

based on the sampled information.

Note that the term rasterization effectively describes only the conversion procedure

(third step) of the aforementioned pipeline. Throughout the years, however, the rasterization

process has resulted in expressing the entire pipeline, rather than an explicit part of it. So,

these terms are used interchangeably in the literature to denote the complete rasterization

pipeline instead of just the sampling process.
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Modern Graphics Pipelines

Traditionally, the rasterization pipeline was implemented in a graphics processing unit

(GPU) and all stages were fixed, i.e., they could only be programmed by modifying

states in the underlying API. In its simplest form, it could efficiently compute direct

illumination paths by operating in conjunction with the Z-buffer algorithm for visible

surface determination.

Since then, however, GPUs have evolved to general purpose streaming processors, able

to perform both the traditional graphics operations as well as to accelerate various other

types of parallelizable computational problems. Consequently, the rasterization pipeline

has also evolved from a strictly configurable to a partially programmable one.

Each programmable stage is executed through shader programs. Each shader is written

in some high-level language, such as GLSL or HLSL, and can execute an arbitrary set

of operations regardless of the stage involved. However, since programmable stages are

executed in certain parts of the pipeline, each shader is also expected to conform with a

particular set of input and output operations, associated with the stage it operates. For

example, a vertex shader reads a vertex stream and writes the new vertex positions, usually

after modifying them according to a linear and/or projective transformation. The geometry

shader accepts as input an entire primitive, consisting of a set of vertices that define it, and

can output zero or more new primitives. The fragment shader receives a generated fragment

and can (optionally) write information to an arbitrary buffer. Shading operations are usually

executed via the fragment shader and result in (at least) one color value being written to an

image (frame) buffer.

While each shader stage has a specific set of required inputs and outputs, it can also

perform random read/write memory access operations to arbitrary memory locations,

accomplished via atomic operations. For example, a fragment shader can read/write to

arbitrary pixel locations instead of only the one that a particular fragment invocation

is associated with. In these cases, care must be taken to ensure that memory accesses

are consistent; the program remains deterministic. This is often accomplished through

manual synchronization procedures, such as setting memory barriers after atomic operations

or shader stages. The exact behavior of these functions however, are implementation-

dependent.

An example of the stages comprising a modern pipeline is shown in Figure 2.24. We

now provide a more detailed discussion on the underlying stages, where we follow a naming

convention similar to the OpenGL pipeline. However, the described process is rather generic

and thus, applicable to other rasterization pipelines as well. For example, Direct3D follows

a very similar approach [62]. For a more thorough analysis of real-time graphics pipelines,

the interested reader is referred to [3].

Vertex Specification

Initially, a scene is decomposed to a set of tiny elements, called primitives. In a modern

pipeline, these primitives are simple geometric shapes, such as points, lines and triangles.

Each primitive is represented as an ordered sequence of vertices, where each vertex can

be associated with an arbitrarily large set of vertex attributes. Usually, each attribute is

defined uniquely per vertex. The minimum set of attributes includes the position vector of
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Figure 2.24: Simplified illustration of the OpenGL rasterization pipeline. Yellow and blue rectangles

denote fixed and programmable stages respectively, while dotted rectangles represent optional stages

of the pipeline. (Image adapted from: [93])

each particular vertex. In typical applications, the purpose of each attribute is to describe

either a physical property (at a surface location) of each vertex, such as its position in some

coordinate system, its normal vector and scattering coefficients, or any other arbitrary value

that might be needed throughout the programmable stages of the pipeline.

The vertex specification is not a stage executed within the GPU. It can be thought of as

a preparation stage, which submits a vertex data stream to the first stage of the pipeline.

Vertex Stage

This is the first crucial stage of the pipeline. This is a non-optional programmable stage and

is executed through a vertex shader. The primary purpose of the vertex shader is to output

a vertex position. In absence of any subsequent optional stages, such as the geometry or

tessellation shaders, the expected behavior is to project the incoming three-dimensional

coordinates of the vertex position to the corresponding two-dimensional ones in the image

plane. This is accomplished by a simple vector-matrix multiplication operation as the

positions are usually defined in a different coordinate system, such as in object or world

space.

Optionally, any other basic vertex operations can be performed at this stage depending

on the application, such as transformations of other attributes to different coordinate spaces,

displacement of vertex positions, etc. The output of these operations can be transferred to

later stages of the pipeline.

An interesting observation regarding operations between different vertices is that they

are independent of each other. The state of one vertex does not influence another. As such,

the vertex stage can be highly parallelized by GPU hardware.

Tessellation Stage

In graphics, the primitives submitted for rendering can frequently represent curves or smooth

surfaces via a piecewise linear approximation. The smaller (and denser) the primitives

are, the finer the detail and quality of the shape is. However, a large number of primitives

can impose both a vertex preparation and processing overhead as well as a bandwidth

congestion between the host system and the GPU. To solve these issues, modern GPUs
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implement a programmable primitive tessellation stage that performs this “dicing” on

the GPU device side. This means that coarse geometry is transmitted for rendering and

storage in the GPU and tessellated on-the-fly (potentially in an adaptive manner) to better

approximate the intended shape.

Currently, the tessellation process is divided onto three stages. In the first stage, a

programmable shader is invoked to identify the degree of tessellation to be performed on

each patch. Then, a fixed-function operation performs the actual subdivision, while the last

stage, which is also programmable, computes the attribute interpolation data for the newly

generated primitives.

A common example of applications involving tessellation shaders is the rendering of

large terrains, which usually involves recursive surface subdivision in conjunction with

displacement mapping [31] to generate more complex environments. Other examples

include hair rendering [263, 4] and scene representations based on point clouds [157].

Geometry Stage

As the optional tessellation stage is responsible for recursively subdividing a large number

of patches, an optional geometry stage can be also employed to generate new primitives.

This stage is also programmable via a geometry shader. Of course, low-quality subdivision

can be also performed here. However, the intention of the geometry shader is to perform a

different type of operations such as: (i) per-primitive calculations (such as the computation

of per-triangle normals), and (ii) layered rendering. The latter is employed to perform

multiple fragment shader invocations to write in a single rendering pass into more than one

buffer locations, each one capturing information based on different camera configurations.

In this thesis, for example, the geometry stage is crucial for various parts of our

algorithms: in Section 5.5 a geometry shader is invoked for the generation of a binary

volume with increased sampling accuracy. In Chapter 6, we exploit layered rendering to

render in multiple views in a single pass and in Chapter 7, we invoke a geometry shader

both for multiview rendering as well as for the generation of an optional vertex buffer for

ray tracing purposes.

Post-processing

This fixed stage denotes the end of any per-vertex operations. At this point, a clipping opera-

tion is performed in order to prepare primitives for the scan conversion process. Clipping is

performed for optimization purposes as the subsequent stages can be computationally inten-

sive. It ensures that primitives that lie entirely outside the viewing frustum are completely

discarded, while primitives that are partially inside are clipped against the viewing frustum

into new ones; omitting the outside part. This operation ensures that scan conversion will

be performed on primitives that lie entirely within the view volume.

Alternatively, the subsequent stages can be discarded entirely. In that case, prior

operations can be streamed on an output buffer, essentially exploiting the GPU as a general-

purpose processor. For example, this is often exploited for the simulation of particle

systems, such as fog, smoke and fire.
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Primitive Assembly

This fixed stage serves as a preparation step for the subsequent scan-conversion operations.

The functions of the Primitive Assembly stage are two. First, the incoming vertex stream is

converted into a ordered sequence of basic, convex primitives. This primitive information

is used, for example, to interpolate per-vertex attributes for each generated fragment.

Second, a primitive-based optimization called face culling, is performed. This technique

switches off the rasterization of primitives that have a particular facing direction with respect

to the viewer. A common application of face culling is associated with the rendering of

closed, opaque surfaces, such as spheres, where primitives belonging at the back of the

sphere can be safely discarded.

Note that this procedure is not always executed as a whole at this stage at this part of the

pipeline. Its primary function is to convert vertices into a stream of primitives. Therefore,

the first sub-stage can occur before invoking the geometry or tessellation shaders, if any of

these optional per-primitive stages are enabled.

Scan Conversion

This is the most important stage of the rasterization pipeline. Here, each (clipped) primitive,

represented up to this point as a fixed sequence of vertices, is converted to a series of

discrete point samples, or fragments, on the image plane. Each generated fragment is

associated with a particular pixel on the screen and contains the interpolated attributes of

the primitive at its image-space pixel location.

In general, the conversion process generates a fragment only if a primitive overlaps

a pixel according to a certain set of rules. These depend on the primitive type and are

implementation-dependent. For example, during triangle rasterization, a fragment is gen-

erated only if a pixel location lies inside the projected triangle on the image plane. This

can be easily determined by comparing each pixel position against three edge functions

defining the boundaries of the triangle [175]. Usually, this sampling position is located at

the center of the pixel. Hence, each primitive is represented by one fragment per pixel.

The scan conversion is a discretization procedure. As such, it is a source of serious

aliasing artifacts in the graphics pipeline. We discuss these in more detail in Section 2.6.2.

Fragment Stage

The last programmable stage in the pipeline is executed via a fragment shader. There, each

rasterized primitive, now represented as an arbitrarily large set of fragments, is forwarded

into the fragment stage, along with its associated data and interpolated vertex attributes. As

the previous programmable stages, the fragment stage is also executed in parallel. The most

common operation of the fragment shader is to write depth and color values into one or

more output locations. For example, per-pixel lighting computations are performed here.

In case a fragment shader is associated only with a depth-buffer, a depth value is written

implicitly. In this case, the fragment shader is empty and thus, this stage is considered

optional.
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Merging

The output of the fragment shader is not directly written to the output buffers. This is

decided by a set of per-pixel operations in the final stage of the pipeline, the merging stage.

For example, depth tests are employed for visible surface determination. There, the

incoming fragment values are written in the output locations only if the stored depth value

is larger (farther with respect to the camera) than the incoming one. Some other examples

of per-pixel operations include: stencil tests, where fragments can be discarded based on

bitwise operations, scissor tests, where fragments are written only in a particular rectangular

area of the screen, and blending, where the color values in the image buffer(s) is determined

based on a preconfigured linear function instead of a simple replace operation.

Note that under certain conditions, some of the aforementioned operations can be

performed prior to the fragment processing stage, thus saving computations.

2.6.1 Common Applications

As already briefly discussed, the rasterization pipeline is particularly efficient on resolving

primary visibility and, consequently, computing direct illumination paths. We now review

the most popular rendering techniques, as they are implemented within the rasterization

pipeline.

Primary visibility determination

The Z-buffer algorithm [24] forms the basis of the majority of techniques in the rasterization

pipeline, and works as follows: Initially, an image buffer is created to hold the closest depth

values with respect to the viewer, called the depth buffer. This is usually associated with

one or more color buffers. The set of these image structures form the frame buffer. The

depth buffer contains values in the range [0, 1], where 0 and 1 indicate that a particular

point is located on the near and far clipping planes respectively. At first, the depth buffer is

initialized with ones, i.e., everything is located on the far plane. Each fragment, during the

fragment stage, outputs one depth value and zero or more color values, to be eventually

written on the frame buffer. At the merging stage, the depth value of each fragment

undergoes a depth-testing operation against the currently stored depth value in the frame

buffer at each pixel. If the depth of the incoming fragment is smaller than the stored one,

this indicates that the fragment is closer to the viewer than the currently stored one, and its

values replace the ones present in the frame buffer. Otherwise, the fragment is farther than

the currently stored one and the incoming values are discarded.

The important observation here, is that a depth buffer stores only the closest depth values

from a particular viewpoint. In other words, the depth buffer holds only a view-dependent

single layer of information. This is a discretized representation of a subset of the scene’s

geometry that is particularly useful for simulating various effects in real-time rendering, as

it allows to calculate and maintain in the GPU geometric information in a format (sample

array) of predetermined size (and preallocated memory) that is easy and efficient to access

from the programmable stages of the pipeline in subsequent rendering passes. In general,

the techniques which are based on such a view-based and layered representation of the

scene are said to be operating in screen-space, or image-space.
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Figure 2.25: Multifragment rendering using per-pixel linked-lists. The address of the starting (head)

node of each per-pixel list (red rectangles) is stored in the Head buffer, while the list connectivity

and data information for all captured fragments is stored in the Node buffer. For each pixel, traversal

is trivially accomplished by (i) fetching the head node and (ii) employing the next pointers stored

within each node.

Multi-layer visibility determination

The Z-buffer can determine the correct color of each pixel as long as the corresponding

geometry consists of opaque materials. Effects such as the rendering of transparent/translu-

cent surfaces require either the fragment information to arrive in sorted back-to-front order

and evaluated using a blending operation, or more complex data structures containing multi-

layer or multi-fragment information, which extend the stored geometric representation to

more than one layers (with respect to the camera viewpoint). The most popular approach

for multifragment rendering is based on the A-buffer [23]. The idea is simple: instead

of storing only the closest visible fragment through the depth-buffer, a list of fragments

is generated and stored in variable-length lists. In order to properly handle transparent

surfaces, a Z-sorting operation arranges the fragment lists in a back-to-front sequence.

Nowadays, the same methodology is followed for order-independent transparency,

by taking advantage of the capability of modern graphics hardware to perform atomic

operations. In the rasterization pipeline, the most common algorithm is based on per-pixel

linked-lists [258]. The idea is similar: during a rasterization pass, a linked-list is generated

concurrently for each pixel. Since fragments are emitted (generated) in undetermined order,

however, a sorting step is further employed to rearrange the fragments based on their depth,

by modifying the link pointer contained within each node. The entire structure is maintained

in two buffers: a node buffer storing the node connectivity and data information of all lists,

and a head buffer containing an array of memory offsets of the node buffer, each pointing to

the starting node location (head node) of each per-pixel list (see Figure 2.25). The algorithm

operates in three steps. Initially, both buffers are allocated and cleared to zero, representing

empty space and null pointers in the node and head buffer, respectively. This step is required

as dynamic memory allocation is not supported within the rasterization pipeline, i.e., a
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memory block (such as the node buffer) cannot be reallocated within a fragment shader. In

the second step, a geometry pass generates the linked-lists via atomic operations. During

the fragment shader invocation, and for each incoming fragment (new node), the address of

each new node in the node buffer is obtained by atomically incrementing a global atomic

counter. An atomic exchange operation is then performed, which (i) links the pointer of the

new node to the current head pointer and, (ii) replaces the head pointer with the new node’s

address. This operation effectively creates the linked-list in reverse, containing all per-pixel

fragments in the form of an a unsorted sequence. In the final step, a Z-sorting operation is

performed using a fragment shader. For each pixel, the linked-list is fetched, stored locally

and reordered using any sorting algorithm, such as insertion sort. A further discussion on

these methods is offered in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.2.

Direct Illumination

The computation of primary illumination paths can be trivially accomplished in the ras-

terization pipeline. In its most basic form, this lighting technique is performed through

forward rendering where for each light source the entire scene is submitted to the graphics

pipeline and shaded, typically during the fragment shader stage. Under the assumption of

geometric optics that lights are additive, the contribution of each light source is accumu-

lated to the frame buffer using a blending operation. Forward rendering is simple but can

quickly become a computational bottleneck. A reason for this is due to depth-testing being

performed after the expensive fragment shading stage.

While various optimizations exist, a more efficient approach is through deferring all

lighting computations after primary visibility has been resolved. There, the scene is rendered

once and apart from depth, various other surface properties are stored in color buffers, such

as normal vectors, material attributes, etc. The aggregation of these attribute buffers that

results from this scene rasterization pass is called the geometry buffer, or G-buffer [186].

Then, and for each light source, the scene is shaded based on the screen-space information

stored in the G-buffer and the results are additively inserted to the frame buffer, using the

same blending operation as before. Another important benefit of deferred rendering is that

various post-processing effects can be performed using this single-layered screen-space

information available on the G-buffer. The main disadvantage is increased memory cost and

the inability to handle transparent surfaces. The latter requires order-dependent visibility

and can be accomplished either through a separate forward rendering pass, or by exploiting

multi-fragment approaches.

Global Illumination

Single-layer screen-space techniques can be efficiently employed to generated various

effects, even global illumination phenomena. An efficient way to compute shadows is based

on rasterizing the scene from the light source [252]. All visible surfaces, as seen from

the light’s point of view, are stored in the depth map in a separate, preceding rendering

pass. Any surface parts sampled and stored in this depth map, called the shadow map,

represent surfaces that are not in shadow. The shadow map is used during rendering direct

illumination effects in order to detect whether a visible surface sample from the camera’s

point of view is lit or not. This is accomplished by transforming each point to the light’s
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Figure 2.26: Single-bounce global illumination rendered using a small distant area light under three

different viewpoints. Top row: A single-layer representation (left column) can provide acceptable

results as long as the viewpoint contains adequate coverage of both geometric information and direct

light energy. Middle row: In cases where the indirect light depends on energy gathered from nested

layers (the non-visible yellow and green curtains) the entire view must be considered (middle column).

Bottom row: In cases when the direct light energy is dominant outside the viewing frustum, the entire

scene information must be considered in order to properly capture the indirect light (right column).

Image rendered with XEngine [223], using the method presented in Chapter 6.

post-projective space and testing it against the depth values stored in the shadow map.

Similarly, a G-buffer can be generated from the light source. From a global illumination

perspective, primary visibility from the light source is essentially the first bounce of light.

Therefore, a G-buffer from the light source has resolved visibility for the first indirect

bounce, which can be exploited to perform single-bounce indirect illumination [42].

A typical multilayer extension of the G-buffer are the deep G-buffers [137]. There,

instead of storing only color information in multiple layers, a G-buffer is generated per layer,

consequently increasing the quality of the captured information. However, multifragment

techniques can quickly become prohibitive for real-time purposes, since the total number of

generated fragments depends both on the frame buffer resolution and the scene complexity.

More advanced techniques need global information with respect to the entire scene,

regardless of the number of captured layers. For example, reflections and ambient occlusion

(see Section 2.3.2) require the tracing of rays in the vicinity of a point of interest until the
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Figure 2.27: 2-indirect volume-based global illumination, where energy exchange occurs between

representatives of the high-detailed geometry (top left). While the indirect light contribution of

these methods is adequate for real-time purposes (top middle/right), the energy contribution of

small-scale geometry cannot be properly captured (green and red rectangles in middle and bottom

rows). To mitigate this, volume-based GI methods are usually complemented with AO techniques

(middle row/column). However, the “light leaking” cannot be fully remedied. The correct solution is

demonstrated in the reference ray-traced image (middle right). For clarity purposes, only the lighting

buffer is shown in the majority of the images, i.e., stripped of any textures and albedo is set to 1. The

real-time images have been rendered with XEngine [223], using the method presented in Chapter 5.

closest intersection is found. For real-time purposes, these phenomena are approximated by

ray marching in screen-space, i.e., iteratively moving in object- or pixel-space increments

until a ray-fragment collision is detected based on the information stored in the G-buffer

(see Section 3.2.5). In general, screen-space global illumination methods can comprise a

visually plausible approximation of the desired phenomena, as long as the needed global

information is restricted to small-range effects, as their view-dependent nature can cause

visual instabilities. These methods are discussed in Section 3.2.2. Alternatively, large-

scale effects are usually accomplished by data structures which capture the entire scene,

such as regular grids. There, a high-detailed, but view-dependent discretization (image-

space), is replaced with a crude, but view-independent approximation of the scene instead.

These volume-based methods are usually combined with some form of (irradiance or

radiance) caching, which can efficiently compute global illumination effects, as long as the

represented phenomena are of relatively low frequency, e.g., the scene consists of diffuse or

glossy surfaces. A discussion on these methods is offered in Section 3.2.3.
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2.6.2 General Discussion

Regarding rasterization, the efficient scan conversion procedure imposes some very severe

limitations in the graphics pipeline. The process of rasterization approximates the under-

lying geometry; a continuous primitive is represented by discretized samples at specific

(usually regular) locations on the image plane. This results in three main sources of spatial

aliasing: (i) polygon edges as well as (ii) oblique geometry are sparsely sampled, while (iii)

geometry parallel to the view is entirely skipped. To mitigate (i) and (ii), the number of

samples can be increased through various multi-sampling algorithms [3]. However, this is a

sampling problem involving the reconstruction of discontinuous functions, such as polygon

edges, and according to sampling theory aliasing in these cases is inevitable [173, 142].

An alternative approach is conservative rasterization [77], which guarantees that a

fragment will always be generated as long as there exists some partial coverage between a

pixel and a primitive. The problems with this technique are two: (i) zero area projected

primitives will not generate fragments, and (ii) the sampling location might lie outside the

primitive, causing attribute extrapolation problems, i.e., the fragment’s attributes will be the

result of interpolation with a location outside the primitive’s extents. As such, conservative

rasterization is usually employed for visibility algorithms rather than illumination problems.

A second important problem lies in the very heart of screen-space techniques. Their

results are always based on both a partial (layered) and view-restricted representation of

the environment, regardless of the quality of the operating algorithm. This, in conjunction

with the sampling limitations mentioned before, will always result in view-dependent,

approximated results (see Figure 2.26). On the other hand, by employing a volume-based

data structure, important contact details are always missed (see Figure 2.27).

It is evident that in order to improve the quality of the rasterization pipeline, we must

also improve the quality of the algorithmic input. Unfortunately, in order to produce results

similar, or even identical, to the ray tracing pipeline we would require modifications on

the construction procedure of the underlying data structure on a very basic level. Given

the constraints of real-time applications, this is not a viable option and approximations are

unavoidable. However, a major benefit in image space techniques can result by elegantly

increasing the number of layers (up to a limited extent), the generated views, or a combina-

tion of both. On the other hand, volume-based methods can be improved by more careful

and efficient representations. For interactive applications, however, the time constraints are

more relaxed and therefore, these kind of modifications are more possible. An investigation

on the aforementioned problems was the main motivational factor behind our research.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

3.1 Data Structures

In this section we discuss the various data representations that can be employed as the

basis for the techniques presented in Section 3.2. Note that while this thesis focuses on

data structures that are directly related to the rasterization pipeline, which are discussed

in Section 3.1.1, we also provide for completeness, an overview on spatial data structures

commonly employed in CPU and GPGPU architectures in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Image-based Data Structures

As discussed in the previous chapter (see Section 2.6.1), screen-space techniques rely on

the use of view-dependent information, where calculations are performed on a discretized

subset of the geometry (i.e., discrete samples with respect to the viewing frustum) instead

of the entire scene.

In their simplest form, the data structures employed in image-based methods store

only a single-layer of depth information, with respect to a particular viewpoint. Due to

their efficiency, the most basic algorithms on the rasterization pipeline have been based

on these data structures in order to perform primary visibility determination [24] and

shadow mapping [252]. Extending the Z-buffer to a G-buffer, where color, normal and other

screen-space information can be stored along with depth, has resulted in the development of

screen-space variants of various global effects, such as ambient occlusion [151], directional

occlusion [185] and single-bounce indirect illumination [42].

Multi-layer rendering techniques extend the stored information to more than one layer,

resulting in fewer view-dependencies and higher quality renderings. However, this comes

at the cost of increased computational complexity and memory requirements. Capturing all

generated fragments in a single geometry pass is accomplished with memory unbounded

algorithms, such as the A-buffer [23]. The original method is based on variable-length lists

and correct depth order is ensured by a Z-sorting operation. Yang et al. [258] implemented

a per-pixel linked list variant of the original method in the GPU, by exploiting the capability

of graphics hardware to perform atomic operations (see Figure 2.25). The initial imple-
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mentation suffered from performance issues due to thread contention caused by the shared

counter attempting to access the same location in memory from multiple threads, an issue

which has been resolved with the integration of the L2 memory cache in later generations

of GPU hardware.

Instead of a linked-list, Liu et al. [131] proposed FreePipe, a CUDA-based implementa-

tion of the rasterization pipeline. Their approach allowed the storage of all fragments in

fixed-size per-pixel arrays. Compared to a linked-list, the need to maintain node pointers is

removed, offering much higher efficiency in complex scenes. However, the size of each

array is fixed for all pixels, leading to excessive memory requirements where large blocks

of memory space are allocated and never used. A similar approach was also implemented

in the rasterization pipeline [37].

Combining the advantages of fixed-size arrays and linked-list structures, memory

friendly variants have also been proposed [141, 227]. These methods allocate per-pixel

information in continuous regions and without overestimating memory space. However,

they require additional passes for fragment accumulation and the generation of per-pixel

memory offsets via a prefix sum operation.

A major bottleneck of GPU-variants is that order-dependent operations, such as the

blending of transparent objects, require a post-sorting step. Typically, sorting occurs in a

fragment shader by rendering a full screen quad in an additional pass. The fragment data is

read from global memory, sorted locally and written back. Sorting can be very expensive

for high-depth complexity scenes [111], due to the high latency of global memory, the

low percentage of active thread utilization (occupancy) due to a large amount of resources

allocated in local memory, which also increases latency, or even the sorting algorithm itself.

Knowles et al. [110] proposed the grouping of pixels into powers of two based on their

complexity, in order to increase occupancy. Each group was processed and sorted separately

using precompiled shaders with different, but constant, local array sizes. Knowles et

al. [112] combined the previous approach with a register-based scheme, where sorting

was enforced in registers rather than local memory, for pixels of both shallow and deep

complexity. The sorting algorithm could be modified based on the depth complexity, as it

has been shown to provide significant performance benefits [111]. Vasilakis et al. [228]

exploited the bucketed depth-peeling of Liu et al. [130] to generate multiple per-pixel

linked-lists, improving the overall performance of the post-sorting operation.

Memory-bounded algorithms also exist in the literature, keeping the k-closest generated

fragments (with respect to the camera viewpoint) instead of the entire information. As such,

memory overflows and performance bottlenecks in the post-sorting operation are avoided.

On the downside, they require additional rendering passes and, typically, impose increased

computational cost to ensure correct k-fragment ordering. Depth-peeling approaches have

been traditionally employed to resolve visibility of transparent surfaces, operating under

multiple geometry passes. Front-to-back depth peeling [55] captures, or “peels”, one

layer per geometry pass in an iterative manner. The first pass operates identical to the

Z-buffer, storing only directly visible surfaces. In each subsequent pass, the already stored

fragments are discarded based on the depth value of the previously computed layer and the

next nearest surfaces are stored. Depth-peeling results in a sorted sequence of fragments,

eliminating the need for a post-sorting operation. Performance, however, can degrade

quickly for complex environments, as k passes are required in order to extract the kth
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closest fragments. Dual depth peeling [12] reduces the amount of rendering passes in half

by applying front-to-back and back-to-front depth peeling simultaneously, extracting both

the nearest and furthest kth fragments in each pass. Liu et al. [130] concurrently perform

depth-peeling into n subintervals by exploiting depth subdivisions and multiple render

targets, reducing the total runtime of prior approaches. Single-pass depth peeling variants

have also been proposed, but either require a CUDA implementation [132] or limit the

stored information to two layers only [137]. Multiple geometry passes are computationally

intensive in real-time rendering of complex virtual worlds. Therefore, the problem of

single-pass order-correct capturing of k-closest fragments in the rasterization pipeline has

received important interest from the real-time research community. These approaches are

generally based on the idea of the k-buffer [10]. The original method was able to properly

capture the k-nearest fragments, but required modifications to the hardware pipeline in

order to avoid read-modify-write hazards. To this end, various k-buffer variants have been

proposed in the literature, exploiting stencil routing operations [11], hardware-dependent

spin-lock mechanisms [226], or even employing both a k- and an A-buffer for the purposes

of hair rendering [262]. We refer readers to the recent work of Vasilakis et al. [225] for a

more general overview in k-buffer rendering.

3.1.2 Spatial Data Structures

The research community has extensively focused on the development of efficient spatial-

based acceleration data structures in order to improve both the construction and the traversal

performance of ray tracing algorithms. Since this is a vast field of research, we only

describe previous work relevant to this thesis, i.e., on interactive ray tracing of dynamic

environments. For more information, we refer the interested reader to the excellent book

by Cormen et al. [33], the overview by Vinkler et al. [231] and, finally, a comprehensive

survey on animated scenes by Wald et al. [233], which sketches the general problem as

well as covers the competing goals that even a present ray tracer has to face.

Spatial acceleration data structures provide an approximative primitive-prioritized

ordering in order to optimize ray-object intersection queries. This is accomplished by

exploiting object hierarchies, such as boundary volume representations [241] (BVH) (left of

Figure 3.1), spatial subdivisions, such as kd-trees [15, 101, 264, 76], uniform grids (middle

of Figure 3.1), octrees [64, 122], or a combination of both [78].

With non-interactive applications in mind, where geometric content is fixed or rarely

modified, the choice of the acceleration data structure can be determined solely based

on its traversal stage complexity since the resource-demanding construction stage can be

performed either as an offline preprocessing step, or infrequently. To support dynamic

geometry, various refitting and updating strategies have been proposed to accommodate

new geometry into the previous frame’s acceleration data structure. However, most of

them suffer from excessive deterioration and require the animation sequence to be either

restricted to coherent motion types and fixed connectivity or known a priori [260, 232, 59,

114, 16]. The highly complex environments employed in modern applications, however, can

pose significant constraints on the acceleration structures since geometry can be potentially

modified (tessellated or deformed) in an unexpected way in every frame. As such, the

support of real-time animations dynamically generated from interactive manipulation tools,
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of spatial data structures. Left: BVH represent regions of space containing

geometry in the form of a tree structure. Middle: Spatial subdivision structures, such as uniform grids,

partition the environment by employing regular subdivisions. Right: Perspective grids operate similar

to uniform grids but subdivide the scene based on the viewing frustum, in order to increase coherence

in primary visibility rays.

streamed from a shared distributed virtual environment or even procedurally generated,

boils down to the simple solution of completely rebuilding the acceleration structure in

every frame [106]. The massive amount of research effort that has been devoted in the

field of ray tracing, however, has resulted in an impressive performance speedup of the

construction stage of recent approaches, with the most popular being the hierarchical

linear BVH (HLBVH) [166, 60] and the treelet BVH (TRBVH) [107], both implemented

on the GPGPU OptiX ray tracing engine [171]. Still, the construction process remains

computationally intensive and most likely will remain so, as the increase in computational

power consequently increases the desire for even larger and arbitrarily complex dynamic

virtual worlds.

Directly applicable to interactive applications, uniform grids [64] are able to achieve low

construction times through regular subdivision of the environment (middle of Figure 3.1).

While easy to implement, the lack of empty space skipping, which is available in hierarchi-

cal data structures, can significantly increase traversal times, especially for incoherent rays.

Therefore, they are mainly applicable to scenes with uniform distribution of primitives,

where the probability of early ray termination as well as ray coherence is increased. How-

ever, traversal performance in environments containing moderately non-uniform geometry

distribution can be increased by employing a two-level level adaptive subdivision [100].

Finally, the use of perspective grids, i.e., a perspective regular subdivision with respect to a

particular viewpoint (right of Figure 3.1), can improve coherence on primary as well as on

shadow rays [70].

It should be noted that the main advantages of regular grids are their efficient con-

struction and their geometry-independent nature. As such, these data representations are

not only restricted to algorithms related to the ray tracing pipeline. They are also highly

applicable to the rasterization pipeline and real-time rendering, where they form the basis

of volume-based illumination methods. These methods are discussed in the next section.
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3.2 Illumination Techniques

This section describes previous work on real-time and interactive global illumination

techniques. These approaches attempt to provide efficient, albeit approximate, solutions to

the light transport problem, computed in either a few milliseconds or less than 1 second,

based on the theory discussed in Section 2.2 and on the methods and algorithms presented in

Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Interactive illumination is an elusive goal, since solving the rendering

equation even without the presence of participating media is inherently complex, not only

interactively, but also for offline renderers. As already explained in the previous chapters,

there are many different parameters that affect both the accuracy of the result and the

time constraints: the number and type of light sources, the diversity of the light paths

(which depends on the complexity of the virtual world and the underlying materials) and

the need to support dynamic, large environments. Therefore, a solution supporting fully

dynamic scenarios would need to approximate the rendering equation continually, without

any precomputations. As a result, interactive algorithms make simplifying assumptions to

several of the above parameters and usually aim at producing a plausible result instead of

an accurate one.

We start our discussion on the empirical ambient occlusion method presented in Sec-

tion 2.3.2, both on image- and object-space techniques. This previous work is directly

related to the method discussed in Chapter 4. The following sections focus on more com-

plete solutions to global illumination, related both to real-time and interactive rendering.

Section 3.2.2 discusses methods operating in image-space, which are mainly based in the

idea of Instant Radiosity (see Section 2.4.4), and Section 3.2.3 focuses on illumination tech-

niques operating in volume-space. These methods essentially lay the ground for our work

presented in Chapter 5. Finally, Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 discuss prior work in interactive

ray tracing with respect to the rasterization pipeline, providing a background to the methods

presented in Chapters 6 and 7.

3.2.1 Ambient Occlusion

The non-physically-based model of ambient occlusion attempts to simulate the "openness"

of the environment above a shaded point (see Section 2.3.2). In general, this is accomplished

by exploiting sampling techniques to estimate the visibility of a point of interest with respect

to its surrounding geometry.

AO methods are distinguished between object-space and image-space ones. Object-

space methods produce high quality, stable results, but depend on the scene complexity

and are typically more expensive to compute. Image-space methods produce reasonably

convincing results and offer bounded rendering times as they do not depend on scene

complexity. They use information stored in the camera G-buffer, a series of textures

containing information (depth, normal, reflectivity, etc.) from a specific viewpoint, as

sampled for image generation. These methods can be executed in real-time and support

fully dynamic environments, but are prone to undersampling, view-dependent artifacts and

accuracy limited to near-field geometry.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of some popular screen-space AO techniques. Left: SSAO estimates the

occlusion based on random point sampling and visibility tests. Middle Left: HBAO uses a solid angle

estimation by first sampling along a circular sweep in the azimuthal direction (red arrow) and then

by linearly marching along the heightfield stored in the depth buffer. Middle-right: VO estimates

occlusion by selecting samples on a unit disc and measuring the exact distance between the projected

samples and the hemisphere. Right: Alchemy AO employs a solid angle estimation of the occlusion

integral, similar to HBAO, but samples the domain of integration based on an image-space unit disc,

similar to VO.

3.2.1.1 Object-space AO

The early work on accessibility shading by Miller [154] and the introduction of ambient

obscurance by Zhukov et al. [265] were the key motivations for this area of research.

Bunnell [20] proposed a two-pass method to calculate per-vertex AO for dynamic scenes

by modeling the geometry as a collection of discs centered at point samples (surfels). The

amount of shadowing between each pair of disks is computed analytically. The discs are

stored in a hierarchical structure in order to support large environments, efficiently.

Hoberock et al. [85] modified the original algorithm to remove disk-shaped and linear

interpolation artifacts. Instead of disk elements, a number of methods [180, 192, 36]

approximate the geometry as a collection of spheres, mainly for distant occluders.

Papaioannou et al. [169] use a volumetric approximation of the scene geometry gener-

ated in real-time and perform ray-marching using the GPU. The accuracy of the method

depends on the granularity of the volume grid, but it can also capture occlusion from

semi-transparent surfaces as well, if a non-binary volume representation is utilized.

3.2.1.2 Image-space AO

Luft et al. [134] simulated AO in image space by filtering the depth buffer with a high-pass

kernel in order to increase visual contrast of surface discontinuities. Screen-Space Ambient

Occlusion (SSAO) was introduced by Mittring [155]; point samples are chosen from within

a sphere centered at the shaded fragment and tested against the depth buffer. The ambient

occlusion is approximated using the weighted result of the depth tests to estimate the

open hemispherical volume above the shaded point. In this method, hidden samples also

contribute to the occlusion of the estimator.
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The popularity of the original SSAO method has sparked an enormous amount of

research interest, which has been extensively focused on reducing the undersampling

artifacts of the image-space AO estimator. The concept of horizon mapping [145] was

exploited by Bavoil et al. [14] in Horizon-Based Ambient Occlusion (HBAO). They perform

a circular sweep of the image space near a shaded point, by ray marching along the radial

directions up to an rmax range. Each sample is tested against the depth buffer in order to

find the highest elevation (horizon) in the point’s tangent space in every search direction.

The final set of horizon angles is then used to estimate the solid angle subtended by the

horizon, which is considered to contribute to ambient occlusion.

Loos and Sloan proposed Volumetric Obscurance (VO) [133], which improved the

convergence of the open volume estimator of the SSAO technique. Samples are chosen

uniformly on an image-space disk, projected on the depth buffer, and line segments are

constructed by measuring the exact distance between the hemisphere and the projected

samples. The occlusion above a point is then estimated by integrating over these line

segments instead of traditional point sampling.

The Alchemy Ambient Obscurance algorithm by McGuire et al. [151] combined the

sampling scheme of Volumetric Obscurance with a statistical horizon-based approach to

the open solid angle estimation; samples in an image-space disc above the shaded point

are projected to the depth buffer and a horizon is determined directly for each one of

them according to their apparent elevation, thus dispensing with the radial samples of

the HBAO algorithm. Finally, a user-adjustable attenuation factor based on the projected

sample distance from the shaded point similar to Filion et al. [57] is applied to each

partial obscurance estimate. This technique was further improved later on to efficiently

capture occluders in a wider range, in a GPU-friendly and multi-scale fashion [150]. The

aforementioned screen-space AO techniques are also illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Timonen [214] proposed Screen-Space Far Field Ambient Obscurance, a method to

sample the entire depth buffer without producing sampling errors due to far-field sampling.

Multi-layer/view Approaches

Despite the improvements in the AO estimator, view-dependent artifacts produced by

single-layer image-space methods were still evident in all approaches (see Figure 4.2). The

efficient injection of missing geometric information however, has received only a small

amount of research interest, which we describe next.

Bavoil et al. [13] use several depth-peeled screen-space layers generated with an

enlarged field of view for accessing visibility information behind the nearest depth layer

and outside the screen bounds. They calculate AO for each depth layer and keep the highest

occlusion which improves the AO estimator, but can overestimate occlusion. They also

propose a dual resolution adaptive sampling approach to increase performance. The use of

depth peeling is able to complement the geometric information but still misses occluders due

to polygons that remain parallel to the view direction. Furthermore, it requires additional

passes to generate the required visibility information.

Recently, Bauer et al. [9] exploit A-buffer linked-lists for rendering multi-layer opacity-

based ambient occlusion. The use of an A-buffer, however, can pose important memory

constraints for real-time purposes and still misses geometry parallel to the view.
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Figure 3.3: RSMs store multi-channel information with respect to the light source, resolving visibility

for the first indirect bounce of light. From left to right: the different components stored in the light

G-buffer (depth, position, normal, flux) and the final image. Image source: [42].

Relevance to this Thesis

In Chapter 4, we build on the concept of multiple viewpoints [185] for screen-space

visibility sampling, but propose a weighting scheme for combining arbitrary views, such as

the shadow maps which are already generated in the rendering pipeline in typical real-time

applications, such as games. The exploitation of depth information from existing views

translates to no additional computation cost or extra passes. The weighting scheme balances

the contribution of each view, without overestimating occlusion or the need of a special

view setup. Furthermore, we show how to utilize the view weighting function in order to

perform importance sampling and an adaptive sample reduction, thus significantly reducing

the rendering time, while maintaining high quality. Multiview occlusion can yield better

results than simple depth peeling but can also include importance-sampled depth-peeled

views as a special case. Finally, user-defined (phantom) views like the ones used in [185]

can be exploited and seamlessly blended according to their importance. We propose such a

camera configuration to address view-dependent artifacts in hard cases, such as confined,

indoor scenes with high occlusion, where previous approaches fail. We apply our multiview

method to ambient occlusion/obscurance calculation based on the Alchemy AO, SSAO and

HBAO algorithms, but the method can be applied to other similar techniques.

3.2.2 Image-based Global Illumination

Real-time image-based GI methods focus on approximating illumination effects based on

the geometric information available in the G-buffer. This results in techniques that are

independent of scene complexity, and can be rendered very fast. However, all screen-space

methods are prone to view-dependent artifacts, due to missing geometric information in the

depth buffer and undersampling issues.

The Reflective Shadow Maps (RSMs) [42] algorithm is the most GPU-friendly imple-

mentation of instant radiosity (see Section 2.4.4) for single-bounce indirect illumination.

RSMs exploit the rasterization procedure for the generation of shadow maps to position

the VPLs, thus avoiding tracing them in the scene. RSMs are implemented similarly to

shadow maps but each pixel light, aside from depth, stores information such as reflected

flux, normal vector and world space position in a multichannel G-buffer (see Figure 3.3).

The final indirect illumination is accomplished by a simple gathering procedure for each

point to be shaded. In general, RSM methods suffer from high variance due to the large

number of samples required to reproduce the final image and do not take indirect visibility
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is into account. The same authors [43] replace the gathering procedure with an image-space

splatting approach to increase performance and reduce variance. Nichols et al. [160] used

multi-resolution splatting and eye-space interpolation to reduce the shading computations

and illumination artifacts respectively.

To mitigate the indirect visibility problem, Laine et al. [123] generate shadow maps for

each VPL, but only a few VPLs are created each frame by exploiting temporal coherency.

The VPLs from previous frames are kept if they are still visible to the light source. Ritchel et

al. [182] created an approximate point-based representation of the scene in a preprocessing

step and use this information to generate many low resolution (imperfect) shadow maps, in

order to approximate indirect visibility for each VPL in the scene. Their approach was able

to approximate indirect visibility at interactive rates, but the point-based representation can

miss indirect visibility from fine-grained geometry. A more efficient VPL placement and a

view-adaptive distribution of the point-based scene approximation without precomputations

is proposed by Ritschel et al. [184]. Dong et al. [48] extended VPLs to Virtual Area Lights

(VALs), which contain groups of VPLs with similar information. Indirect visibility is

checked against VALs, while illumination is perform using the VPLs.

Ritschel et al. [185] proposed screen-space directional occlusion (SSDO) which cal-

culates near-field directional occlusion and indirect illumination by generating samples

in a hemisphere above the shaded point and testing them against the camera depth buffer.

The direction of each visible sample contributes to the direct illumination, while blocked

samples are projected on the depth buffer and the contribution from the corresponding point

samples from the direct lighting buffer is estimated. Due to its dependence on a single depth

check per sample, this technique cannot guarantee the visibility of the projected sample,

especially for large radii.

McGuire et. al.[148] introduced Image Space Photon Mapping where GPU rasterization

is used for the primary light bounce and the CPU is used for the remaining photon bounces,

using traditional ray tracing. Instead of performing gathering to compute the final indirect

illumination, photons are splatted in screen-space using the GPU.

Caustics mapping techniques [256, 90, 191] operate in image-space to simulate caustics

at interactive rates. Typically, these methods render the environment from the light’s point

of view and create a caustic map, which is projected onto the scene geometry on a later

step. The photon gathering process is commonly replaced either by an image-based nearest

neighbor search [256] or by a splatting procedure [90, 191]. Employing fixed splat sizes,

however, introduces noise and aliasing artifacts which is reduced by varying the splat

size [255], hierarchical methods [254] as well as by adaptive sampling through deferred

shading [257].

Multi-layer Approaches

The previously discussed SSDO technique can be also augmented with the use of multiple

views, in order to account for the missing geometric information in the camera frame buffer.

The authors employ the use of additional depth-peeled views, positioned relative to the

user’s camera target position, and render the scene from these viewpoints as well as the

main camera’s. However, this configuration requires several additional passes and does not

guarantee that important direct lighting is present in any of the generated views, especially
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in environments with high occlusion.

Mara et al. [137] described several algorithms to achieve two-layer depth peeling in

a single pass, demonstrated in various real-time applications such as reflections, diffuse

global illumination and ambient occlusion. Compared to prior work, which employed depth

peeling for order-independent transparency, each layer is viewed as a G-buffer element

containing additional surface properties for global illumination computations. Instead of

naively selecting the second layer, the authors forced a minimum separation between layers

via a fixed view-based metric, thus skipping geometry with potentially similar contribution

to the GI due to proximity with fragments already sampled in the previous layer. However,

there is no guarantee that important geometry will be missed this way as surfaces within

the separation distance may have similar geometric terms of energy exchange but can have

significantly different material properties.

Nalbach et al. [157] proposed a deep screen space approach to overcome the drawbacks

of single-layer image-space illuminations methods. Instead of approximating the scene

using the depth buffer in order to resolve visibility and perform illumination computations,

they approximate it using a view-dependent surfel cloud of the triangle mesh using hardware

tessellation. Each surfel is created so that its radius is the same in screen space independent

of world space position and orientation. The surfels are then splatted to an array texture of

different resolutions levels, so that pixels that are located near a surfel use the full resolution

image, while distant pixels use their subsampled versions. Their technique was able to

achieve interactive rates and was demonstrated in ambient occlusion, single-bounce indirect

diffuse and glossy illumination, directional occlusion and subsurface scattering.

3.2.3 Volume-based Global Illumination

Evaluating the light transport integral for each point is a costly operation and still prohibitive

for dynamic environments and interactive applications. Therefore, a large amount of effort

has focused in the development of algorithms, which use some form of caching. Instead of

estimating global illumination for the entire environment, it is more efficient to compute GI

only for a number of representative points in space and use some form of interpolation for

the rest of the scene (see Figure 3.4).

Irradiance and Radiance Caching

The idea of storing irradiance values at spatially indexed data structures was initially

introduced by Ward et al. [240, 238] for offline rendering. The original irradiance caching

was used in scan-line style renderers; values already computed were cached and used

for the subsequently evaluated points via interpolation, while irradiance gradients were

employed to better predict the missing data and improve the quality of extrapolation [237].

Krivanek et al. [115] extended Irradiance Caching to Radiance Caching to compute the

indirect glossy and diffuse terms of low frequency BRDF’s using hemispherical harmonics

at non-interactive rates.

Greger et al. [69] introduced the Irradiance Volume to compute diffuse global illumi-

nation to speed up computations on semi-dynamic environments. The key idea is that

instead of storing irradiance values at surfaces locations, irradiance was stored in a bilevel

volumetric grid, where each grid location contained directional irradiance values in the form
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Figure 3.4: Volume-based caching methods store radiant energy on a sparse representation of the

scene. The directional distribution of incoming (or outgoing) light is commonly represented through

projection to a radial basis function. The rendering equation is evaluated for a point by reconstructing

and interpolating the irradiance integral from these stored samples. Left: The spheres represent

the indirect illumination (stored at their centers) using spherical harmonics. Right: the final scene.

Images rendered with XEngine [223], using the method presented in Chapter 5.

of a radial function, as an approximation of the irradiance of that point in the environment.

The Irradiance Volume was built in a preprocessing step for static objects from a radiosity

solution and surface irradiance for dynamic objects was then approximated by interpolating

the stored directional irradiance values in the lattice vertices, speeding up the computations.

However, occlusion information from dynamic objects was not taken into account.

In order to store radiometric information in space, the radiance field needs to be

estimated over all incoming directions at a particular location in space. In interactive

applications, where the indirect illumination is mostly limited to diffuse surfaces, this is

commonly achieved by representing the spherical function of the radiance field as the

coefficients resulting from the projection of the radiance field on a set of orthonormal basis

functions, such as Spherical and Hemispherical Harmonics [196, 179]. Their most important

property is that integrating two functions that have been projected to such a spherical basis,

is equivalent to taking the dot product of their coefficients (see Section 2.1.2). As a result,

the simplified version of the rendering equation for diffuse illumination (Equation 2.50) can

be replaced by the dot product between the two projected functions, Li(x, ωi) and cos θi.
Other forms of representations exist as well, such as Spherical Radial Basis Functions [127]

or Wavelets [158, 159, 113], but are less commonly used. Note that the Spherical Radial

Basis Functions do not obey orthonormality and thus break the dot product property and

Wavelets are not particularly efficient to compute and manipulate.

Similar to the above, Nijasure et al. [163] use a spherical harmonics representation to

sparsely encode the radiance field at the vertices of a 3D grid. The estimation of the radiance

field however is performed via cube map rendering. Cube maps are rendered at the center of

each cell and the incident radiance is encoded using spherical harmonics coefficients. The

final indirect illumination at surface points is approximated by interpolating the radiance

from the closest grid points. Their method is view-independent, supports multiple bounces

and indirect occlusion, but requires a large number of draw calls for the generation of cube
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maps.

Light propagation volumes [102, 104, 105] use a Discrete Ordinates Method scheme for

indirect illumination. VPLs are injected into a 3D grid using samples from RSMs and they

iteratively propagate light from cell to cell. Indirect occlusion is handled by using fuzzy

volumetric representation of the scene stored in a separate volume, which contains view-

dependent blocker information injected from the RSMs and the camera. View-dependencies

can be mitigated through depth peeling. The method has been successfully used in games,

mostly due to its compatibility with volumetric scattering effects and controllable (and

bounded) calculation time. On the other hand, the energy transport model used is very

approximate and tends to over-blur the resulting irradiance. Furthermore, the result depends

on the number of iterations employed (propagation distance measured in cells), potentially

excluding contribution from geometry outside this range. The hierarchical version of the

described method, the cascaded light propagation volumes [104], removes this restriction

but drastically coarsens the granularity of the solution for middle- and far-range geometry.

Mavridis et al. [143] create a sparse point-cloud of the scene geometry and store

occupancy and diffuse illumination at each voxel of a 3D lattice. A camera and RSM-based

reprojection refinement scheme is employed to remedy any missing holes introduced by the

voxelization.

Papaioannou [168] combines the grid-based radiance caching of Nijasure et al. [163]

with RSM sampling to generate the radiance field at each cache location, thus dispensing

with the cubemap rendering. The key idea is that all light distributed in the scene is

contributed from the light sources and thus the reflective shadow map VPLs alone represent

the non-zero radiance in the scene. Incoming radiance from RSM samples is therefore

directly injected to a 3D grid and encoded in spherical harmonics. First bounce indirect

shadowing is supported optionally using a view-dependent probabilistic attenuation scheme

exploiting the depth buffer information. For multiple bounces, a geometry-less energy

exchange scheme is proposed that exchanges energy among the cache points and secondary

bounce visibility is statistically approximated.

Relevance to this Thesis

In Chapter 5, we identify three problems existing in prior techniques, affecting both the

performance and quality of the indirect illumination. First, when expressing the radiance

field as a truncated series of spherical harmonics, a large number of coefficients is needed

to sufficiently approximate the original signal, increasing the bandwidth requirements due

to texture fetches during the reconstruction operation. For this, we introduce a compression

scheme based on the idea of chroma subsampling (see Section 2.5). Second, computing

the radiance field for the entire grid imposes an unnecessary computational overhead when

participating media are absent. There, we employ an optimized positioning scheme of

radiance cache points which stores information only near surface locations. Finally, indirect

shadowing is either expensive to compute (through cubemap representations), computed

probabilistically, or is view-dependent (based on the depth buffer and the RSMs). In

our method, we employ a binary geometry volume to provide view-independent indirect

shadowing.
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Ray marching and Cone tracing

Thiederman et al. [213] store the surface information of the objects in a scene in geome-

try images, i.e., bijective texture maps, which encode the position, normal and material

attributes of the geometry. These texture atlases are subsequently efficiently injected as

point samples in a volume grid to create a view-independent volume representation of the

scene. Then, indirect illumination is estimated using ray marching on the generated volume.

Ray-intersections are accelerated through variable interval marching within the volume

data and indirect illumination is gathered from RSMs.

Crassin et al. [39] proposed a volume-based cone tracing technique to efficiently

approximate single-bounce indirect diffuse and specular illumination. Direct illumination

is injected in a sparse voxel octree [38] and gathered at the shaded points by cone marching.

Each cone is sampled by stepping along the cone axis and selecting the appropriate mip

level based on the current cone radius. Their method is generic and capable of detailed

results at interactive rates, provided that a small part of the volume is dynamically updated.

Furthermore, this method is memory intensive as a large number of attributes have to be

encoded per voxel for illumination computations.

Sugihara et al. [209] improved upon the original algorithm by decoupling occlusion from

illumination data to reduce the memory overhead. Instead of using prefiltered multichannel

voxels, the voxelization holds binary occlusion information and the lighting information

is stored in a prefiltered RSM structure, called layered RSMs (LRSM). The injection

operation of the lighting data is replaced by a gathering operation in the LRSMs. Their

method reduces the total memory consumption, but does not scale well with the number of

light sources and is limited to single-bounce indirect illumination.

3.2.4 Rasterization-based Ray Tracing

Ray tracing can quickly become a computational bottleneck since it spawns millions of

incoherent rays in multiple directions and calculates intersections with every object in the

scene. While a large amount of research effort has been devoted towards improving the

quality and performance of the spatial data structures in GPGPU approaches (discussed

briefly in Section 3.1.2), the needs for high-quality and interactive content in large and

complex environments have also resulted in recent attempts to perform and improve ray

tracing through the rasterization pipeline, essentially fusing the advantages of these two

pipelines.

The use of global ray-bundles; sets of rays with a global, common direction for the

entire environment [187, 210] has been exploited in the rasterization pipeline to simulate

full global illumination solutions, such as path tracing [71, 83, 217] and bidirectional

path-tracing [216]. Despite their acceptable global illumination approximation output,

however, these methods are not able to sample at arbitrary locations, leading to various

aliasing artifacts.

Zirr et al. [266] performed object-order ray tracing by exploiting a coarse voxel grid

that stored links to all rays intersecting each cell. Their deferred scheme is able to perform

analytic intersection tests, but required an undetermined number of geometry passes and

was limited to single-bounce indirect illumination.
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Hu et al. [89] proposed a full ray tracing solution using only the rasterization pipeline.

The scene is projected orthographically onto three A-buffers along with a low resolution

volume for fast ray-fragment intersection tests. The volume, which contains the fragments’

average normal, is traversed with a 3D Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm

to quickly identify a general hit location, and the A-buffers are then traced to locate the

intersected fragment. However, the authors assume that each voxel contains one smooth

surface and their method is therefore applicable to scenes of limited extent and granularity,

in order to sufficiently capture the underlying geometric detail.

Ganestam et al. [58] use a hybrid approach to render perfect reflections and refractions.

A boundary volume hierarchy is created to store the geometry near the camera and a

cubemap of G-buffers, each with a field of view of 90 degrees, for the rest. Their method,

which requires both GPGPU (CUDA) and the rasterization pipeline, can achieve interactive

frame rates but is still prone to view-dependent artifacts due to the single layer information

stored in each face.

Widmer et al. [246] utilize their adaptive acceleration structure on a cubemapped

variation to offer multilayer reflections by off-screen objects at interactive frame rates,

but their results are limited to two-layered representations, opaque geometry and diffuse

surfaces.

Relevance to this Thesis

While some of the aforementioned methods are able to support a full global illumination

algorithm, none of them is capable of performing ray tracing computations without posing

any restrictions on the geometric representation or on the effects that can be reproduced.

Contrary to these approaches, the techniques presented in this thesis are far more generic,

as they are not based on discretized direction sets, are not restricted to a particular type

of surface or effect and are able to capture in high detail, multi-layer information residing

both inside and outside the viewing frustum. As a result, view dependencies are either

minimized (Chapter 6) or eliminated completely (Chapter 7).

3.2.5 Image-space Ray Tracing

Screen-space techniques are widely popular in the real-time community due to their ca-

pability to compute post-processing effects as well as visually pleasing, yet approximate,

global illumination phenomena. Regarding the latter, visibility between points is commonly

determined by performing ray tracing in image-space, e.g., using the G-buffer.

The most widely used method for image-space ray tracing in the games industry, is the

object-space linear ray marching method as described by Sousa et al. [204]. To identify a

hit, a ray’s position in 3D space is incremented in fixed-size steps for a bounded distance.

At each step, the current location of the ray is projected in screen-space and tested against

the current value stored in the depth buffer (see left of Figure 3.5). Despite its simplicity,

this method suffers from efficiency and performance issues. Performing a large number

of steps might result in looking at the same pixel multiple times (over-sampling), wasting

computational resources. On the other hand, employing a small number of steps will

eventually skip pixels representing correct intersection locations, resulting in skipping

intersected geometry.
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start start start

hit point hit point hit point

Linear (object-space) Linear (image-space) Hierarchical (image-space)

Figure 3.5: Example of screen-space ray tracing, where the ray is directed towards the hill at the top

left. Left: 3D ray marching. A ray is incremented in fixed-size object-space increments (2 meters in

this case) and tested for intersections only at these locations (green pixels). Under- and over-sampling

artifacts occur due to perspective projection, resulting in pixels being skipped close to the near plane

(near the start position) and pixels being oversampled as the ray approaches the far plane (near the

hit point). Middle: 2D ray marching. The ray is incremented in pixel-space increments, avoiding

incorrect hits due to under-sampling artifacts. Right: Hierarchical 2D ray marching. The ray is

sampled hierarchically, reaching the intersection location in fewer steps. The colored rectangles

indicate intersection queries against different mip levels of the hierarchical depth buffer.

McGuire and Mara [149] proposed an efficient 2D DDA GPU implementation by

moving in pixel-space increments instead of object-space (see middle of Figure 3.5). As

such, they are able to capture both contact details and distant geometry as well as to address

the under- and over-sampling limitations of the previous method. The authors demonstrate

screen-space ray tracing against not only single, but also multiple depth layers. However,

the proposed scheme can exhibit erroneous behavior in multi-layer schemes, as we discuss

in Section 6.2.3.

Single-layer screen-space ray tracing can be also performed hierarchically through a

mip-mapped depth buffer representation [219]. Essentially, this reduces the 2D traversal

complexity from O(n) to O(log n) (right of Figure 3.5). In this approach, the ray is tested

against the values contained in the mip hierarchy, instead of only the high-detail depth

buffer. For each successful intersection test, the mip level is iteratively refined in order to

determine the precise hit location. If an intersection test fails, the mip level is increased,

where each pixel represents a larger area to be tested, and the ray moves to the next block,

effectively skipping large areas in screen-space.

Relevance to this Thesis

Regardless of the sampling approach taken for screen-space ray tracing, all aforementioned

methods are based on ray-fragment intersection tests, i.e., rays are tested against the

discretized representation of the geometry stored in one or multiple depth buffer layers.

As such, even with accurate pixel-based sampling strategies (linear or hierarchical) rays

can still pass through sparsely sampled geometry and incorrectly intersect with the wrong

one. A common approach to mitigate these artifacts is to employ a tolerance factor during

the intersection tests, essentially representing each fragment as a frustum-shaped voxel
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of non-zero thickness [58]. Still, correct intersection cannot be ensured, as explained in

Chapter 7 (see also Figure 7.7). Furthermore, all current methods are mainly designed to

properly handle single-layer scenarios. Apart from the quality issues, there has been no

investigation on the performance considerations with respect to performing intersection

queries against arbitrarily complex multi-layer representations.

In our work, we investigate all these problems and generalize screen-space ray tracing

in terms of both performance and quality. More specifically, our contributions with respect

to the quality are:

• A modification of screen-space ray tracing (linear and hierarchical) to properly handle

fragment-based intersection tests when applied to multiple layers/views (Chapter 6).

• A generalization of screen-space ray tracing (linear and hierarchical) to properly

handle analytic ray-primitive intersection queries (Chapter 7).

Also, we achieve significant improvements on the performance of ray traversal by applying

various culling optimizations. Here, our contributions are:

• Empty space skipping is applied in both the near and far sides of the frustum as well

as in depth-space, by exploiting per-pixel depth boundaries as well as a uniform

depth-subdivision strategy (Chapters 6 and 7).

• Hierarchical screen-space ray tracing is augmented by increasing the finest mip level

in the hierarchy, essentially trading traversal overhead in image-space with larger

lists in the depth domain. This modification provides significant performance benefits

in certain scenarios in our tiled-based ray tracing architecture (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 4

Multiview Ambient Occlusion

with Importance Sampling

Figure 4.1: Multiview ambient occlusion combines depth information from any available views to fill

in missing occlusion.

Screen-space ambient occlusion and obscurance techniques have become de facto meth-

ods for ambient light attenuation and contact shadows in real-time rendering. Although

extensive research has been conducted to improve the quality and performance of AO

techniques, view-dependent artifacts remain a major issue. In this chapter, we introduce

Multiview Ambient Occlusion, a generic per-fragment view weighting scheme for evaluat-

ing screen-space occlusion or obscurance using multiple, arbitrary views, such as the readily

available shadow maps. Additionally, we exploit the resulting weights to perform adaptive

sampling, based on the importance of each view to reduce the total number of samples,

while maintaining the image quality. Multiview Ambient Occlusion improves and stabilizes

the screen-space AO estimation without overestimating the results and can be combined
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with a variety of existing screen-space AO techniques. We demonstrate the results of our

sampling method with both open volume- and solid angle-based AO algorithms.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 discusses the view-dependency problem

of single-space ambient occlusion techniques and our contribution. Sections 4.2 and 4.3

presents the outline and implementation details of our algorithm, respectively. Section 4.4

reports on the efficiency and robustness of our method and discusses limitations and, finally,

Section 4.5 offers conclusions and discusses future research directions.

4.1 Overview and Problem Description

Ambient occlusion is a non-physically based method which tries to approximate the amount

of indirect light that reaches a point based on its surrounding occluders, without taking

into account interreflections (see Section 2.3.2). Two main approaches are taken when

approximating ambient occlusion and obscurance of complex, dynamic scenes; object- and

image-based methods. Object-space methods produce stable, high-quality results, but the

proposed techniques are not suited for applications with limited per-frame time budget for

global illumination effects. On the other hand, image-based methods introduce a trade-off

between quality and performance. They produce reasonably convincing results and offer

bounded rendering times as they are decoupled from scene complexity, making use of

information already stored in the camera G-buffer.

In general, image-space techniques use buffers from available views, such as the camera

G-buffer or shadow maps to obtain information related to a world-space point and its

surrounding geometry. Typically, samples in the vicinity of a point are projected onto

the buffers and the resulting image-space locations derived through the view’s depth map

constitute an approximate reconstruction of the geometry at it. The recovered information, is

used in calculations such as ambient occlusion, obscurance and indirect lighting. Despite the

stable and fast performance of image-space methods, they all suffer from view-dependent

artifacts. This is mainly due to the absence of occluders, unseen in the image buffers of the

current view (inside and outside the view frustum). These artifacts are manifested in the

form of shadows that pop up as the camera moves and haloing effects.

Our Contribution

In this work, we present a single-pass generic method which addresses and improves the

view-dependent inconsistencies of current screen-space ambient occlusion techniques by

exploiting geometric information from other view points, such as the shadow maps, already

generated as part of the rendering process. A weighting scheme for balancing the contribu-

tion of arbitrary views is proposed, so that our technique can be applicable to environments

with high occlusion and geometric complexity without erroneously estimating occlusion

(see Figure 4.1). Furthermore, we utilize our weighting functions to distribute our samples

based on their importance which, along with an adaptive sample reduction, reduces the

computational cost significantly while being able to maintain very high quality. Finally, for

very hard cases such as confined, indoor scenes with high occlusion, we propose a camera

configuration based on user-defined (phantom) views, similar in spirit to the ones used in
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SSDO [185]. The views can be exploited and seamlessly blended according to their impor-

tance. We apply and demonstrate our multiview method to ambient occlusion/obscurance

algorithms such as Alchemy Ambient Obscurance [151], Screen-Space Ambient Occlusion

(SSAO) [155], and Horizon-Based Ambient Occlusion(HBAO) [46], but the method can be

applied to other similar techniques.

To summarize, our contributions in this chapter are:

• A generic method for reducing view-dependent artifacts of screen-space ambient

occlusion techniques, which estimates the occlusion importance of an arbitrary

number of views and reduces errors in the final occlusion estimation, even for the

main camera view.

• An importance-driven and adaptive-based sampling algorithm for the distribution

of samples among the views, able to reduce rendering times significantly without

sacrificing the final quality.

• An extensive experimental study of the most common ambient occlusion techniques,

as well as their applicability to our a multiview weighting scheme.

4.2 Method Description

As screen-space AO techniques evolved, they attempted to improve mostly issues related to

sampling quality, memory access efficiency and faster and more accurate convergence of

the occlusion integral estimator. A prominent example of this constant refinement is the

Scalable AO by McGuire et al. [150]. However the “traditional” problems of screen-space

methods, such as view-dependent occlusion fluctuations and erroneous shadowing, still

remain (see for example Figure 4.2). View dependency commonly manifests itself either as

a gradual darkening at the edges of the frame buffer, as new depth values start contributing

to the occlusion estimation, or as erroneous occlusion due to lack of geometric information

in the depth buffer. The first problem is remedied either by fading in the occlusion at the

image boundaries or by virtually extending the image buffer beyond the viewport. The

second problem, i.e., the lack of depth information within the image, is the root of severe

artifacts in many cases, where geometry parallel or nearly parallel with respect to the

camera viewing direction causes discontinuities in the depth buffer and makes samples

fall on different surfaces than the shaded point lies on. If these samples are not culled or

attenuated (usually with respect to the maximum AO range rmax), they cause a darkening

halo at the depth discontinuities. If on the other hand they are rejected, the result is an

unnatural, view-dependent brightening of normally shadowed crevices. The latter is also

demonstrated in Figure 4.2.

Multiview Ambient Occlusion (MVAO) takes advantage of image buffers from sec-

ondary views, such as shadow maps, which are already available at AO calculation time,

in order to improve and stabilize the latter, when screen-space techniques are used. For

each fragment to be shaded in the camera frame buffer, the occlusion or obscurance is

estimated using any number of available views and the final AO is the combination of
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Figure 4.2: View dependencies of screen-space AO algorithms. Marked regions indicate erroneous

occlusion due to parallax.

the partial results. The (partial) occlusion in each one of the image buffers is calculated

using a standard AO algorithm, such as the Alchemy AO method or SSAO. The combined

occlusion however, is not the average or maximum occlusion of all partial results, but rather

a weighted sum of them, since we need to favor views with better visibility of both the

shaded point and the samples drawn in its neighborhood and subsequently projected in

the corresponding depth buffer. For instance, in Figure 4.2, AO samples for a point on

geometry visible just above the broken wall in the foreground are more reliably projected in

the shadow map of the overhead light in the scene rather than in the camera view. Since we

allow multiple arbitrary views, the shaded points and near-field samples may be occluded

in any other view but the camera buffer, and therefore the importance of these views must

be adjusted per fragment accordingly. The weighting functions for combining the partial

AO results from the multiple views are discussed in the following section.
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4.3 Algorithmic Details

Given a number of n views we calculate the occlusion for a point p as:

O(p) =

n
∑

v=1
O(v,p)w(v,p)

n
∑

v=1
w(v,p)

, (4.1)

where O(v,p) and is the occlusion of view v at point p and w(v,p) is a weighting function

describing the contribution of the occlusion of view v at point p.

4.3.1 View Weighting Function

Any screen-space sampling implementation assumes that the point of interest p is always

visible in the image buffer and that the same is true for the samples taken within its near field.

Additionally, the eye-space normals at all sampling locations, including the central point p,

always point in the direction of the center of projection. However, when projecting a camera

buffer point to an arbitrary view, any of the above assumptions may not hold. Furthermore,

even if p and the projected samples in view v comply with the above conditions, the

view-dependent projection of the samples, especially at grazing angles, makes certain view

points unreliable for a given point p.

The importance of a particular view v in the calculation of the occlusion O(p) at any

point p visible in the camera frame buffer depends on three factors: the visibility of p in

view v, the orientation of the surface at p with respect to the view direction and finally, the

proximity of the projected samples on the v-th depth buffer to p. These three factors affect

the overall contribution of the partial result O(v,p) to the final occlusion in the form of a

weighting function w(v,p):

w(v,p) = bwd(v,p) + (1− b)wn(v,p), (4.2)

where wd(v,p) is the sample distance weighting function, wn(v,p) is the directional

weighting function and b is a blending coefficient to bias the view weight in favor of the

distance or the orientation importance weight. The visibility indirectly affects the weighting

function through the distance weight. Directly accounting for the visibility of a point in

a given view would cause discontinuities in the weighting function, resulting in visible

banding, for instance at shadow boundaries, if light views are used. The blending coefficient

value depends on the AO method used and is discussed in Section 4.4.3.

Distance Weight

To avoid sampling occlusion at depth discontinuities and across depth layers or image

regions where geometry is obliquely projected, we favor views where the projected samples

land closer to the central (shaded) point p (see Figure 4.3). This is achieved by keeping

track of the average distance from p to the projected samples si on view v (clamped to

rmax):

wd(v,p) = 1− 1

Nsrmax

Ns
∑

i=1

min(||p− si||, rmax), (4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Distance weighting of a view with respect to the average distance of projected samples

from a given shaded point. Intense parallax in the depth buffer can cause many false positive samples

in the projection of the sampling pattern on the depth buffer. The thick green and blue lines visualize

the distance weight for each view, i.e., the average distance of the projected samples from p.

where Ns is the total number of samples per view. Visibility of the central point p is

handled indirectly through the above weighting function; for an occluded point p in the

current view, many of the projected samples si will lie on the occluder, thus increasing the

average distance and lowering the importance of view v. However, the decrease of wd(v,p)
will happen gradually, as more and more samples land on the occluding depth layer when p

moves behind an occluder, thus avoiding any visible banding.

Note that the calculation of the distance weight incurs no additional cost, since si are

already available and ||p − si|| is needed for the distance-based obscurance attenuation

function anyway.

Directional Weight

A common problem in screen-space AO techniques is that, when the normal at a shaded

point p diverges from the viewing direction, the probability that a sample is projected on a

disjoint or distant patch of geometry, as registered in the depth map of the view, increases.

Worse, in the case of multiview projection, where the normal n at p may point away from
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Figure 4.4: Directional weighting of a view with respect to the normal vector at the shaded point.

Oblique projections or viewpoints facing away from the normal can cause severe artifacts in view-

dependent near-field geometry recovery from depth.

the view, the projection of the sample has a significantly higher probability to land on a

disjoint region than near p, causing erroneous occlusion. Figure 4.4 demonstrates this

issue; in a highly oblique view, samples on an image disk or in a hemisphere above p

exhibit a strong directional bias towards one side of the sampling pattern and are prone

to be projected out of the near-field range rmax. Although the effect of this issue varies

according to the screen-space algorithm used, the problem may occur in all views, including

the camera view (e.g., at grazing angles with respect to the geometry). A simple criterion

to favor views facing along the normal vector at p is the dot product of n and lv:

wn(v,p) = max(0, lv · n), (4.4)

where lv is the direction from p to the center of projection of view v. Views residing

behind p are highly unreliable, therefore their contribution is set to zero by clamping the

dot product accordingly.

4.3.2 Importance Sampling

We can use the weighting function of Section 4.3.1 in order to direct more samples towards

views with higher contribution to the final AO. However, since the distance-based weight

wd(v,p) depends on the yet unknown position of the depth samples, we initially generate a

first estimate of the occlusion Õ(v,p) and the corresponding weights w̃(v,p) with a small
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Figure 4.5: MVAO with importance sampling (IS) using the Alchemy AO variation. Example using

the camera and the main light shadow map. (a,b) Raw and filtered obscurance without IS. (c) view

weights: red denotes camera weights, green corresponds to light view. (d) Number of samples with

respect to maximum samples. (e,f) Raw and filtered obscurance using IS. (g) Close up view of the

highlighted region in (a) and (e). (h) The final rendered view.

number of samples Ninit for each view v, for example, 5-7. The choice of Ninit depends

on the specific AO algorithm used (see quality comparison in Figure 4.8). Õ(v,p) and

w̃(v,p) are used to perform importance sampling on the image buffers in a second iteration,

with N(v,p) samples for each view v.

The importance of a particular view v and consequently, N(v,p), is directly propor-

tional to the initial weighting function estimate w̃(v,p). Additionally, since we have a first

estimation of the occlusion at p from view v, N(v,p) can be biased against regions with

low occlusion to avoid wasting samples on uninteresting regions. This way we combine

importance-driven sample distribution among the views and occlusion-driven adaptive

sampling in a single, adaptive step. The proposed heuristic for determining N(v,p) is

directly proportional to both the initial estimate of the occlusion and the current view

weight:

N(v,p) = (Ns −Ninit)w̃(v,p)
1 + Õ(v,p)

2
. (4.5)

The new importance-sampled occlusion Ois(v,p) of each view v from the adaptive step is

added to the initial estimate Õ(v,p) and the updated occlusion becomes:

O(v,p) =
Ois(v,p)N(v,p) + Õ(v,p)Ninit

N(v,p) +Ninit
. (4.6)

This second, adaptive step also calculates new weights wis(v,p) for each view v, which

are used to update the weighting function estimate w(v,p), similar to Equation 4.6:

w(v,p) =
wis(v,p)N(v,p) + w̃(v,p)Ninit

N(v,p) +Ninit
. (4.7)
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The example in Figure 4.5 demonstrates how a significant reduction in the total number of

samples and the respective rendering time of the AO buffer is achieved, without significantly

affecting the image quality. Since more samples are shifted towards more reliable views

in terms of depth variance and view orientation, occlusion variance due to view selection

is minimized. The occlusion-driven adaptive reduction of the number of samples on the

other hand, introduces some noise (see Figure 4.5(g)), which is however suppressed in the

post-filtering stage. In this particular example, the Alchemy AO algorithm was used with a

15-tap rotating kernel and time measurements correspond to rendering 1 megapixel of the

AO buffer with 100% geometry coverage. The joint bilateral filtering time to produce the

smoothed AO buffers is not included. Both the filtered and unfiltered buffers are provided

for comparison (a,b,e,f,g). The heatmap of inset (d) indicates the percentage of the total

samples used with respect to the maximum number of samples for both views, i.e., 2× 15
here.

The partial occlusion results O(v,p) can be estimated and combined in a single frag-

ment shader for the camera view using an image-space AO algorithm AOEstimation:

Algorithm 1 MVAO Fragment Shader

1: for all views v do ⊲ init step

2: Õv(v,p), w̃(v,p)← AOEstimation(Ninit)
3: end for

4: for all views v do ⊲ adaptive step

5: Estimate N(v,p) using Equation 4.5
6: Ois(v,p), wis(v, sp)← AOEstimation(N(v,p))
7: Estimate Ov(p) using Equation 4.6
8: Estimate wv(p) using Equation 4.7
9: end for

10: Estimate O(p) using Equation 4.1

4.4 Experimental Study

Implementing MVAO in a deferred lighting scheme is easy, since the method is a drop-in

replacement for a single screen-space AO calculation shader. Since our method is generic,

it is applicable to a variety of AO algorithms. In this study, we start with a description

of our experiments setup and a discussion on the provided supplemental material of this

chapter, in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively. We continue with an extensive qualitative

and performance analysis with the most popular AO techniques, in Section 4.4.3, and a

discussion regarding the generation of bent normals, which is an estimate of the average

open direction above a shaded point, in Section 4.4.4. Since our method is generated based

on readily available views, positioning in small, confined environments is not always trivial.

As such, we have also experimented with an efficient positioning of user-defined views for

hard scenarios, which is discussed in Section 4.4.5.
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4.4.1 Experiments Setup

We ran our tests on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 570 and report times in milliseconds per

megapixel of an AO buffer with 100% geometry coverage. Timings for multiple resolutions

are not provided, since our experiments showed that they scale linearly with the pixel

count, as expected. Furthermore, since this algorithm operates in image-space, there is no

dependence on the geometric complexity of the scene.

4.4.2 Supplemental Material

We provide as supplemental material the shader source code of the multiview version of

Alchemy AO [151] as well as a video that showcases the benefits of our method in both

open and enclosed environments of arbitrary complexity.

4.4.3 Multiview Ambient Occlusion Variations

We have integrated MVAO with representatives of both open volume and solid angle genres

of screen-space algorithms. Figure 4.6 provides a comparison of the AO produced by

a camera-only screen-space technique and its multiview implementation, as well as the

resulting bent normals and final shading. In these implementations, the distance weight-

ing function is the predominant view selection criterion, while the directional weighting

function is required only in techniques, which use the surface normal for the occlusion

estimation. Figure 4.7 includes relative timings of the MVAO variations for 2 and 3 views

with respect to our single-view algorithm implementations, including importance sampling

where applicable. We also report the absolute AO rendering times for our single view

versions for completeness. These are only indicative as the relative performance of MVAO

to the single-view methods matters.

4.4.3.1 Solid Angle Algorithms

Alchemy AO

First, we have implemented a variation of the recently developed Alchemy Ambient

Obscurance algorithm, due to its efficiency and stochastic rather than explicit horizon

estimation. The MVAO version of this algorithm produces stable results and the view-

dependent artifacts are reduced significantly. In terms of performance, Alchemy AO

scales proportionally with the number of views, as shown in the top chart in Figure 4.7.

Additionally, in all test scenes, importance sampling was particularly effective in drastically

reducing AO buffer rendering times, which in some cases were lower than the single-view

Alchemy AO, for the same maximum number of samples (see the “2 + IS” column).

HBAO

Horizon-Based AO produces more accurate radial horizon measurements in exchange for

more samples and increased computation time, but for the same reason tends to enhance

errors when depth information is inaccurate due to high occlusion. When applied to

MVAO, it produces banding in the form of silhouettes in regions, where the variance of
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Figure 4.6: Multiview implementations of various AO algorithms. In this example, MVAO uses the

camera, the shadow map and a fixed phantom view. The red regions denote areas where our multiview

approach has the highest contribution

the distance weights is high, such as the shadow boundaries, if light views are used. In the

latter case however, this does not perceptually affect the final image, since the occlusion

transitions coincide with the shadow boundaries. Performance-wise, our HBAO variation is

the heaviest algorithm, so the stochastic horizon construction of Alchemy AO should be

preferred instead.

In our tests, we have found that both solid angle techniques need to favor the distance

weighting function (b ∈ [0.8, 0.9]).

4.4.3.2 Open Volume Algorithms

Screen-space Ambient Occlusion

In our implementation of sample-rejection occlusion, we sample the hemisphere above p,

instead of the entire sphere centered at p. The depth test mechanism used for the occlusion

calculation performs well when adapted to the MVAO scheme, but two modifications

are needed. First, the directional weighting function is not necessary as SSAO does not
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Figure 4.7: Relative timings of MVAO for various scenes (color-coded insets) with respect to

the corresponding single view AO. IS denotes importance sampling and the dark part of the bars

corresponds to the initial samples taken (5 and 7 samples for the Alchemy AO and SSAO respectively).

IS is not available in HBAO, due to its fixed sampling strategy. Alchemy AO and SSAO both use

maximum 15 samples, while HBAO uses 6 slices with 4 radial samples per slice.

use normals for evaluating the occlusion integral (b = 1.0). Second, points on surfaces

facing away from the view tend to produce shadowing instead of occlusion. Relying on the

distance weighting function to lower the significance of the problematic view would not be

sufficient however, since both the shadowed and visible regions with respect to the view

can have similar average sample distances. On the other hand, if for all samples that are

not visible in the view we assign a distance equal to rmax when computing wd(v,p) we

effectively bias the weight against regions in shadow and therefore eliminate the erroneous

shadowing.

In terms of quality, multiview SSAO results in stable and plausible images. The

performance of multiview SSAO is comparable to that of Alchemy MVAO. However,

importance sampling is less effective compared to Alchemy AO, mainly due to higher

variance in the initial weight and occlusion estimates. Figure 4.8 demonstrates this fact;

both the visual comparison and the RMS difference of the importance sampling results

relative to the basic MVAO method reveal that the slower convergence of SSAO increases

the deviation of the initial estimates for the occlusion and the view weights, which in turn

lead to a slight degradation of the overall occlusion (1.3%) with respect to the Alchemy

AO.

Volumetric Obscurance

VO improves the convergence of the occlusion integral by measuring the exact distance

between a point on a hemisphere and the projected sample. However, VO is incompatible

with our multiview algorithm, since it relies on distance measurements rather than point

sampling; if the sphere of radius rmax around p is below the depth horizon, i.e., when
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of AO quality for the multiview Alchemy AO and SSAO methods, using

importance sampling with different Ninit number of samples for the first estimate of the occlusion

and weights. Corresponding AO rendering time is shown for the two methods for a 1Mpixel AO

buffer and 1Mpixel shadow map.

all samples in the vicinity of p are invisible in the current view, VO produces shadows

instead of occlusion. When the extra views are light sources, the calculated obscurance

accentuates deep shadows and softens the shadow boundaries. Since the results deviate

from the intended effect we do not present relative timings for this method. Still, VO can

be used as an alternative integrated obscurance/shadow generation technique.
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4.4.4 Bent Normals in Multiview Ambient Occlusion

Multiview AO also supports the generation of bent normals using the weighted results from

different views. A uniform way to do this with negligible overhead is to accumulate for

every view v the vectors from the central point p to every original sample (not projected on

the depth buffer) that is not obscured in v, i.e., lies in front of the recorded depth and thus

signifies an open direction. The result is blended with the normal at p. The partial results

from all contributing views are weighted in the same manner as the AO values. Figure 4.6

includes bent normal calculation results for the multiview implementations described above.

4.4.5 Discussion on View Positioning

MVAO can account for any number of views, but our tests have shown that one or two

additional views are usually sufficient for improving significantly the occlusion estimation,

even in highly occluded parts of the environment. Adding a large number of views to

MVAO is impractical, since the AO computation time could become prohibitive for real-

time applications.

For open environments, or parts of indoor environments where shadow maps provide a

significant coverage of the geometry, the latter can be effectively used as secondary views

(see Figures 4.1 and 4.5). For example, in Figure 4.1, the obliquely projected ground and

left wall in the camera view do not contribute significantly to the estimated occlusion in a

single-view approach. However, by using MVAO and including the overhead light’s shadow

map, significant geometric information is introduced and exploited, as demonstrated in the

bottom left inset, where the occlusion difference of the single and multiview approaches

is shown. It is important to keep in mind that views that do not reveal complementary

geometric information are unlikely to improve the result compared to a single-view AO

method, as expected. Therefore, such view points should not be included into the MVAO

calculations.

In the example of Figure 4.9, a difficult case is provided; most of the information comes

from the camera view, while the two shadow maps used do not provide a wide coverage

of the camera frustum. Still, accounting for two additional buffers, helps include missing

occlusion, bringing the final result closer to the reference AO solution. Two more cases

are illustrated in Figure 4.10, where MVAO does not improve the occlusion in parts of

the camera view due to lack of coverage of the corresponding regions in the secondary

views (shadow maps). The example in the top row uses the shadow map of a light source

positioned on the left of the camera view. As expected, missing geometric information at

the area on the ground just beside the wall on the right is filled in and occlusion is corrected.

However, that was also expected for the occlusion at the corner on the right of the doorway,

but the corresponding geometry does not appear in either the camera or the shadow map,

since that part of the wall is in shadow. Note that Figure 4.2 demonstrates MVAO in the

same scene under similar lighting conditions, but the final occlusion is substantially closer

to the reference AO, even in the shadowed regions. This is because in this example, we

exploit two light sources with substantially different fields of view, one main overhead

light (causing the high contrast shadow) and one fill light. The bottom row of Figure 4.10

demonstrates a hard case where, for the most parts of the environment, direct illumination

from an overhead light source is blocked. Using the shadow map of that light source in the
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Figure 4.9: The two shadow maps of the scene’s light sources are successively added into the MVAO

calculation (top row) and the corresponding incremental AO contribution is shown in the middle row.

The bottom row includes the weights of the 3 views (R: camera, G and B: shadow maps), the final

shaded scene and the reference ray-traced ambient occlusion.

MVAO results in a rather negligible contribution to the overall effect.

4.4.5.1 Phantom Views

For confined spaces and parts of a scene that are not present in a shadow map, instead of

using the shadow map(s) as additional views, one may opt to add phantom views and render

the scene at a low resolution from there. Phantom views can also be set up to follow the

user from a different relative view, similar to [185], complementing the visible geometry of

the camera viewpoint. We have tested the four-view configuration described in the above

paper and found that it is ineffective in a typical indoor environment, where high occlusion

from walls and other pieces of geometry obstruct the visual range of additional cameras

pointing towards the user’s point of interest. Furthermore, the latter is ill-defined in most

cases and thus unreliable.

We propose the use of a stereo pair of phantom views arranged as shown in Figure 4.11;

the additional low-resolution cameras render the scene from positions behind the user, but

at a fixed, close distance so that the possibility of one of the views being obstructed is
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Figure 4.10: The view-dependent artifacts (red rectangles) are not removed since they belong in the

shadowed region of the light. The Incremental AO is almost empty and the View Weights rely heavily

on the camera depth buffer (red color).
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Figure 4.11: MVAO in confined spaces with heavy occlusion. Using an additional pair of cross-eyed

low-resolution "phantom" depth buffers eliminates most view-dependent artifacts.

minimized. Having the look-at directions of the additional cameras cross each other in front

of the user, allows for high coverage from significantly different vantage points near the

camera, where accuracy is needed the most. The parallel-to-the-ground configuration was

chosen having in mind that in most practical scenarios, the view is obstructed by objects

whose vertical extents are dominant (e.g., walls, trees, people, etc). Placing the phantom

views behind the camera prevents clipping the geometry in front of the camera against

their near planes. For typical scenes, we have found phantom view resolutions between

256×256 and 512×512 to produce satisfactory results (see Figure 4.12). Buffer resolutions

above 256×256 remove the artifacts, while maintaining an almost constant rendering time.

As shown in the timings included, the extra time required for rendering 2 phantom views

and executing the MVAO pass with importance sampling is about 37% greater compared

to the camera-only AO. In our tests, increasing the resolution further, did not improve the

image quality, while it incurred a performance hit to the MVAO computation time, mainly

due to the frequent texture cache misses as a result of the larger image buffers.
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Figure 4.12: Quality comparison between different phantom view shadow map resolutions. The

left and center columns of the insets correspond to the shadow maps of the left and right phantom

views, respectively. The rightmost column insets refer to the MVAO buffer. Bottom right: Timings

for phantom views and MVAO rendering compared to a single-view AO approach.

4.5 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this chapter we have presented a cost-effective solution to the view dependency issues

of image-space methods. We weight the contribution of the camera and other views, such

as light sources or phantom views depending on the visibility of point p and its samples,

the direction relative to the view and the average distance between the projected samples.

Importance Sampling uses the first estimate of the occlusion and weight information to

adaptively reduce the total sample count and therefore minimize the overhead imposed by

the AO calculations for the extra viewpoints. We show that our algorithm works reasonably

well with a variety of techniques and increases the existing visibility information. However,

the selection of viewpoints directly affects the completeness of the occlusion information;

geometry not properly represented by any of the depth buffers will still produce erroneous,

view-dependent occlusion.

Regarding future directions, it would be interesting to investigate the applicability of

our generic scheme to other screen-space techniques, incorporating phenomena such as

indirect lighting and color bleeding. Furthermore, in the same spirit as [139], temporal

coherence can be explored by using previous image buffers from different viewpoints,

effectively spreading the multiple views over time instead of space. Finally, the most

interesting direction is probably a partially/fully dynamic phantom view placement, taking

into account factors such as occlusion by adjacent geometry.
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Chapter 5

Real-time Radiance Caching

using Chrominance Compression

Figure 5.1: Our radiance caching method compresses the radiance field by retaining the directional

resolution of luminance and suppressing the chrominance (left), leading to efficient radiance cache

throughput while preserving details such as indirect shadows (middle). This is combined with a re-

duced cache population scheme, resulting in the efficient rendering of large and detailed environments

(right).

Real-time radiance caching methods typically store information about the radiance field

on a lattice of cache locations within the scene in order to improve efficiency. When

spherical harmonics or other basis functions are used for representing the radiance field, the

coefficients of the truncated series employed to sufficiently approximate the original signal

can impose an important computational penalty for real-time applications. Additionally,

if in-scattering due to transport of indirect lighting through participating media is absent,

storing radiance for all grid points in the volume results in wasted computations. In this

chapter we introduce the idea of expressing the radiance field in luminance/chrominance

values and encoding the directional chrominance in lower detail. We combine the radiance

field chrominance compression with an optimized cache population scheme, by generating

cache points only at locations that are guaranteed to contribute to the reconstructed surface

irradiance. The computational and storage savings obtained allow the use of higher-order

spherical harmonics to sufficiently capture and reconstruct the directionality of diffuse
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irradiance, while preserving finer intensity transitions and maintaining fast and customizable

performance. We exploit this radiance representation in a low-cost real-time radiance

caching scheme, with support for arbitrary light bounces and view-independent indirect

occlusion and showcase the improvements in highly complex and dynamic environments.

Furthermore, our general qualitative evaluation indicates benefits for offline rendering

application as well.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 discusses the general problem and

our contribution. Section 5.2 explains the required background work of our approach.

Section 5.3 presents the outline of our algorithm, while Sections 5.4 to 5.6 discuss each

of our contributions separately. Section 5.7 reports on the efficiency and robustness of our

method and discusses limitations and, finally, Section 5.8 offers conclusions and discusses

future research directions.

5.1 Overview and Problem Description

Real-time global illumination methods are of particular interest in both the research and in-

dustrial community as today’s applications strive for visually rich and realistic environments.

Due to the hard time constraints posed by real-time rendering and dynamic environments,

the costly evaluation of indirect illumination against the entire scene is usually replaced

by a gathering operation against a sparsely generated radiance field. In these methods, the

incoming radiance is encoded as a radial function, whose coefficients are computed through

projection to a truncated series of orthonormal basis functions (such as spherical harmonics).

These coefficients are injected into the cells (cache points) of a three dimensional lattice,

stored in global memory, and retrieved during a gathering (reconstruction) step at a later

stage to compute the indirect illumination for each point in the environment. While the

performance benefit provided by these approaches is substantial, the memory bandwidth

required for the representation of the radial function during the injection and reconstruction

stage can impose a significant overhead in the illumination computations. This becomes

even more important in today’s large virtual worlds that require a large number of cache

points to represent in more detail the incoming radiance. Even worse, methods that ignore

participating media may spend a considerate amount of time in calculating and sampling

the radiance field in empty space, i.e., in locations that are not near the geometry and do

not contribute to the lighting of nearby surfaces, resulting in wasted computations or even

incorrectly sampled radiance.

Our Contribution

Inspired by the recent work on chrominance subsampling for frame buffer compres-

sion [144], Compressed Radiance Caching (CRC) introduces the conversion of incident

radiance to the YCoCg color space (see Section 2.5) before projecting the directional signal

to the spherical harmonics basis. The chrominance components are encoded using lower

order spherical harmonics than the luminance channel without significantly compromising

the visual quality (see Figure 5.1). This compression scheme is able to minimize the storage,

bandwidth requirements and the number of texture fetches, as well as improve the texture
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cache coherency for real-time illumination computations. Furthermore, in contrast to previ-

ous volume-based caching methods, we store incident radiance only near those surfaces,

where indirect illumination is gathered for the final shading, but still benefit from the data

access and interpolation mechanisms of a volumetric representation. Finally, we exploit

the storage and texture access savings of the radiance field compression by implementing

a very fast and stable diffuse indirect lighting approach that extends the Radiance Hints

method [168]. The improved method supports full view-independent indirect shadows in all

indirect interreflections and in combination with a geometry-driven cache point selection,

achieves real-time performance for arbitrarily complex scenes.

More specifically, our contributions in this chapter are the following:

• Introduction of directional chrominance subsampling for radiance field compression,

reducing the cache storage and access cost (see Section 5.4). We apply this to

real-time diffuse global illumination and demonstrate the resulting performance

improvement.

• Optimized positioning of radiance cache points in a volumetric grid, storing the

radiance field only near locations where the irradiance is going to be evaluated (see

Section 5.5). For single bounce indirect illumination, this corresponds to enabling

cache points only near points visible to the camera. Due to a occupancy volume

dilation procedure, no view-dependent artifacts occur.

• View-independent approximate indirect shadowing for all light transport events, based

on a binary geometry volume, which is already constructed for the purpose of the

cache point occupancy determination (see Section 5.6).

Note that while our last contribution essentially improves the specific indirect lighting

method (Radiance Hints), both the chrominance compression and the optimized cache

point positioning are generic contributions and can be applied to other radiance caching

techniques.

5.2 Background Work

The Radiance Hints method (RH) [168], which this work extends, combines the grid-based

radiance caching of Nijasure et al. [163] with the use of RSM sampling to generate the

radiance field at each cache location, thus dispensing with the cubemap rendering.

A reflective shadow map is built for each light source that contributes to indirect lighting.

The incoming radiance from RSM samples is measured and an approximate radiance field

is encoded as spherical harmonics coefficients and stored at each cache point laid out on a

3D uniform grid. This process is continued in an iterative manner for all contributing lights,

accumulating the respective radiance field SH coefficients.

First-bounce indirect shadowing is supported optionally using a view-dependent proba-

bilistic attenuation scheme. In the case of multiple bounces, a second lattice is created for

interleaved radiance field update and the new radiance field is estimated by direct energy

exchange among the cache points. Secondary bounce visibility is statistically approximated.
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Figure 5.2: The importance sampling window regulated by the sample spread s. The red square

shows the sampling area based on the projected center of P in the RSM (uP , vP ) and the blue square

the modified one (uc, vc) according to s (0.8 in this case) so that the RSM samples (gray color) do

not cross the texture boundaries.

RSM Sampling

The radiance field for the first bounce of indirect illumination is estimated by sampling the

information stored in the RSM G-buffer of the light sources. Each cell in the shadow map

represents a small area light source or a pixel light that illuminates the scene as if an actual

light source was placed at that particular location. The radiance function (radiance field)

L(P, ω) at cache point P can be represented using the spherical harmonics basis functions

Y m
l (ω) of degree l and order m as:

L(P, ω) ≈
n

∑

l=0

l
∑

m=−l

cml (P, ω)Y m
l (ω), (5.1)

cml (P, ω) =
ntexels

πns

ns
∑

k=1

ΦkV (xk,Pk)Y
m
l (ωk)(nk · −ωk)

||xk −Pk||2
, (5.2)

where ntexels is the total number of texels in the RSM, ns is the number of samples drawn

from the RSM, xk, nk and Φk is the position, surface normal and stored flux at the k-th

sample, respectively and ωk is the direction Pk → xk. Finally, the function V (xk,Pk) is

responsible for the visibility estimation between xk and Pk.

The parametric-space positions of the RSM samples are chosen based on a precomputed

rectangle of low-discrepancy Halton sequence. The total number of samples ns can either

be split uniformly among the light sources or allocated based on any importance sampling

scheme. For each RSM sample xk drawn, a corresponding radiance “reception” position Pk

at an arbitrary location inside the cache cell is chosen and incoming radiance is estimated

along the path xk → Pk.

Typically, 50-200 RSM samples are used. The resulting coefficients cml (P, ω) are

stored in the RH cell render target channels and this process is repeated for all cache volume

cells.
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RSM Importance Sampling

For a large coverage of the scene by the RSM, the radiance can be poorly sampled because

of the selection of distant and therefore insignificant samples. For this reason, similar to the

original RSM method and the Radiance Hints method, we perform importance sampling

by focusing the distribution close to the projection (uP , vP ) of P in the parametric RSM

space. In contrast to the disk sampling approach used in the above, however, we perform

a different sampling domain selection; an s × s square window centered at parametric

coordinate (uc, vc) is defined, where 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 so that (uc, vc) is the closest location to

(uP , uP ) without the window crossing the texture boundaries (see Figure 5.2):

uc = min(1− s

2
,max(

s

2
, uP )),

vc = min(1− s

2
,max(

s

2
, vP )).

(5.3)

Samples (uk, vk) on the RSM are drawn from the parametric region ([uc−
s

2
, uc+

s

2
], [vc−

s

2
, vc +

s

2
]) by simply scaling and shifting the precomputed Halton samples according to

the “spread” s and Equation 5.3.

This alternative importance sampling approach has the following useful properties:

it retains the spatial distribution of the Halton rectangle samples, it requires no special

handling of samples falling outside the unit rectangle of the parametric space (i.e, rejection

or domain folding), it seamlessly resolves to the initial rectangle for s = 1 and its PDF is

simply the uniform distribution scaled by s−2. Note however that this sampling selection is

not unbiased, due to the fact that samples outside the square window have zero probability

of being selected.

Secondary Interreflections

For each cache point P to be updated, nsec sampling directions ωs are uniformly chosen

around P and the contribution of an, also arbitrarily chosen, cache point Ps in this direction

is sampled. The radiance field is incrementally updated by accumulating the gathered

radiance spherical harmonics coefficients at P.

Let L(P, ω)(i) be the i-th light bounce, where L(P, ω)(0) = L(P, ω) from Equa-

tion 5.1. Using a uniform spherical distribution of n sampling directions, L(P, ω)(i) can

also be approximated by a truncated spherical harmonics series, in the spirit of Equation 5.1,

as:

L(P, ω)(i) ≈ L(P, ω)(i−1) +

n
∑

l=0

l
∑

m=−l

, cml (P, ω)(i)Y m
l (ω), (5.4)
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cml (P, ω)(i) =
4π

n

n
∑

k=1

Li(P, ωk)Y
m
l (ωk) =

4π

n

n
∑

k=1

Lo(xk,−ωk)Y
m
l (ωk) =

4ρave
n

n
∑

k=1

E(xk,−ωk)Y
m
l (ωk),

(5.5)

where ωk = P → xk. E(xk,−ωk) is the estimated irradiance on a virtual reflective

surface positioned at the sampled location xk, which is oriented towards P, i.e., −ωk.

Note that in the above formulation contributing points are not necessarily the nearest

ones to P, nor is occlusion taken into account. Having expressed the radiance field as

spherical harmonics, E(p, ω) can be efficiently reconstructed using a closed form solution

as proposed Ramamoorthi et al. [179]. To compensate for the unknown albedo at xk, a

fixed average scene albedo ρave is used for the secondary interreflections.

Irradiance Reconstruction

The surface irradiance at the visible fragments is reconstructed as follows: A number of

samples are selected on a normal-aligned rotating hemisphere above the shaded point.

The fragment’s final irradiance value is then estimated by the dot product between the

interpolated radiance SH coefficients and the SH coefficients of the oriented hemisphere.

5.3 Method Description

In CRC, a uniform volume grid for maintaining the radiance cache data is created, similar

to the Radiance Hints algorithm, with a predefined maximum resolution r corresponding

to the longest side of the radiance field bounding box. The CRC volume may occupy the

entire scene, a part of it or be centered at the user and translated in voxel-sized increments.

To support more than one bounce a second volume is created, for interleaved radiance field

update.

The steps required for determining the position of the occupied cache cells in the current

frame, the population of the cache, the compressed encoding of the radiance field in them,

the secondary interreflections and the final irradiance reconstruction are outlined in the

following paragraphs and summarized in Figure 5.3.

Cache Points Determination

The cache point occupancy information is generated per frame based on a 2D binary

voxelization of the scene at a higher resolution (quadruple resolution in each dimension),

the geometry volume, which is also maintained and used for visibility tests. Then, the

occupancy volume is generated through a special mipmapping procedure and is also stored

as a 2D bit-mask texture. For single-bounce indirect illumination, only cells visible to

the camera need to be enabled, so a depth occupancy volume is created instead. This
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Figure 5.3: The radiance field generation and caching pipeline. The rectangles correspond to separate

shader passes.

can reduce significantly the number of occupied cache points, without any degradation or

view-dependent behavior. In a single pass, the appropriate occupancy volume is dilated

to avoid interpolation errors during irradiance reconstruction. The process is described in

more detail in Section 5.5.

First-bounce Radiance Field Estimation and Compression

The radiance field of the first light bounce is estimated similarly to the Radiance Hints

method, but the computations are restricted to the occupied cache cells rather than the

entire volume. Also, indirect visibility is estimated by ray-marching through the geometry
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volume, rather than using the depth buffer, thus dispensing with any view dependencies.

The first-bounce radiance caching requires one pass and one drawing call for the entire

volume per light source. The CRC volume cell fragments are generated with layered

rendering and geometry instancing of a volume-sweeping quad. For each light source,

the occupancy of all radiance cache volume cells is checked and for occupied cells only,

the RSM is sampled and each sample is checked for visibility. The incoming linear RGB

radiance from visible samples is transformed to the YCoCg space and compressed so that

the luminance is always projected to a 3rd order SH basis and the chrominance values are

encoded in 1st, 2nd or 3rd order spherical harmonics, depending on the quality setting of

the method. The resulting coefficients are finally accumulated in the CRC cell c data. See

Section 5.4 for more details on the compression method.

Secondary Diffuse Interreflections

For the energy exchange in secondary light bounces, two copies of the CRC volume are

maintained. In contrast to the Radiance Hints method, where radiance field was evaluated

in void space, in CRC we only consider energy exchange among mutually visible, occupied

cells. For each occupied cache cell c, nsec rays are marched around the location of c on

the geometry volume. Once an intersection is found, the radiance from the hit cache point

in the input CRC volume is sampled and accumulated along with the radiance field of the

previous bounce in the output volume. For subsequent bounces, the roles of the input and

output cache volumes are interchanged and the process is repeated.

Temporal Blending

For dynamic scenes, where the light sources and the geometry can change arbitrarily,

flickering of the reconstructed irradiance may occur, which is a defect common to both

radiance caching and instant radiosity approaches. To remedy this, a third volume is used,

which, similar to the method by Kaplanyan et al. [105], contains the exponential moving

average of the SH coefficients between the previous frame and the current one.

Irradiance Reconstruction and Decompression

The surface irradiance at the visible fragments is reconstructed similarly to the Radiance

Hints method. However, since the radiance field is stored in YCoCg space, a final step

is required to convert the irradiance back to the linear RGB space. To avoid interference

of cache locations behind the shaded point for thin structures, all samples are shifted by

half a voxel in the direction of the surface normal. This, along with the requirement that

interpolated radiance coefficients must not be affected by unoccupied cells, are the reasons

for the dilation of the occupancy volume by one voxel.

5.4 Radiance Field Compression

An RGB triplet can be decomposed into a luminance component and two chrominance (or-

ange and green) offsets using the YCoCg transform (see also the discussion in Section 2.5):
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Y = 0.25 ·R+ 0.5 ·G+ 0.25 ·B,
Co = 0.5 ·R− 0.5 ·B,
Cg = −0.25 ·R+ 0.5 ·G− 0.25 ·B,

(5.6)

The lower sensitivity of the human visual system to tonal variations as compared to the

luminance gradients is exploited in many compression algorithms for spatially-varying color

data. We claim that for typical environments spatial variations of luminance are dominant

over chrominance ones. We exploit the fact that the projection of spatial light variations

(RSM samples) on the unit sphere remain coherent. This means that chrominance at cache

points can be sufficiently approximated by a truncated series of spherical harmonics or

other spherical domain basis functions of lower order than the luminance. As demonstrated

by our diverse examples shown in all Figures, this assumption holds for most typical

environments and lighting conditions (see discussion about quality in Section 5.7).

To this end, in CRC, before accumulating the incoming radiance at a cache point, the

radiometric RGB values are converted to the YCoCg space. Then, the luminance and

chrominance components are projected to the spherical harmonics basis using different

orders. Due to the linear form of the transformation, all radiance accumulation and inter-

polation calculations still hold in the YCoCg space. During the irradiance reconstruction

step, the irradiance is converted back to to linear RGB values and used for any shading

calculations.

Converting the radiance values to YCoCg space and encoding the color offset compo-

nents in a lower order can drop the number of coefficients down to 17 or even 11 for l = 2,

with negligible or acceptable visual quality loss, respectively. We project the luminance

in the 3rd order spherical harmonics basis and the two chrominance offsets in either 1st,

2nd or 3rd order spherical harmonics, depending on a quality setting (see Figure 5.4). The

reduction of SH coefficients directly affects the number of volume textures to store them.

Compressing the chrominance to spherical harmonics with l = 1 and l = 0 reduces the

number of volume textures (rendering targets) to 5 and 3 respectively and has a direct

performance benefit.

Specular events require much higher order spherical or hemi-spherical harmonics to

be approximated in a sufficient manner. Therefore, we were not able to accommodate

the required coefficients in the graphics pipeline implementation of our radiance caching

scheme.

A handy consequence of using radiance expressed in the YCoCg space is the direct

artistic control of GI luminance (Y) and color bleeding (CoCg) by linear scaling of the

respective coefficients. These can be adjusted either in the reconstruction stage (scale factor

per polygon or global) or per cache point (via volume- or area-based factor selection).

5.5 Geometry and Cache Occupancy Data

Our approach stores the radiance field only near locations, where the irradiance is going to

be evaluated, by keeping track of occupancy information for each cell. This process can

reduce significantly the number of occupied cache points and improve the rendering times,

especially in open environments. For single bounce indirect illumination, the cache points
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Figure 5.4: The effect of radiance field directional compression in our real-time diffuse-only GI

method; luminance transitions are maintained, while suppressing the chrominance detail.

are further reduced to only those that are visible to the camera. Also, having this occupancy

information available, allows us to reuse it for view-independent indirect visibility tests for

an arbitrary number of bounces, highly improving the visual quality of the result.

Initially, the scene is voxelized in a higher resolution volume, the geometry volume.

This resolution is four-times the CRC resolution. In a second step, the geometry volume is

downsampled to create the occupancy volume, which determines the active cache points,

using the same resolution as the CRC grid. To avoid any interpolation artifacts in the

irradiance reconstruction step due to incorrect sampling of unoccupied cells, the set of

occupied cells is further dilated by one voxel.

Geometry Volume

The geometry volume is generated by a three-way variation of the binary voxelization

proposed by Eisemann et al. [54]; the geometry is orthographically rasterized in a single

pass along the three world-space axes of the CRC volume bounding box and each view is

encoded separately as a bit-plane image layer. A geometry shader selectively routes each

polygon to the dominant rasterization axis layer according to its normal vector. The partial
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and potentially sparsely-sampled results are subsequently merged to form a single complete

volume.

Our current implementation uses a single 128bit buffer, allowing a maximum resolution

of 1283 voxels. Higher resolutions are of course achievable with a multiple rendering target

binary voxelization.

Volume-based Occupancy

The occupancy volume, i.e., the mask of occupied CRC cells, is bit-encoded in a two-

dimensional texture, similar to the geometry volume. It is simply a downscaled version

of the geometry volume and is produced by generating 2 additional mipmap levels of the

latter, using the maximum (OR) operator in a low-cost additional pass. Since the maximum

resolution of the geometry texture is 128 in the current implementation, the maximum CRC

volume resolution is restricted to 32.

During CRC occupancy checks in the radiance caching and secondary bounce steps,

the occupancy volume is considered dilated by one voxel. For this reason, after the initial

occupancy volume is generated, a fast dilation pass also marks a cell as occupied, if any

of its 26 neighbors is also occupied. Since the volume is encoded as a binary mask image,

only 9 coherent texture fetches per cell are required in total. An example of the occupancy

volume is shown in Figure 5.5.

Depth-based Occupancy

When only one bounce of indirect illumination is estimated, there is no need to cache

the radiance field near invisible geometry, since this is never going to be exploited in any

irradiance reconstruction calculation. Therefore, we can further optimize the occupancy

of the cache points by marking as occupied only those CRC cells that are visible to the

camera.

To achieve this, instead of extracting the occupancy from the geometry volume, we

inject the camera depth buffer fragments in the occupancy volume using a fixed horizontal

and vertical stride s. This separate bit mask texture, the depth occupancy volume, is used

instead of the full occupancy volume to determine which cache points must be evaluated.

The occupied cache points in the depth occupancy volume can be significantly fewer

than those of the geometry-based one (typical cache point reduction up to 90%), resulting

in a sizeable speed-up of the radiance cache population.

An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The depth occupancy is tracked along

a certain path as the user navigates from a high-coverage part of the scene (bottom left -

similar view to the canyon scene in Figure 5.9), marked as p1, towards the robot model

at the top right, marked as p5. As the view closes in on p5, the number of occupied cells

is reduced, with a respective drop of the cache generation time. In the current scene, the

caching requires 0.54ms at the start of the path with 40% occupancy and it gradually drops

to 0.37ms for a 5% occupancy ratio. It should be noted that 0.3ms is a lower limit for this

step in our implementation due to the rasterization overhead and the required state changes.

Note that using the camera-based injected points introduces no view-dependent artifacts,

since the state of marginally invisible voxels or even voxels missed by the injection is also

flagged as "occupied" due to the occupancy dilation.
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Figure 5.5: Left: A typical scene without the cache point optimization. Right: Employing the

occupancy volume can significantly reduce the total number of cache points required (40% in this

case).

5.6 Visible Sample Determination

In the RSM sampling pass (first light bounce), visibility V (xk,Pk) is determined between

the RSM sample xk and the CRC cell sample Pk by ray marching in the geometry volume

along the segment Pk → xk. We offset the start and end position to avoid incorrect

self-occlusion checks, and sample the segment sparsely, using a finite number of jittered

locations.

In contrast to the Radiance Hints method, for the secondary light bounces, ray marching

from the gathering location is used to determine the nearest visible point. Since the

contribution of secondary light bounces is less perceptually significant compared to the

first bounce, a smaller number of per ray samples is devoted to them. The first bounce uses

8-12 ray samples, while for the secondary bounces, 4-6 samples suffice. A downside of

using sparse ray marching is that intersections may be missed. However, the impact of

occasionally missed secondary occlusion in typical environments is hardly objectionable

and does not justify the computational penalty introduced by increasing the (fixed) number

of samples or dynamically determining the samples per ray.

Since diffuse indirect illumination is mainly of low frequency and accurate visibility

calculations are not necessary [261], the granularity offered by the geometry volume is

usually sufficient (see Figure 5.7). For (near-field) contact shadows, we employ ambient

occlusion in some of the example scenes.

We also experimented with hierarchical empty space skipping using the already available

geometry volume mipmaps. However, since ray marching always begins at an occupied

high-level cell, there is no safe way to make the first leap without losing intersections.

Furthermore, any hierarchical traversal would lead to unbalanced thread execution.
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Figure 5.6: Depth Occupancy volume behavior on the canyon scene. As the user moves from p1

towards p5, a gradually smaller portion of the scene is visible. This reduces the number of occupied

voxels, resulting in a smaller occupancy ratio and computation time.

5.7 Experimental Study

Our method is able to provide significant performance improvements in arbitrarily com-

plex environments. In this study, we begin with a description of our experiments setup

and a discussion on the provided supplemental material of this chapter, in Sections 5.7.1

and 5.7.2, respectively. We continue with a thorough qualitative evaluation of CRC, in

Section 5.7.3, where we discuss the quality of our compression scheme, the importance

of view-independent indirect shadowing and also report on failure cases. Finally, a perfor-

mance analysis is presented, where we report on the efficiency of CRC with respect to the

chrominance compression as well as to our optimized positioning scheme, in Section 5.7.4.

5.7.1 Experiments Setup

We tested our approach on an NVIDIA GTX 670 GPU on various scenes of varying

geometric complexity, volume coverage and dimensions. Apart from example scenes with

full CRC volume coverage, we have also performed testing for expansive environments,

where building an all-encompassing CRC volume is impractical. Instead, GI is restricted

to an axis-aligned moving volume centered at the user. The extents of the volume are

updated in voxel-sized increments as the user explores the environment. At the extents of

the boundaries of the volume, indirect lighting is blended with a constant ambient color.

Alternatively, a cascaded approach can be utilized.

5.7.2 Supplemental Material

We provide as supplemental material a complete working demo containing the shader

source code of our entire pipeline as well as a video that showcases the benefits of our

real-time global illumination method in various environments.
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the indirect occlusion in 1- and 2 bounce indirect illumination.

5.7.3 Quality Evaluation

We evaluate the quality of the compressed-chrominance radiance field by both visual

inspection and two metrics: the RMS error in the CIE Lab space and the PerceptualDiff

metric [259] with respect to the uncompressed linear space RGB values. PerceptualDiff

measures the percentage of different pixels from the reference image. Both measurements

are shown in the RMSE and the pdiff rows in Table 5.1.

Order 2 spherical harmonics for the CoCg channel works remarkably well even in

extreme lighting conditions, such as the one presented in Figure 5.8. Keeping only the

constant term for the CoCg (l = 0) results in no noticeable color shifting of the GI in the

majority of the scenes and lighting conditions (see Figure 5.9), while the rendering times

are decreased by 28-44%.

Corner cases, where the tonal variations in the original signal are of higher frequency,

may arise. In these situations, chrominance cannot be efficiently reconstructed especially

in the Y3Co1Cg1 compression, where the chrominance components are represented by

a constant color. These are manifested either as desaturation of the light field at the

problematic cache cells or the predominance of the strongest chrominance value of the

incident radiance. The former is shown in Figure 5.8, where two lights sources illuminating

the scene in opposite directions. Chrominance is neutralized at cache points in the middle of

the room as they gather incident radiance of a different color from opposite directions. The

color predominance can be observed in Figure 5.11. In the bottom row, where the light field

consists of orthogonal hues from different directions, notice the prevailing orange tint on the

nearest columns and arches (indicated by the red arrows) and the color desaturation on the
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Figure 5.8: Radiance field compression. An extreme case of a red and green spotlight illuminating the

scene in opposite directions. From left to right, top to bottom: linear RGB space (reference), YCoCg

space with no SH order reduction, 2nd and 1st order (constant) SH chrominance. The subscripts

denote the SH order.

Figure 5.9: Screenshots on several scenes. Left: (1 bounce) Canyon, Ruins, Barn. Right: (2 bounces)

Factory, Level1, Temples (moving volume). The radiance field is compressed using the Y3Co1Cg1
setting for all scenes.

ceiling in the Y3Co1Cg1 inset. Conversely, in the top row, where the reflected light from

the floor is consistent with the rest of the environment, no visible change can be detected.

A similar case can be observed on the right inset of Figure 5.8 along the protrusions of

the side walls where the directionality of the green and red indirect diffuse color is lost. A

higher volume resolution would mitigate the issue, but not remedy it.

For the same memory (and bandwidth) budget, we favor an unbalanced luminance/chromi-

nance representation (Y3Co1Cg1 - 11 coefficients) over a balanced one (Y2Co2Cg2 or
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of similar budget radiance field encodings indicates more severe errors

when luminance and chrominance are equally but inadequately represented.

R2G2B2 - 12 coefficients). In most scenes, such as the one in Figure 5.10, the error

introduced by the 2nd order spherical harmonics in the luminance transitions exceeds the

over/under saturation caused by the constant chrominance term of the Y3Co1Cg1 encoding.

Furthermore, the desaturation effect is not usually objectionable or even noticeable, while

the over-saturation can be easily treated by scaling down the CoCg coefficients during

irradiance reconstruction. Most importantly, on the other hand, problems in excessive

smoothing of illumination or leaking caused by the 2nd order luminance SH representation

cannot be remedied.

5.7.4 Performance Evaluation

Cumulative timings of the pipeline stages are presented in Figure 5.12 for the "hillside"

scene of Figure 5.1 (right), a moderately populated outdoor environment. The maximum

coverage of the scene by cache points is also shown above the timings.

The factors that influence the performance of all stages except from the irradiance

reconstruction, are the total number of RSM samples, the CRC volume resolution (which

consequently affects the number of occupied cells) and the number of secondary inter-

reflections. The irradiance reconstruction is only affected by the frame buffer size. All

measurements regarding this stage are per MPixel and the rendering time scales linearly

with the GI buffer size.

The cost of the occupancy and blending stages depends on the total number of voxels,

but is significantly lower than that of the other stages (approx. 0.1ms each). The mipmap

generation for the Occupancy Volume and volume injection for the Depth Occupancy

volume have a very small cost. The first depends on the CRC resolution, but is relatively

constant (0.11ms) and the second depends on the size of the frame buffer (usually between

0.47-0.85ms for stride s = 10 and a frame buffer of 1MPixel).

It is important to note that the performance benefit of the occupancy optimization has a

non-linear relationship to the actual occupancy. This is an expected behavior, since during

the caching stage, the unoccupied voxels are skipped using a simple discard statement. If

one of the voxels that belong to the same warp is flagged as occupied, the performance

increase will be zero. As a result, the occupancy optimization does not perform as well

for densely occupied volumes. In our tests, the highest performance gain was 100% in the
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Figure 5.11: Perceptual evaluation of chrominance directionality in variable GI conditions. Percent-

ages indicate the RMS error compared to the uncompressed lightfield. Light is reflected off the floor

(top: grey, bottom: sienna) and enters the building as well, reflected off grass and stone. The red and

orange arrows denote the observed orange color predominance due to radiance averaging and color

desaturation respectively.

caching stage. This was reported for occupancy ratios lower than 30%. On the other hand,

only a 2 - 10% gain was measured for occupancy ratios higher that 50%.

The performance of our method for some of the scenes of Figure 5.9 is listed in Table 5.1.

The voxelization times are given separately, since alternative methods can be used instead.

The unoptimized GI time corresponds to no occupancy volume generation (all cells are

considered occupied by default) and no radiance field compression. It essentially represents

the performance of the original RH method under the current implementation. The other

two timings show the rendering time as the occupancy optimization and radiance field

compression are enabled and stacked. The Occupancy volume used for 1-bounce indirect

illumination is the Depth Occupancy volume, which means that the timings represent the

exact viewing position of Figure 5.9. In the case of 1-bounce indirect illumination, the

overall speed improvement ranges from 29% to 58%, depending on the visible geometry in

the camera frustum. In the case of multi-bounce illumination the overall gain is smaller,

due to the fact that CRC cells are flagged as occupied regardless of their visibility. Note

that we stress our tests by completely rebuilding the volumes per frame. A more realistic

scenario would include action-triggered updates or amortized voxelization and occupancy

data generation and dilation, spreading the cost of these passes to 5 or more frames.
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative GI timings with 2 light bounces for the hillside scene (also shown in

Figure 5.1) with respect to the CRC volume size. 100 RSM samples were used for one light source.

Table 5.1: Performance results on some scenes of Figure 5.9. Global illumination frame buffer size is

1MP and the timings are measured on an NVIDIA GTX 670. The scenes with one indirect bounce

use the Depth Occupancy Volume, so the occupancy ratio (occupied voxels / total voxels) represents

the occupied voxels from the current view instead of the whole volume. Note: The unoptimized time

represents the performance of the original RH method under the current implementation.

Scene (indirect bounces) Canyon (1) Barn (1) Level1 (2) Temples (2)

Polygon Count / Lights 412k / 1 230k / 2 50k / 2 1.56M / 2

Voxelization (ms) 1.44 0.87 0.26 4.96

Res / RSM Samples 16 / 100 24 / 200 24 / 150 32 / 100

Volume Generation (ms) 0.73 0.47 0.12 0.12

Occupancy Ratio 24.13% 42.72% 49.65% 72.67%

Unoptimized GI time (ms)
2.24 3.3 4.33 2.88

(occ. & compr. disabled)

Occupancy Enabled (ms) 1.65 3.12 4.25 2.65

Y3Co2Cg2 (ms) 1.52 2.62 3.61 2.10

Y3Co1Cg1 (ms) 1.42 2.61 3.10 1.97

Total speed improvement
57.75% 26.44% 39.68% 46.19%

(over unoptimized time)

Y3Co3Cg3 vs Y3Co1Cg1

RMSE 0.45 0.25 0.45 0.54

pdiff 0.03% 0.32% 0.07% 0.80%

5.8 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this chapter we have presented a real-time radiance caching scheme for diffuse global

illumination based on the idea of chrominance compression in the spherical domain. The

proposed reduction in SH coefficients and the respective number of texture fetches are

further complemented by an optimization of the cache point generation in dynamic scenes.

Our method is fast, can handle fully dynamic and large environments, requires no precom-
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putations, has no view dependencies and is thus aimed at real-time applications. It is worth

noting that even though the proposed radiance field compression and cache population

schemes were demonstrated on real-time rendering, they are considered generic strategies

and thus, can be applied to any other interactive or offline systems.

The proposed work has opened several interesting future research directions. First and

foremost, we can investigate the applicability of radial luminance/chrominance compression

to other spherical basis functions. Such an investigation would most likely allow the

extension of the current compression scheme to incorporate higher frequency effects, such

as glossy reflections. Second, the compression scheme is currently fixed; chrominance is

always downsampled. As demonstrated, there are cases that this can lead to low compression

quality in environments where color variation is dominant. There, a more generic scheme

can be incorporated, which adaptively reduces the required components. Finally, it would

be interesting to investigate whether a light transport method including participating media

can benefit from the cache population scheme.
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Chapter 6

A Multiview and Multilayer

Approach for Interactive Ray

Tracing

Figure 6.1: Our multiview and multilayered approach is able to produce visually convincing images

based on path tracing and ambient occlusion implementations in complex and dynamic environments,

where both near and distant information as well as off-screen geometry (that contributes significantly

to the final result), is properly captured.

This chapter introduces a generic method for interactive ray tracing, able to support complex

and dynamic environments, without the need for precomputations or the maintenance of

additional spatial data structures. Our method, which relies entirely on the rasterization

pipeline, stores fragment information for the entire scene on a multiview and multilayer

structure and marches through depth layers to capture both near and distant information for

illumination computations. Ray tracing is efficiently achieved by concurrently traversing a

novel cube-mapped A-buffer variant in image space that exploits GPU-accelerated double

linked lists, decoupled storage, uniform depth subdivision and empty space skipping on

a per-fragment basis. We illustrate the effectiveness and quality of our approach on path

tracing and ambient occlusion implementations in scenarios, where full scene coverage

is of major importance. Finally, we report on the performance and memory usage of our

pipeline and compare it against GPGPU ray tracing approaches.
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This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses the problem in image-

and voxel-based ray tracing methods and our contribution. Section 6.2 describes our

cubemap A-buffer architecture and generalizes ray tracing in a multilayer and multiview

pipeline. Section 6.3 reports on the efficiency and robustness of our method by providing

visual results on several global illumination effects as well as a comprehensive analysis

and comparison between different multifragment methods and, finally, Section 6.4 offers

conclusions and discusses future research directions.

6.1 Overview and Problem Description

The estimation of global illumination via ray tracing methods is a heavy computational

process that requires accurate ray-object intersections for a massive number of rays that

propagate through the virtual environment. As already discussed in the previous chapters,

common CPU and GPGPU ray tracing methods require the construction and maintenance

of acceleration data structures in order to achieve interactive framerates, a strategy still not

suited for fully dynamic environments, where even the entire scene can potentially change

in every frame.

Alternatively, rasterization-based methods, which commonly operate either in image-

space or volumetric data, can elegantly support dynamic environments. However, image-

based methods are prone to view-dependent artifacts due to the missing information inside

and outside the viewing frustum, leading to significant energy loss. An illustrative example

is shown in Figure 6.2(a). Front-facing surface information present in the depth buffer and

its back-facing or subsequent layers can be efficiently retrieved using single layer (green

sides) and multilayer (blue sides) methods respectively. However, surfaces outside the

primary view (red sides) are missed.

Conversely, volume-based methods provide a view-independent representation of a

bounded volume within the environment and make the assumption that a voxel uniformly

represents a neighborhood of geometric elements and corresponding light interactions,

limiting the detail of the stored information. As a result, energy exchange is approximate

and contact details as well as small-scale surface information cannot be accurately captured

(see Figure 6.2(b)), thus limiting the frequency of the properly reproduced phenomena.

A recent category of hybrid techniques attempt to bridge the gap between rasterization-

based and ray-tracing approaches (see Section 3.2.4). They can provide efficient results but

require multiple data representations and are limited either to tightly bounded scenes or in

the type of effects they are able to reproduce.

Our Contribution

In this work, we propose an image-space ray-tracing method that effectively combines

the representation completeness encountered in voxel-based approaches with the detailed

capture of geometric information of image-space methods, for interactively approximating

global illumination phenomena of fully dynamic environments. We perform multifragment

rendering in a cubemap configuration in order to efficiently store geometric information in

high-detail for the entire scene. This way, view-dependent errors are reduced significantly.
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Figure 6.2: View-dependency problems manifest from missing geometric information inside and

outside the viewing frustum in image-based methods (a), while a coarse scene approximation limits

the quality of information that can be stored in voxel-based ones (b).

Near and distant geometric information is captured by adapting screen-space ray trac-

ing [149] on a multiview and multilayered scheme. By moving the computational overhead

of a global acceleration structure to a per-fragment basis and relying entirely on the ras-

terization pipeline, which GPUs are highly optimized for, we are able to efficiently render

arbitrary dynamic environments of any complexity. Furthermore, the realization can benefit

from features such as multisample antialiasing, tessellation, displacement, instancing and

primitive deformation.

To this end, we introduce a novel A-buffer that exploits bucketed double-linked lists

with decoupled storage. This structure provides fast layer sorting, efficient bi-directional

list traversal (with respect to the camera) and empty-space skipping. Since our method is

generic, any multifragment variant can be used as a trade-off between performance and

memory consumption, as demonstrated by our comprehensive measurements using several

common A-buffer variants. Finally, a performance and quality evaluation is provided on

path tracing and ambient occlusion implementations in a collection of complex environ-

ments demonstrating that our approach is highly suitable for rendering dynamic scenes at

interactive rates and fast previewing of a scene during editing.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:

• A generic multilayer approach for image-space ray tracing, based on a cubemapped

representation of the entire scene that lifts many of the restrictions of previous

approaches.

• An A-buffer method exploiting decoupled storage and double linked lists for fast

construction and efficient bi-directional ray traversal suitable for a large number of

layers. Per-fragment empty space skipping is achieved by arranging the fragments

into uniformly divided depth-based buckets.

• An extensive evaluation study providing performance and memory analysis of the

most popular A-buffer variants with respect to tracing arbitrary pixel locations on

complex environments.
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6.2 Method Description

Our algorithm operates in three main steps, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Initially, we create 6
views, aside from the primary view frustum, using the center of projection of the latter. The

near and far planes of each of the 6 view frusta are shifted to ensure full coverage of the

entire scene (see Section 6.2.1 and Figure 6.4). Then, generated fragments for each one of

the views are subsequently captured via multifragment rendering. Instead of utilizing one

of the widely accepted multifragment alternatives, we introduce a new A-buffer structure

that aims at maximizing the efficiency of the performance-critical ray tracing stage at the

expense of extra memory allocation (Section. 6.2.2). In the final step, our layered multiview

structure is exploited to perform accelerated computations on tracing applications by ray

marching in screen-space increments and switching between different viewports, when

required (Section. 6.2.3). Ray fragment intersections are computed by keeping track of the

ray’s eye-space Z entry and exit values at each marching step and checking whether the

stored fragments are within this range.

Regarding the per-pixel fragment storage, we evolved the bucketed linked-list A-

buffer [228] to increase the queries performance in the specific case of the ray marching

paradigm: (i) An adaptive scheme is explored, where all buckets can handle an arbitrary

number of rasterized fragments, avoiding potentially large and unused preallocated storage.

(ii) A double linked-list is constructed for fast bi-directional list traversal. In a generic

ray tracing setup, the A-buffer is traversed in any order, according to the direction of the

rays. The benefits of this modification are especially noticeable in scenes of high depth

complexity. (iii) Fragments are assigned in buckets in linear instead of post-projective space.

This way, overloading the last few buckets is avoided, a common occurrence due to the

perspective projection for large far-over-near ratios. (iv) Depth and shading per-fragment

data are stored separately in order to improve both fragment sorting and traversal by sig-

nificantly reducing the latency of global GPU memory. Note that employing a bucketed

scheme provides huge ray traversal benefits by performing efficient empty space skipping

at arbitrary pixel locations.
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of our ray-tracing pipeline. Camera view and cubemap configuration (left).

Construction of our novel A-buffer. For each pixel of every view, depth min/max bounds are computed,

geometry is rasterized, uniformly subdivided, stored in decoupled fashion and finally sorted (middle).

Views of the A-buffer cubemap are potentially traced for the production of global illumination effects

(right).
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Figure 6.4: Our 7-view camera setup (5 are illustrated for clarity). The clipped volume bounded by

the near clip planes (left) is eliminated by offsetting each frustum backwards (right).

6.2.1 Cubemap Configuration

The first stage of our method is responsible for configuring the necessary view frusta

vj ∈ [v0, . . . , v6]. The first one, v0, corresponds to the typical camera view with all its

associated parameters, such as the field of view (FOV), near/far planes and resolution.

Usually, the latter one is set to the frame buffer resolution.

The 6 additional views, v1, . . . , v6, are distributed in an world-space axis-aligned

cubemap centered at the camera position with FOV = 90o and square dimensions. This

cubemap configuration is simple to implement and results in an overall acceptable distortion.

In order to cover the entire scene, the far clipping planes are adjusted to the corresponding

extent of the scene’s bounding box (left in Figure 6.4).

To cover the clipped volume behind the near planes of the frusta, each cubemap frustum

center of projection is slightly shifted backwards according to the near clipping distance.

This creates some frustum overlap, but considering typical near clipping plane distances,

this results in negligible redundancy. Figure 6.4 (right) demonstrates this modification,

where the near plane distances are deliberately set far enough for illustration purposes.

The main advantage of keeping the camera view, at the cost of the extra memory

required, is that it disassociates the user’s FOV from those of the cubemap faces. Thus,

the direct lighting pass can be efficiently executed without casting extra rays between the

camera position and the first hit location (unless anti-aliasing or depth of field effects are

explored). Furthermore, it allows a downgrade of the cubemap resolution, independent of

the geometry captured in the primary buffer, for performance or memory savings.

6.2.2 A-buffer Structure

Once the view information has been generated, our A-buffer structure is constructed in

three stages: Initially, we divide the depth range of each pixel p (of each view vj) into B
uniformly consecutive subintervals and assign each span to one bi ∈ [b0, . . . , bB−1] bucket

(depth bounds stage). Then, we concurrently store each one of the per-pixel fragments in

its bucket by exploring a layered and decoupled data representation that connects nodes

via GPU-accelerated double linked lists (store stage). A final step sorts fragments by their

depth and assigns the appropriate pointers to the correct fragment nodes (reorder stage).
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Data Structures

Our approach initially requires 2 + 2B textures (32-bit unsigned integers) for each view.

These include (i) a depth bounds texture responsible for storing the min/max depth values

[zmin(p), zmax(p)] of pixel p as well as (ii) B head hi ∈ [h0, . . . , hB−1] and tail ti ∈
[t0, . . . , tB−1] pointers linking the fragments between each view’s buckets. To avoid

traversal performance bottlenecks that arise from GPU memory latency, fragment attributes

are stored in two separate buffer objects, an ID buffer whose nodes are connected via double

linked lists, and a Data buffer (see Figure 6.3). Each node of the ID buffer contains (i) a

32-bit floating point eye space Z value (the essential attribute for depth-ordering) and (ii)

two 32-bit unsigned integers for the next/prev pointers between nodes. The index of each

ID node serves as a link, mapping the corresponding fragment to its shading data node. The

remaining attributes required for shading computations (which depends on the application)

are stored in each data node and are read when a ray hit has been identified. Each node

(from both buffers) is placed in the next available memory address location according to a

single specialized atomic counter (instead of using one counter per bucket [228]), resulting

in an adaptive memory-friendly fragment storage scheme.

Depth Bounds Stage

Initially, the depth bounds texture is cleared and a quick rendering pass over the geometry

is performed by setting depth testing off. This can either be a simplified but accurate

depth-only pass over the actual geometry or an approximate and faster pass, where each

object is replaced by its bounding box. During the rendering pass, each fragment assigns

its eye-space Z value to the depth bounds texture using atomic min and max operations.

Store Stage

A full geometry pass is performed at this stage in order to capture all rasterized fragment

information in an unsorted sequence. To avoid executing different geometry passes for

each view, the geometry shader is used to emit each primitive to every view. Each fragment

fk ∈ [f0, . . . , fn−1] in a pixel p is mapped to its corresponding bucket by checking

the pixel’s depth range with the fragment’s interpolated eye space Z value zk such as

b(fk) = ⌊B · (zk − zmin(p))/(zmax(p)− zmin(p))⌋. The storage location in both ID and

Data buffers is pointed by atomically incrementing the next counter. An atomic exchange

operation sets the next pointer of the ID node to the head pointer, which is afterwards

replaced by the current ID node address. Finally, the Data node is filled with the fragment

shading information. At this stage, no previous node or tail pointers are assigned since they

will be set after correcting depth order at the reorder stage. The head and tail textures as

well as the next counter have been initially cleared to zero values.

Reorder Stage

Finally, a full-screen quad rendering pass is initiated, reordering the ID nodes for each

bucket via insertion or shell sort. Then, the corrected next/head pointers as well as the

newly assigned previous node/tail pointers are set for each fragment/pixel respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Different ray-bucket (top) and ray-fragment (bottom) hit cases. Rays passing outside the

pixel/bucket boundaries can efficiently skip fragment traversal (ra, rd/rb, rc). Rays crossing multiple

fragments (r2, r4) use their direction to determine the hit.

6.2.3 Ray Tracing

Image-space Ray Tracing

Once the multilayer cubemap construction has been completed, arbitrary ray tracing is

performed in a manner similar to the single view 2D DDA algorithm which iteratively

samples pixel locations until a ray-fragment collision is detected [149]. In that work, given

a ray r in 3D space with starting position xr and direction dr, the ray’s end point for the

current view yr is computed by clipping the ray against the viewing frustum. Then, the

start and end pixel locations xp, yp are computed by projecting xr, yr to screen space,

respectively. For each sampled pixel location on the segment −−−→xpyp, the corresponding

eye-space Z coordinates zmin(r), zmax(r) of the intersection of the ray segment with the

pixel boundaries are computed and a hit is found when the Z coordinate of the closest

fragment in eye space for this pixel is in the range [zmin(r), zmax(r)).

It should be noted that for performance reasons, a predetermined number of ray march-

ing steps can be used instead of exhaustively visiting consecutive pixels. In this case,

samples are jittered using a fixed offset per ray. Alternatively, a hierarchical approach can

be explored instead [219].

For multiple layers (limited to 4 in the original paper), a sequential front-to-back

traversal of the fragment list is performed. However, that algorithm does not always exhibit

error-free behavior, as the correct hit does not depend only on the ray extents but also on

the ray’s Z direction (e.g., ray r4 in Figure 6.5). Returning the correct hit is crucial for

illumination computations as these fragments may belong to entirely different surfaces.

To correctly handle fragment lists of any length, arbitrary ray traversals and multiple

views, in this work we augment and revise screen-space ray tracing, as explained below.

Furthermore, decoupled storage and empty space skipping optimizations are employed in

order to alleviate the performance bottlenecks that arise from the different ray-fragment

collision tests.
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Single-view Ray Tracing

Figure 6.5 illustrates the five different ray-fragment hit cases that arise; a ray may pass

outside pixel depth boundaries in either side (ra, rd), it may cross one (rc) or more (rb)
buckets, having zero (r3), one (r1) or multiple fragment hits (r2, r4). We identify two cases

where we can reduce ray-fragment intersection tests; for rays that do not cross any fragment

since they reside outside pixel depth boundaries (ra, rd), we can perform an early skip.

Secondly, for rays that do not cross the entire pixel depth range but intersect only a bucket

subset (rb, rc), we can perform fragment bucket skipping.

The fragment intersection algorithm consists of three steps: Initially, we discard rays

that reside outside the pixel’s depth boundaries by performing a fast interval comparison,

where the ray’s min/max Z values are tested against the pixel’s max/min depth bounds:

zmax(r) ≤ zmin(p) or zmin(r) > zmax(p) (step a). If the ray is not culled, we compute

which bucket(s) it intersects in constant time (step b). Finally, we linearly iterate through all

fragments in each intersected bucket and check which fragments are within the ray interval.

Rays that move towards the near plane are checked in back-to-front order (through the

previous node pointer), while rays towards the far plane are checked in the opposite order

(via the next node pointer) (step c). In case of multiple hits, the returned fragment is the

first one encountered based on the direction of list traversal, given by the sign of the Z ray

direction.

Switching between Different Views

In a single view approach, no valid hit is detected if the ray exits the frustum boundaries. In

a connected multiple view setting, rays must switch frusta as they cross their boundaries

until the far clipping plane of one of them is encountered. A brute-force approach would

iterate through all frusta in order to find the next view the ray traverses. However, this

simple approach suffers from two limitations. First, as clipping occurs within half-pixel

intervals, the ray might not entirely exit the current frustum. This is resolved by snapping

the ray to the outside of the viewport by a small offset. Second, if the ray exits through

any frustum side (except the near clipping plane), the next view is well-determined and

no iteration is required (e.g., exiting the bottom view via the bottom plane switches the

ray traversal to the back view). In that case, we switch between views in constant time by

keeping viewport edge connectivity information. However, in the very infrequent case of

the ray exiting the near plane, an iteration through all frusta cannot be avoided. A multiview

tracing example is illustrated in Figure 6.6.

6.3 Experimental Study

We have implemented our approach entirely on the OpenGL rasterization pipeline, which is

compatible with common graphics engines. Our experiments setup, as well as the provided

supplemental material of this chapter, are described in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, respec-

tively. Typical illumination algorithms that rely on ray tracing and use information of the

entire scene can benefit from our approach. Instead of providing results on isolated global

illuminated effects, such as reflections, refraction, etc., we demonstrate our method on a
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Figure 6.6: Ray tracing example on the Sponza scene. Left: Overview of the multiview frusta. Right:

Screen-space ray traversal. The ray, shown in white color, starts on the main view, continues to the

front cubemap face and finally finds a hit in the left frustum.

full path tracing implementation as well and as ambient occlusion, in Section 6.3.3. An

experimental analysis of our method against general purpose GPU ray tracing implemen-

tations is provided, both in terms of quality and performance, in Section 6.3.4. We also

compare our specialized multifragment structure against prior A-buffer variants in terms of

performance and memory usage for ray-fragment collision queries involving arbitrary pixel

fragments, in Section 6.3.5. To our knowledge, such a test has not been conducted so far on

a multilayer method.

6.3.1 Experiments Setup

We evaluated our method with respect to performance and quality on a variety of testing

scenarios. These include environments containing static geometry as well as rigid and

deformable mesh animations. The images were rendered at a resolution of 720× 480 for

the main view and 4802 for the cubemap faces on a Geforce GTX 780 Ti. For the stills

shown, the number of samples (paths) per pixel was set to 200 and the number of sampling

locations for each ray (ray marching steps) was set to 100 for each view, unless specified

otherwise. This testing configuration was chosen in order to keep the rendering times as

close to the real-time domain as possible. Note that all timings include the direct lighting

calculations, which come at a minimal cost due to rasterization. The number of buckets

was fixed to B = 4, which provided a good balance between performance and memory

consumption.

6.3.2 Supplemental Material

We provide as supplemental material: (i) the shader source code for the construction of our

multiview A-buffer with the path tracing and ambient occlusion implementations, (ii) the

single view construction of the A-buffer variants shown in Figure 6.12, and (iii) a video

that showcases the benefits of our approach in various environments.
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6.3.3 Applications

Path Tracing

A complete path tracing algorithm for fully dynamic environments can be easily imple-

mented using our approach. All fragment data needed for shading are stored in the Data

buffer. Therefore, material information such as normals, surface roughness, reflectivity

and index of refraction are only involved and accessed during shading, without causing a

bottleneck in the A-buffer construction and tracing apart. We trace a single ray per pixel

using BSDF importance sampling, starting from the nearest visible fragment and trace one

additional ray per light bounce to form a path. Since tracing shadow rays comes at the

same cost as tracing path segments, we rely on the shadow maps instead. Multiple samples

per pixel are accumulated as separate passes, progressively or at a fixed rate. The current

number of samples is stored in the alpha channel of the output frame buffer so that adaptive

sampling can be easily performed for each pixel individually.

Ambient Occlusion

Implementing ambient occlusion is a straightforward simplification of the path tracing

mechanism. For each surface, we send ray samples around the hemisphere of directions

and use our tracing method to identify a hit. Again, multiple visibility samples are gathered

with multiple one-ray passes. The only change relative to the multiview construction is the

information stored in the Data buffer, which requires only the normal vectors. It should be

noted that since the shading information stored is minimal, a decoupled representation has

a much smaller performance benefit compared to path tracing.

6.3.4 Quality and Performance Analysis

Multiple Views / Multiple Layers

The visual impact of using a layered multiview representation in path tracing is shown in

Figures 6.7 and 6.8. A single view and/or single layer setting can exhibit significant energy

loss, since visually important illumination is present only in certain views/layers. This

becomes even more apparent in scenarios where only a fraction of the scene is available in

the primary view (bottom row in Figure 6.7). Note than even using multiple views with

a single depth layer may still miss important surfaces (bottom left in Figure 6.8) since

the reflected/refracted rays can hit surfaces in the deeper layers. Similarly, Figure 6.9

demonstrates AO on the Smithy model from the Blacksmith environment package of Unity

game engine. Note that geometry layers residing outside the viewport can only affect the

result with our approach (bottom right inset).

In terms of performance, we observe that applying multiple views comes at an increased

cost of 3− 5× on average, depending on the number of views required for each ray to hit a

fragment or exit the scene boundaries. Figure 6.10 illustrates AO and path tracing in scenes

with deformable geometry, showcasing the fact that our method is suitable for interactive

preview of arbitrarily dynamic scenes.

High-quality renderings (1000spp) of our method are also shown in Figure 6.1, which

demonstrate that contact details, distant geometry and off-screen information are properly
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captured on a variety of environments. Note that while all scenes are illuminated by

one point light source, the Bunny scene (first image) is further lit by emissive geometry.

Measurements regarding the performance and memory of these images are shown in

Table 6.1. The main observations are: (i) the construction times depend on the overall

complexity of the scene, (ii) the tracing performance is directly related to the efficiency of

empty space skipping as well as the number of buckets used and (iii) the average number

of layers traversed during tracing remains relatively constant, independent of the number

of indirect bounces. Regarding the number of buckets, in complex scenes such as the

Smithy model, we can further improve tracing performance by increasing B to 8-12, at the

expense of the extra construction cost during the resolve stage and the increased memory

requirements.

Comparison with GPGPU Ray Tracing

Figure 6.11 shows a comprehensive comparison between our method and a simple but

optimized GPGPU path tracer implemented using NVIDIA OptiX ray tracing engine [170],

tested with both SBVH [206] and TRBVH [107] acceleration structures. Due to incon-

sistencies in the lighting models between the GPGPU implementation and our method,

the scenes were stripped of any textures, lit with a single point light and shaded with a

diffuse-only model.

This test is critical in demonstrating the tradeoff between ray tracing performance

and acceleration structure construction speed. Under the assumption of fully dynamic

environments, the construction process occurs in every frame buffer update. The images

show that our method exhibits comparable quality with respect to GPGPU path tracing,

within the limits of the rasterization sampling rate. In terms of performance, a global

acceleration structure is naturally faster with respect to tracing rays but takes considerably

Table 6.1: 1- and 2- indirect bounce path tracing performance evaluation on scenes with increasing

depth complexity.

Scene Bunny Dead Nature Pool Smithy

Memory (MB) 128 197 241 209

Fragments 2.4M 4.9M 6.6M 9.4M

Avg/max layers 2/17 3/30 4/20 6/49

Construction (ms) 4 12 9 20

1 indirect bounce tracing AO (3m range)

Avg layers/views 2/2 3/1 4/2 6/2

Empty space efficiency 98% 89% 44% 77%

1spp / skipping. off (ms) 21/121 37/85 89/141 35/77

2 indirect bounce tracing

Avg layers/views 2/2 3/2 4/4 -

Empty space efficiency 98% 86% 47% -

1spp / skipping. off (ms) 54/284 96/189 245/372 -
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Figure 6.7: 1-indirect bounce path tracing comparison between single and multiple views on the Dead

Nature scene. The energy loss in the single view case (left) is clearly shown in both view points, but

becomes significant when visually important illumination comes from parts of the scene outside the

primary view (bottom). Images rendered at 17ms, 37ms (top) and 20ms, 57ms (bottom) per ray path

respectively.

longer to construct than our method, showing a clear benefit from adopting a rasterization-

based approach for applications with dynamic geometry changes (e.g., modeling software).

Limitations

Since rasterization is based on discretized samples at specific locations, the information

available is limited by the viewport resolution and the pixel samples. Geometry parallel

to the view directions is not captured, even with the use of conservative rasterization

or multisampling approaches. This leads to rays passing between fragments of sparsely

sampled triangles. An example of this can be observed in Figure 6.8, where some of

the water reflection rays miss the yellow/green shades and hit the sky dome instead. The

problem of sparse rasterization of oblique geometry can be alleviated via triangle tessellation

and point sampling (e.g., as in Nalbach et al. [157]).

Furthermore, minor quality issues arise from the quantization of the geometric infor-

mation and the non-conservative DDA ray traversal algorithm. This can be mitigated by

assuming that each fragment is a frustum-shaped voxel of a certain thickness [149]. How-

ever this approximation adds a relatively small view dependency. Finally, it should be noted

that while our method does not distinguish between the type of environments compared to
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Figure 6.8: 2-indirect bounce path tracing of the Pool scene with different view/layer settings.

Even though most refracted rays can be captured with a multilayer approach, reflections require a

multiview-layered approach. Images rendered at 30ms, 58ms (top) and 110ms, 245ms (bottom) per

path respectively.

a global acceleration structure, our overall performance is obviously resolution-dependent

due to its sequential marching nature, increasing linearly both the memory budget and

rendering times. To improve the latter, the hierarchical-z approach to screen-space ray

tracing [219] was also implemented by computing a mipmapped representation of the depth

bounds texture. However, since this method requires frequent lod changes and accurate

snapping of rays at pixel boundaries, a fixed number of sparse samples is mainly preferred

when speed over quality is desired.

6.3.5 Analysis of Multifragment Alternatives

Performance

Figure 6.12 presents an extensive experimental performance evaluation of our approach

(DLLB) against competing A-buffer variants in single view configuration when moving

from low-to-high depth complexity scenes. Experimenting in multiple views proved unnec-

essary since the computational cost is proportional. The average/max depth complexity of

the three scenes is 3/29, 7/26 and 16/96 respectively. We performed 20 random-access

per-pixel operations by artificially generating random rays. If a hit was detected, the stored

color value was fetched from the Data buffer. We do not include a detailed comparison of
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Figure 6.9: Ambient occlusion with a range of 3m on the Smithy model with different view/layer

settings. Note how the missing occlusion is rectified by including multiple layers (right) and views

(bottom). Images rendered at 8ms, 13ms (top) and 28ms, 35ms (bottom) per ray path respectively.

A-buffer construction times, as a small difference between variants was observed. For a fair

comparison against our method, we implemented our decoupled scheme and empty-space

skipping optimizations on several competing A-buffer techniques, including a double linked

lists A-buffer method (DLL).

While decoupling can be adopted by all cases, gaining on average 15% improved

construction times, per-pixel fragment queries and empty-space skipping depend on each

variant’s memory layout. The SB [227] allocates fragments using continuous memory

segments and traversal can be performed by either linear or binary search based on the

number of generated fragments. Despite its logarithmic complexity, binary search is mostly

preferred ffor traversing large per-pixel fragment sequences (> 16). On the other hand,

linked-lists are limited to linear search but can take advantage of bucketing for fast fragment

bucket skipping. Culling outside the depth boundaries is available in all methods, except

LL [258], where the early skip on the far side is not available (e.g., rd in Figure 6.5).

The results showed an average increase for each scene in the decoupled versions by 5, 8
and 17% respectively as well as a further increase of 21, 30 and 210% by enabling the empty

space skipping. We can further make the following observations: (i) bucket-based methods

exhibit much better performance compared to the rest ones due to the fragment bucket

skipping, (ii) bi-directional traversal in conjunction with early space skipping outperforms

all other approaches and finally (iii) the average performance improvement is exponential

with respect to fragment complexity.
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Figure 6.10: Interactive examples demonstrating object deformation in the Fairy Forest (top) and the

Cloth-ball (bottom) scenes at 4spp per frame. Average construction/tracing times per frame: 6/89ms

(top) and 3/97ms (bottom).

Sponza

Ours Optix Ours Optix

Ruins

Construction (ms) 1spp Tracing (ms)

Scene Ours SBVH TRBVH Ours SBVH TRBVH

Sponza 10 2183 148 (15×) 36 17 (2.1×) 18

Ruins 18 4103 1414 (78×) 27 24 (1.1×) 25

Figure 6.11: 1-indirect bounce quality comparison of our method (left) with an NVIDIA Optix path

tracing implementation (right) on the Sponza (top) and Ruins (bottom) scenes at 1000spp. Our

method achieves comparable quality results with significantly lower construction times.

Memory

Table 6.2 presents memory requirements (in bytes) for a wide range of methods that imple-

ment a decoupled-based A-buffer behavior. We observe that SB, LL, and DLL outperform

LLB and DLLB due to their bucket-free construction nature. Note that our method requires

slightly more storage per pixel mp (B tail pointers) as well as per fragment mf (previous

node pointer) than its predecessor, the bucketed linked-list A-buffer (LLB) [228].

Discussion

Considering completeness, we have investigated shifting bucket boundaries in order to

achieve uniform fragment distribution inside bins. In this case, however, the ray-bucket
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Figure 6.12: Ray tracing performance evaluation of single view A-buffer variants with and without

decoupled shading data and empty space skipping on scenes with different fragment complexity at

800
2 resolution. Numbers in parentheses denote fragment count.

intersection computation switches from O(1) to O(B) resulting in a noticeable reduction

of the empty space skipping efficiency.

Regarding storage consumption, our implementation suffers from potentially large and

possible wasted memory demands due to its strategy to allocate data nodes for fragments

that may not be hit. Note that it is not mandatory to generate a complete A-buffer for

the main camera view, since this information is already present in the cubemap as well.

However, since the resolution of the cubemap faces can be scaled down, high frequency

effects exploiting the high-resolution main view will not be captured in the best possible

detail.

6.4 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this chapter we have presented a complete multi-fragment solution for interactive

fragment-based ray tracing. Our method reduces view dependencies significantly as it

captures information on the entire scene without the need for additional data structures,

supports large and dynamic environments and is able to effectively capture near and distant

geometry. This allows the implementation of ray tracing-based algorithms, such as path

tracing and ambient occlusion, without being restricted by any surface type, BSDFs or to

individual phenomena. A wide spectrum of testing scenarios has been explored illustrating

the high-quality images generated using this work. While our pipeline is independent of

the underlying multi-fragment technique, our analysis has demonstrated the performance

superiority of our A-buffer variant compared to prior solutions. It should be noted that while
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Table 6.2: Memory formulation of decoupled A-buffer versions. np is the number of fragments per

pixel, wj , hj are the dimensions of the j-th view and dataf is the per-fragment size of the shading

data.

Memory SB LL DLL LLB DLLB

mp : ∀p ∈ vj 8 4 8 8 + 4B 8 + 8B

mf : ∀f ∈ p 8 8 12 8 12

+ size{dataf}
Total

∑6
j=0 wjhj · (mp + np ·mf )

we have focused on interactive applications, our tracing scheme is scalable; modifying

the sampling step has a direct effect on the speed over quality ratio. In conjunction with

a bounded multi-fragment method, such as a k-buffer, make our approach applicable to

real-time rendering systems as well.

During this work we identified several interesting research directions in order to reduce

the two main limitations of this method: the sparse rasterization of oblique geometry and

the extra memory consumption required. The work presented in the next chapter is directly

focused on fully addressing the aforementioned issues. Still, we can further improve

on rasterization-based ray tracing by tackling several other issues: first, the suboptimal

acceleration structure can be optimized by exploring adaptive depth subdivision techniques,

second, coherence strategies can be explored with respect to ray traversal, and, finally we

can investigate the applicability of a multi-fragment rasterization pipeline to efficiently

incorporate different path space sampling strategies, such as bi-directional path tracing and

metropolis light transport.
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Chapter 7

DIRT: Deferred Image-based Ray

Tracing

Figure 7.1: Our deferred architecture is able to produce high quality results based on analytic

intersection tests through image-space ray tracing while maintaining low construction times and

memory requirements, making it applicable to environments containing arbitrary complexity and

motion. The last two insets demonstrate non-rigid animation. The proposed method effectively

resolves the quality and memory issues that remained unresolved with the method presented in the

previous chapter.

In this chapter we continue our investigation on interactive global illumination methods and

introduce a novel approach to image-space ray tracing ideally suited for the photorealistic

synthesis of fully dynamic environments at interactive frame rates. Our method, designed

entirely on the rasterization pipeline, alters the acceleration data structure construction from

a per-fragment to a per-primitive basis in order to simultaneously support three important,

generally conflicting in prior art, objectives: fast construction times, analytic intersection

tests and reduced memory requirements. In every frame, our algorithm operates in two

stages: A compact representation of the scene geometry is built based on primitive linked-

lists, followed by a traversal step that decouples the ray-primitive intersection tests from

the illumination calculations; a process inspired by deferred rendering and the path integral

formulation of light transport. Efficient empty space skipping is achieved by exploiting

several culling optimizations both in xy- and z-space, such as pixel frustum clipping, depth

subdivision and lossless buffer downscaling. An extensive experimental study is finally

offered showing that our method advances the area of image-based ray tracing under the
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constraints posed by arbitrarily complex and animated scenarios.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 discusses the problem of fragment-

based ray tracing methods and our contribution. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 present the outline and

implementation details of our architecture respectively. Section 7.4 reports on the efficiency

and robustness of our method through an extensive evaluation study with respect to quality,

performance as well as memory consumption, and finally, Section 7.5 offers conclusions

and discusses future research directions.

7.1 Overview and Problem Description

Renderers involving ray tracing consist of two stages, an acceleration data structure (ADS)

construction stage for speeding up the ray-object intersection calculations and a ray traversal

loop, as shown in Figure 7.2. These data structures can be classified either as spatial or

rasterization-based, depending on the approach taken for partitioning and organizing the

environment.

Spatial ADS methods are based on a primitive-prioritized ordering to optimize ray

intersection queries based on hierarchical representations (kd-trees, BVH, etc.) and grids.

Hierarchical partitioning schemes can achieve high quality results along with efficient

traversal times, by efficiently exploiting empty space skipping. However, they are mostly

suited to partially static environments, where the costly construction stage is performed

infrequently. As such, interactivity becomes an issue in cases where geometry can change

unexpectedly way in every frame. Uniform grids, on the other hand, are able to maintain

fast construction times, but traversal performs poorly even for primary rays in environments

with non-uniform distribution of primitives as they cannot exploit empty space skipping.

Primary ray performance, however, can be mitigated by employing more elaborate schemes,

such as perspective grids [70].

Conversely, rasterization ADS methods, which operate in image and volume domains,

are able to achieve real-time construction times by exploiting the hardware rasterization

pipeline. While they are well-suited to dynamic scenes, they are, in general, prone to

three major issues. First, for image-space methods, the captured information is sampled

in a view-dependent 2D uniform grid, which is potentially a sub-optimal acceleration

structure for efficient ray traversal. Second, fragment-based approaches result in poor

sampling of oblique geometry, leading to rays passing between fragments and subsequently

intersecting with the wrong ones. This is illustrated in Figure 7.3. As a result, the estimated

radiance is approximate. Last but not least, they suffer from over-fetching issues; the

shading properties of each incoming fragment (or voxel) are fetched and stored during the

construction process, regardless if they are needed during the illumination computations. For

example, the computational resources required for shading of a typical unidirectional path

tracer are upper-bound to the framebuffer resolution and not on the fragment complexity of

the entire scene. This can have a significant impact in both the memory requirements and

the performance of the algorithm, especially in large and complex environments, where the

number of fragments is much higher than the image resolution. Note that this issue, while

present, is not significant in screen-space methods storing only a limited number of layers.

However, we do not consider such cases, as the captured information is view-dependent

and severely limited for the purposes of high-quality interactive rendering.
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Build Traversal

ADSSpatial Trace ShadeFetch

Rasterization Trace Shade

ADS DIRT Trace ShadeFetch

ADS Fetch

Method
Performance Memory Quality

Build Traversal Build Traversal

Spatial Slow Fast Primitives Accurate

Rasterization Fast Average Fragments Approximate

DIRT Fast Average Tile-based primitives Accurate

Figure 7.2: Tracing pipelines overview. Our approach effectively combines the advantages of

rasterization-based (fast construction times) and spatial-based methods (analytic intersection tests) in

a GPU- and memory-friendly context using a deferred rendering pipeline.

Our Contribution

In this work, we attempt to bridge the gap between these approaches, by unifying their

strengths and lifting their limitations (see table in Figure 7.2). We introduce Deferred

Image-based Ray Tracing (DIRT), a generic solution for screen-space ray tracing, able to

simulate lighting in environments of arbitrary complexity in an accurate, memory- and

GPU-friendly manner. Opposite to prior approaches, we apply the deferred tracing scheme

of spatial-based methods in a rasterization-based ray tracing framework. This is achieved

by disassociating the ADS with the shading data, which are only required for illumination

calculations. This modification makes also feasible the conversion of the ADS construction

from a per-fragment to a per-primitive basis, hence, improving: (i) quality: ray-triangle

intersections can analytically be performed in screen-space, (ii) memory: lighting attributes

are only fetched for primitives that are intersected by a ray and (iii) performance: build and

traversal times are reduced since the ADS can be created in a compressed representation

and the excessive fragment sorting stage during construction is not required.

Note that DIRT is indirectly associated with the fragment-based method presented in

Chapter 6. For clarity reasons, we directly cite it as [224] throughout this Chapter.

Our ADS is initially built by performing multilayer rendering in a cubemap configu-

ration based on the work of Vardis et al. [224]. Contrary to fragment-based storage, the

entire information is captured on multiple linked lists of pixel-clipped primitives. A coarser

representation of this structure is also explored through the use of conservative rasterization,

providing notable improvements in storage cost and rendering times without sacrificing the

final quality. During traversal, and for each light bounce, rays are concurrently traced by effi-

ciently skipping empty space regions both in image and depth space [219, 224]. Concerning

quality, analytic intersection tests are achieved by adapting screen-space ray tracing [149]

to our primitive-based data structure. A deferred pass is subsequently performed, only for

the pixels that contain intersected primitives, gathering material and intersection properties

in an auxiliary shading buffer. Finally, a resolve pass is responsible for computing the final
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near plane

ray
primitive

fragments

froxel

far plane

eye

Figure 7.3: Rasterization-based methods fail to capture most ray-object collisions due to their sparse

geometry discretization. While replacing fragments with frustum-shaped voxels (froxels) can improve

hit-ratio, it cannot guarantee accurate intersection behavior.

illumination based on the available shading information.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:

• A novel deferred approach to image-space ray tracing ideally suited for the efficient

rendering of arbitrary animated environments by explicitly using the rasterization

pipeline.

• An analytic solution for screen-space ray tracing against a primitive buffer including

several optimizations for the early termination of rays, such as primitive-based

hierarchical traversal, bucket storage and lossless buffer downscaling.

7.2 Method Description

Akin to any ray tracing pipeline, our image-based algorithm operates in two broad stages:

the Build stage, where geometry primitives are stored in image-space data structures and

the Traversal stage, where arbitrary rays are traced and the light transport is resolved

in a breadth-first, iterative manner. By using geometric primitives instead of sampled

fragment data, analytic tests can be performed, resulting in accurate image generation.

Similar to Guntury et al. [70], we also exploit per-view perspective grids. However in

our case, cells are irregularly sized in the depth dimension, based on the pixel’s depth

bounds, and hierarchically organized in the image domain, enabling early space skipping

that significantly improves traversal in arbitrary environments.
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Figure 7.4: To compute the illumination for point Gk, our shading structure contains information

only for the three points contributing to the current event iteration k.

To compute the contribution of each event, when a ray path is traced through a virtual

environment, we use the well-known three-point light transport formulation and only

allocate storage for the previous, current and next hit points encountered. This way, we

overcome the over-fetching issues of prior image-based approaches. Instead of storing

fragment-based shading data for the entire environment before the tracing operation, we

only retain minimal information about the primitives registered in the image buffers that is

required exclusively for analytic ray-primitive intersection tests. After the valid hit point

of each ray has been determined, shading information is updated only once for each event

(see Figure 7.4). For multiple events, this update operation involves shifting the currently

stored shading attributes of the three path points and appending the newly discovered hit

attributes.

Build Stage

The construction of the ADS captures the geometric information of the entire scene by

rasterizing the scene in a multiview setup. Two main and one optional steps are required.

First, a Fill & Mipmap Depth step is employed that stores mipmapped per-pixel minimum

and maximum depth values based on the incoming primitives. This operation is required

for two reasons: (i) screen-space ray tracing can be performed in a hierarchical manner,

significantly reducing the cost of screen-space traversal and (ii) uniform depth subdivision

can be exploited, allowing for efficient empty space skipping in the depth dimension.

Next, a Fill Primitives pass captures the detailed geometric information by storing vertex

information and primitive indices. Optionally, a Direct Visibility pass can be executed in

order to cache surface data for direct lighting calculations, when camera shading effects such

as depth of field are not enabled. Note that in order to accommodate dynamic environments,

the Build stage occurs in every frame. However, for the multiple view setup, if the geometry

is static, only the (trivial) Direct Visibility pass needs to be executed per frame, as the

captured image buffers already contain all scene primitives. The entire construction process

is explained in detail in Section 7.3.1.
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Figure 7.5: A detailed and illustrative diagram of the DIRT architecture stages. (left) Build: Geometry

is clipped (i) to compute the mipmapped depth bounds and, in a subsequent pass, (ii) to perform

primitive occupancy discretization. (iii) Optionally, a deferred pass is performed to resolve direct

visibility. (right) Traversal: Rays (ri, rj) are analytically traced in screen-space (starting from

pi, pj) storing intersection attributes at the hit pixel location (phit). A geometry pass is subsequently

performed at the masked pixels (phit) to fetch the shading properties of all hit primitives (idx, idy).

Finally, the illumination contribution at path node (iteration) k is computed and hit point data are

shifted in preparation for the next event (k + 1). Note that several passes can be performed in lower

resolution via conservation rasterization.

Traversal Stage

This stage is executed in an iterative manner, requiring three passes for each path event:

a Trace, Fetch and Resolve pass. The key idea here is that during each event k, per-pixel

material information for the three required points (Gk−1, Gk, Gk+1) is stored in a shading

buffer instead of the ADS (see Figure 7.4), significantly reducing the memory requirements.

Rays are generated based on the current point Gk, while any identified hits are fetched

through a rasterization process and stored at Gk+1. At the end of each event, a left shift

operation is performed to set the identified hit as the starting location of the next event (see

Figure 7.5 - Shade).

Initially, in the Trace pass, rays are generated based on either the cached data from

the Direct Visibility pass or the camera lens. Tracing is performed hierarchically in screen

space on the mipmapped per-pixel depth bounds. When a depth-based ray intersection

is found, the primitive linked lists associated with the corresponding pixel are traversed

until the closest ray-primitive collision is located. At each bounce, all intersections with

a particular pixel from multiple rays are stored in an auxiliary buffer (the hit buffer in

Figure 7.5 - Trace), in the form of a linked-list associated with the hit pixel’s location. In

the next pass, called the Fetch pass, each stored hit is retrieved, rasterized and the resulting

attributes are stored in the shading buffer. Finally, the Shade pass accumulates the lighting

contribution at these points based on the properties stored in the shading buffer, according

to the three-point form of the light transport equation, and prepares its contents for the

next path event (iteration). Further details regarding the Traversal Stage are discussed in

Section 7.3.2.
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Data Structures

Our deferred approach requires six structures in total, three for the ADS construction

and another three for traversal. The ADS consists of (i) a depth bounds texture, storing

the per-pixel min-max depth information created during the Fill & Mipmap Depth pass,

(ii) a linked-list structure storing primitive indices, called the id buffer and (iii) a vertex

buffer holding per-primitive vertex attribute information. The last two buffers are filled

during the Fill Primitives pass. Note that if no new primitives are generated within the

rasterization pipeline, e.g., through a tessellation or geometry shader, the vertex buffer

already available as part of the rasterization process can be used instead. During tracing,

intersection and shading information is associated to two new storage units: a hit buffer,

containing ray-primitive hit information; and a shading buffer, storing per-pixel material

properties only for the three hit points (Gk−1, Gk, Gk+1) associated with the path event

(iteration) k.

Acceleration Techniques

Similar to spatial ADS approaches, efficient exclusion of empty space is crucial for fast ray

traversal. To this end, we apply several Z-culling optimizations in both the image plane

and depth direction by adapting Hierarchical-Z (Hi-Z) traversal [219] and uniform depth

subdivision [228] in our primitive-based pipeline. This is accomplished through primitive

clipping operations against each pixel’s frustum boundaries during the Build stage. A

notable improvement in the efficiency of Hi-Z is also obtained by downscaling the ADS

through conservative rasterization, where each group of shading pixels is represented as a

tile in the ADS, reducing the total image-space steps required during ray marching in the

Trace pass. Last but not least, a noticeable performance optimization is achieved by a pixel

rejection scheme; all pixels with no associated intersections are marked in a mask texture

and are subsequently discarded during the Fetch pass, where shading takes place. The entire

pipeline is illustrated in Figure 7.5 and discussed in further detail in the following section.

7.3 Algorithmic Details

7.3.1 Build Stage

Overview

Briefly, the first stage of DIRT samples the scene primitives in a user-centric manner as

follows: First, 6 views vj , j = 0 . . . 5 arranged in a cubemap configuration are created

covering the entire scene extents, using the multiview setup proposed by Vardis et al. [224].

Second, the ADS is efficiently constructed by performing two geometry passes for all views:

the first one is responsible for computing the depth bounds texture that is subsequently

mipmapped to retain the aggregate min/max depth values per texel. The second pass fills

the vertex and id buffers. Finally, an optional geometry pass, executed only for the primary

camera view, is employed to initialize the shading buffer with the direct lighting results.

This pass can be omitted when camera shading effects such as depth-of-field are present,

increasing the Traversal stage steps by one.
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ADS Downscaling

To reduce the redundant data generated at neighboring pixels corresponding to the same

rasterized primitive, a more compact lossless representation of the ADS is constructed

via conservation rasterization. This mechanism, exposed as an OpenGL extension for the

NVIDIA Maxwell architecture, allows rasterization to generate fragment samples for all

pixels intersected by a primitive. Thus, the ADS can be constructed (Fill & Mipmap Depth

and Fill Primitives passes) and traced (Trace pass) at a lower resolution Rl = Rh/S by

associating each high-resolution pixel ph, that belongs to the frame buffer’s resolution

Rh, to a pixel tile pl with size S × S, S = 2m, m ∈ Z≥0. While this data structure

holds the same primitives as the high-resolution ADS due to conservative rasterization, a

smaller number of fragments are generated. This is because although a tile S intersects

more primitives, only a single copy of a pixel-clipped primitive is generated and stored

(Section 7.3.1.2), reducing the memory requirements and construction times. However,

due to the reduced portability of conservative rasterization, downscaling can be optionally

omitted (m = 0).

7.3.1.1 Depth Bounds Passes

Fill Depth

The first geometry pass is responsible for generating a depth bounds texture, which stores

the depth extents zmin(pl), zmax(pl) of all primitives spanning each pixel pl of every view.

Since the ADS stores primitive ids instead of depth-ordered samples, correct calculation

of depth extents is achieved by clipping primitives against each pixel’s boundaries (see

Figure 7.6(a)). This operation is required for two reasons. First, uniform depth subdivision

(bucketing) can be exploited, where primitives are assigned to multiple linked-lists spanning

equally sized depth intervals, during the Fill Primitives Pass (Section 7.3.1.2). A primitive

is assigned to all buckets its depth bounds overlap with (see Figure 7.6(b)). Second, Hi-Z

can be performed after constructing a mipmapped version of the depth bounds buffer

(Section 7.3.2.1).

From an implementation point of view, a geometry shader outputs each primitive prk
to the fragment shader, which clips it against the pixel’s frustum planes, resulting in a

new primitive prl. Then, the new primitive’s depth extents update the respective pixel’s

depth bounds via atomic min/max operations. The geometry shader is required for emitting

primitives to multiple views and is not required in a single-view implementation.

Mipmap Depth

The depth bounds texture is downscaled and filtered, independently for both the min and

max values, into multiple levels d by performing a fast full-screen quad rendering pass.

The modest increase in texture memory usage (≃ 1.5×) provides a significant ray tracing

speedup.
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Figure 7.6: Handling primitives in screen-space. Per-pixel primitive clipping is exploited for correct

ADS building including (a) depth range computation and (b) multi-bucket placement. (c) Empty-space

skipping is performed when either rays pass outside depth boundaries (ra, rd) or a valid hit is found

in a bucket where traversal order is defined by the ray’s direction (rc). Note that intersections detected

outside the pixel frustum are discarded (rb).

7.3.1.2 Fill Primitives Pass

Once the mipmapped depth bounds texture is computed, a second geometry pass is em-

ployed to construct the core structure of our ADS: the vertex buffer, a linear array that

contains the three per-vertex attribute structures vi(idk), i = 0, 1, 2 of each incoming prim-

itive prk with unique identifier idk; as well as the id buffer, an unsorted multiple linked-list

structure that contains the unique identifiers for all primitives rasterized in every pixel pl
of every view vj . Specifically, at the geometry shader invocation, the incoming vertex

information (such as positions, normals, texture coordinates, etc.) are stored sequentially in

the vertex-buffer. The value of idk can be based either on the unique primitive identifier

provided by the corresponding API for single draw call operations or on a global atomic

counter, when multiple draw calls are required. In the following fragment shader invocation,

each pixel’s pl depth range zrange(pl) = zmax(pl) − zmin(pl) is split into B uniform

sub-intervals b0, . . . , bB−1. Then, each incoming rasterized primitive is clipped against

pixel’s pl frustum boundaries and the resulting (clipped) primitive prl is atomically added

to all buckets in the range [bmin, bmax] overlapping its depth extents (see Figure 7.6(b)) :

bmin(pl, prl) = ⌊B · (zmin(prl)− zmin(pl))/zrange(pl)⌋, (7.1a)

bmax(pl, prl) = ⌊B · (zmax(prl)− zmin(pl))/zrange(pl)⌋. (7.1b)
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7.3.1.3 Direct Visibility Pass

When simple perspective primary rays are generated, a quick rendering pass is performed

first, storing the material properties of the tracing starting point for each pixel ph in the

camera view shading buffer G1. The primary ray hits are created via direct rendering and

stored in the shading buffer. In our implementation, this buffer write operation exploits a

semaphore-based spin-lock mechanism since the shading buffer contains structures and is

therefore not a regular frame buffer, where conventional fragment depth testing operations

can be performed. After this step, we also initiate a Shade pass to quickly compute the

direct illumination and then continue iteratively the Traversal stage as discussed in the

following section.

7.3.2 Traversal Stage

Overview

This stage is executed in an iterative manner, computing the illumination contribution of

each scattering event per iteration k ≥ 1. Briefly, it consists of three different passes:

• Rays are traced in screen space by traversing the downscaled ADS until the closest

ray-primitive intersection is analytically found and captured in the hit buffer. The

hit buffer stores intersection data for all rays intersecting a particular pixel during

iteration k. This information includes the primitive ID, intersection position and

barycentric coordinates. Since the number of registered hits is unknown a priori, a

per-pixel linked-list structure was preferred as a storage container.

• The shading properties for each identified hit are fetched and stored at the shading

buffer by performing a geometry rendering pass. Conceptually, the shading buffer’s

contents correspond to three points for each pixel: Gk−1, holding the previous point’s

position, Gk, pointing to the current event’s shading attributes (essentially the starting

ray location); and finally, Gk+1, storing the new intersected point’s fetched material

properties. A pixel-rejection mechanism is also exploited to prevent unnecessary

invocations of non-intersected pixels.

• A full-screen quad rendering pass is finally employed to compute the shading of the

current event by evaluating the three-point light transport formulation at the shading

buffer. To support a complete path tracing implementation, an additional operators

texture is employed during the Trace and Shade passes, storing the updated probability

of path segment k as well as the cumulative transport operators respectively.

7.3.2.1 Trace Pass

Screen-space Ray Tracing

This step starts with the generation of a new ray rh for each pixel ph, based on the contents

of shading buffer G1. G1 stores either the camera position or the attributes stored in the

direct visibility pass during the Build stage, depending on whether direct rendering is used

for the primary rays or not. Rays are clipped against the viewing frustum and subsequently
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traced via ray marching up to the screen-space projection of their clipped endpoint until

the closest intersection is found in the id buffer. If no valid hit is found within the current

view, the process is repeated for each subsequent view the ray intersects. Readers are

referred to [149, 224] for further details on screen-space ray tracing in one or more views

respectively. Generally, the image-space ray tracing performance relies heavily on how well

the empty space regions of the scene can be avoided, by exploiting the available min-max

depth maps. Efficient empty space skipping is achieved by moving in hierarchical steps on

the image plane and by avoiding uniform sub-intervals in the depth domain.

Hi-Z Tracing

Single-layer hierarchical screen-space tracing is commonly carried out by switching be-

tween tiles of different sizes, belonging to different mip levels d ∈ [0, dh] of the high-

resolution (Rh) Z-buffer [219]. We revise accordingly this operation with respect to our

compact primitive-based pipeline with two modifications: (i) reaching the lowest mip level

does not define an intersection, but initiates a lookup procedure in the id buffer and (ii) the

lowest mip level dl depends on the resolution of the ADS buffer: dl ∈ (0, dh). The last

modification essentially, trades traversal overhead in the image-space with larger lists in the

depth domain. Specifically, starting at mip level d = dh, the ray’s eye-space Z coordinates

are compared against the tile’s depth extents. For each successful intersection, the mip

level is decreased and iteratively refined until reaching the lowest value dl, where primitive

traversal in the id buffer is initiated (see Alg. 2, Ln 1 − 6). Otherwise, the current tile

is skipped and the mip level is increased for the next tracing iteration (see rays ra, rd at

Figure 7.6(c)).

Bucket Tracing

Once the process enters the primitive traversal phase, analytic ray-primitive intersection

tests are performed between the ray and the primitives stored in each bucket of the id buffer.

To ensure the closest valid hit, the following operations take place. First, we identify the

range of pixel bucket IDs brange(pl, rh) = [bmin(pl, rh), bmax(pl, rh)] intersected by the

ray using Equations 7.1a and 7.1b. Rays that move towards the near plane are checked in

back-to-front bucket order, while rays towards the far plane are checked in the opposite

order. Note that while this operation is similar to Vardis et al. [224], it is applied here in

order to skip any remaining buckets during the traversal operation rather than to ensure

correct multi-hit behavior of ray-fragment collisions. Second, we linearly iterate through

all primitives of each intersected bucket in order to find the closest ray-primitive collision.

For each successful intersection test between a ray rh and a primitive prk, we keep the hit

if both of the following conditions are met:

• The hit point lies within the candidate pixel tile pdl

l . We check this by project-

ing the hit location in the image space of the tile’s associated view (see ray rb at

Figure 7.6(c)).

• The intersection distance tk is the shortest one acquired up to this point (tk < thit).
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For any accepted hit, we maintain the primitive ID idk, the barycentric coordinates brk and

intersection position posk. If at least one valid hit is found in one bucket, the remaining

buckets are omitted (see ray rc at Figure 7.6(c)). The details of this method are shown

in Algorithm 2 (Ln 7− 22).

Final Storage

After testing all primitives in the intersected bucket for ray-triangle collisions, the closest

hit location poshit is projected to the high-resolution hit buffer location phit, where a new

hit record is atomically inserted in the linked list at that location. Each record contains the

hit data information acquired during tracing, the view vj in which the intersection occurred

and the shading buffer pixel location ph. The latter is the pixel location in which the tracing

started (Gk[ph]) and also the location where the fetched data will be stored at the next pass

(Gk+1[ph]). The view information is required since lighting calculations are performed in

eye space. To reduce the overhead of unnecessary fragment invocations of non-intersected

pixels, a pixel-rejection scheme is employed, by flagging the pixel phit as occupied, through

the use of a mask texture. In terms of implementation this can be either a depth or a stencil

texture, essentially used as an early culling testing mechanism.

Algorithm 2 int analytic_ssrt (Pixel p, Ray r, Mip-level d)

1: ⊲ (1) Hi-Z tracing

2: if zmin(r
d) > zmax(p

d) or zmax(r
d) < zmin(p

d) then

3: return no_hit; ⊲ skip complete pixel tile

4: else if d > dl then

5: return invalid_level; ⊲ large mip-level, decrease & retry

6: end if

7: ⊲ (2) Bucket tracing

8: brange = [bmin(p, r), bmax(p, r)];
9: for each bucket bi ∈ brange do

10: for each primitiveprk ∈ bi with id idk do

11: {tk, brk} ← hit(r, prk); ⊲ ray-primitive intersection test

12: posk ← orig(r) + tk · dir(r);
13: pk ← project(posk);
14: if tk ∈ (0, thit) and pk = pd then ⊲ new best hit found

15: {thit, idhit, brhit, poshit} ← {tk, idk, brk, posk};
16: end if

17: end for

18: if hit found then

19: break; ⊲ skip remaining buckets

20: end if

21: end for

22: return {poshit, brhit, idhit}; ⊲ return closest hit info
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7.3.2.2 Fetch Pass

A full geometry rendering pass is responsible for retrieving the shading information for

all intersected primitives identified in the previous pass. For each incoming rasterized

primitive, we search the linked-list at that hit buffer location for a match between the stored

primitive ID and the incoming one. For every successful comparison during each iteration,

we compute the vertex attributes using the stored barycentric coordinates, thus avoiding

the attribute extrapolation problem of conservative rasterization. The primitive’s shading

data are then retrieved through common texture fetching operations. Finally, the primitive’s

shading data are stored in the shading buffer, at Gk+1.

7.3.2.3 Shade Pass

The last step of the iteration initiates a quick full-screen quad rendering pass, which

computes the lighting contribution of the current scattering event k. Using the shading

buffer contents and the operators texture, the three-point light transport is evaluated and

stored in the frame buffer. Afterwards, a left shift operation on the shading-buffer is

performed, essentially setting the current intersection point as the starting ray position for

the next iteration: Gk−1 = Gk, Gk = Gk+1.

7.3.2.4 Notes on Conservative Rasterization

If conservative rasterization is not available, the entire pipeline is slightly modified: (i) the

comparison during the Fetch pass requires both primitive and view information and (ii)

barycentric coordinates are not required since attribute interpolation is based entirely on the

rasterizer.

7.4 Experimental Study

We have implemented DIRT solely on the OpenGL rasterization pipeline, which is compati-

ble with common graphics engines. Due to the design philosophy of the algorithm, a full

path tracing solution was implemented and evaluated. Our experiments setup, as well as

the provided source code, are described in Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, respectively. We offer

a detailed evaluation in terms of quality (Section 7.4.3), performance (Section 7.4.4) and

memory (Section 7.4.5) against: (i) the most recent fragment-based deep G-buffer (DGB)

ray tracing method by Vardis et al. [224] since it offers the best quality to date but also

suffers from the highest memory consumption and over-fetching issues and (ii) two fast

and highly optimized spatial-based data structures, HLBVH [166, 60] and TRBVH [107]

on a GPGPU path tracer implemented with NVIDIA Optix [170].

7.4.1 Experiments Setup

We have run our tests on an NVIDIA GTX980Ti GPU and all images were rendered at

a resolution of Rh = 1024 × 512, Rl = Rh unless specified otherwise. The node size

in bytes for each of our buffers was size(nodeid) = 8 for the ADS and size(nodehit) =
size(nodesb) = 32 for the hit and shading buffers respectively. Note that the size of the
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shading buffer is specific to our path tracing implementation, containing packed material

attributes such as diffuse and specular reflectivity, opacity and emissive parameters. All

quality results were rendered at ≈ 1000spp, where each sample corresponds to a complete

tracing path, including both the direct and indirect illumination events. The Dirt, Candy,

Hangar and Cloth scenes are presented in Figure 7.1 while the Bunny scene is shown in

Figures 7.7 and 7.9.

7.4.2 Supplemental Material

The shader source code for the entire pipeline of DIRT, i.e., the construction as well as the

tracings stages, is provided in the supplemental material of this dissertation.

7.4.3 Quality Evaluation

Fragment-based Ray Tracing.

Tracing methods, which approximate the environment based on discrete samples (frag-

ments), are able to produce plausible results in most typical scenarios. However, they are

susceptible to view dependencies due to rays passing through sparsely sampled geometry.

While this can be mitigated by assuming each sample is a frustum-shaped voxel of non-zero

thickness, inaccurate misses cannot be totally avoided. Even worse, the thickness param-

eter is view-dependent and requires manual adjustment. As a result, these methods are

approximate and their error is mostly visible when high frequency phenomena are present.

Figure 7.7 demonstrates this on a scene, where perfect reflections are dominant. Rays

which would intersect with the seat of the cyan chair end up passing through (a). Increasing

the thickness eventually resolves this issue but results in extruding the reflected objects (b,

c), which is especially noticeable when compared with the correct result captured by our

method (d - see for instance the power cord).

GPGPU Ray Tracing

Figure 7.8 (top) provides a quality comparison of our method against two spatial-based data

structures, based on NVIDIA OptiX. We show results with primary and shadow rays (left),

primary and secondary rays without shadow rays (middle) and primary and secondary rays

with shadow rays (right). We are able to achieve identical results with the reference images,

demonstrating that our method can also be employed for quality renderings, a fact that is

also validated through all experiments shown in this chapter.

7.4.4 Performance Evaluation

Figure 7.10 (bottom) presents performance results under different depth subdivision settings

and tile sizes as well as the corresponding cost of the Fetch and Shade passes for three test

environments. Since these two depend only on the resolution Rh, they are also reported

separately (right). Note that we do not provide measurements for different path lengths

(k > 1) as our tests showed that the increase is linear in closed environments and, as

expected, sub-linear in open environments, due to excessive ray misses.
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Figure 7.7: Quality comparison (2-indirect bounce lighting) between fragment-based collisions (a,b,c)

and our analytic approach (d). High frequency phenomena cannot be accurately captured by manually

adjusting the view-dependent thickness parameter. This is mostly visible in the reflections of the

lamp power cord (orange inset) and the cyan chair (green inset) at the floor and walls, which appear

stripped or extruded.

With respect to the number of buckets, we observed an exponential benefit in traversal

times while construction is increased linearly by a slope of ≈ 2% due to primitives

overlapping more buckets. Regarding changes in the tile size, the performance benefit

depends on the number of generated primitives during construction and on the tile density

of the generated primitives during traversal. Therefore, an increase in the tile size provides

notable traversal improvements in scenes where the geometry tessellation is low or medium.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison with two spatial-based data structures in the Sponza Atrium, where construc-

tion occurs in every frame.

Environments containing many finely tessellated objects, however, such as the foliage in

the Dirt scene, can benefit from a larger tile size mainly on high resolutions.

Impact of Ray Coherence

Table 7.1 presents the performance on four scenes with different types of rays, such as

visibility, perfect reflection, highly glossy and pure diffuse. These measurements were

taken in practical scenarios by changing the material properties of the objects in each scene

and rendered with our prototype path tracing implementation by spawning rays. Note that

we performed our tests on the first path event since the cost of primary rays is minimal due

to rasterization. Visibility rays were spawned towards a predetermined location outside the
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scene’s extents and terminated at the first intersection, specular rays towards the reflection

direction, glossy rays through BSDF importance sampling and finally, diffuse rays using

cosine hemisphere sampling. The performance drop observed when moving from specular

to glossy and, finally, diffuse rays is justified by the increasing incoherence caused by rough

surfaces. The latter is also an indication of the improvement we can achieve with further

research in the area.

Table 7.1: Mrays/sec of DIRT under different ray types for the first path event.

Scene/Ray Primitives Visibility Specular Glossy Diffuse

Cloth 93k 65.5 26.7 26.6 15.2

Bunny 156k 40.3 24.9 14.58 11.6

Hangar 266k 39.9 14.7 9.6 9.6

Candy 420k 24.9 14.9 12.0 9.6

Fragment-based Ray Tracing

Table 7.2 presents a detailed comparison against fragment-based ray tracing in terms of

both performance and memory consumption, where the thickness parameter was adjusted

to produce the optimal quality result for each scene. For a fair performance comparison

against DIRT, conservative rasterization was disabled (Rl = Rh) and the number of buckets

B was the same as in the fragment-based approach in order to produce a similar number

of fragments and clipped primitives. We observed that: (i) the memory was reduced by

7−21% while the generated fragments (np) was increased by≈ 5% due to our multi-bucket

placement, (ii) the construction times dropped by 15% since no fragment sorting occurs

and finally (iii) tracing times dropped by an average of 15% in scenes where the average

distances between objects were larger than the thickness parameter. The latter did not occur

in the Bunny scene where many rays terminated prematurely, due to the thickness extrusion

(see also Figure 7.7). Enabling conservative rasterization, which is required by our method,

doubles in most cases the tracing times due to the significantly larger number of fragments

generated and, consequently, results in an irregular increase of the primitive lists in cases of

oblique geometry.

Table 7.2: Performance and memory comparison of a DGB-based method and DIRT.

[224] / DIRT

Scene Fragments (M) Memory (MB) Build (ms) Traversal (ms)

Bunny 3/3.1 161/150 8/6.5 28/53
Hangar 4.5/4.7 201/184 13.7/11 57/47.9
Candy 8.9/10.2 317/250 18/16.8 75/62

GPGPU Ray Tracing

Figure 7.8 (bottom) provides a performance comparison against two spatial-based data

structures, TRBVH and HLBVH, provided by the NVIDIA Optix. We report times on the
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rendered stills shown at the top, with one primary and one shadow ray (left), a primary

and a secondary ray (middle) and one primary, one secondary and two shadow rays (right).

Note that the tile size is increased gradually with the resolution from 1x1 to 8x8 pixels.

Our results show that our method can maintain much lower construction times (dashed

lines) even at high resolutions. In cases of incoherent rays, here the secondary camera path

segments and their shadow rays, we observe a steeper increase in traversal times, which

diminishes the benefit of low construction as the resolution increases.

Single-view Ray Tracing

Our approach can be also used in a single-view configuration, where image accuracy is

traded for speed by skipping out-of-view geometry and respective view traversals. Perfor-

mance can be further improved by replacing visibility calculations with shadow maps. The

latter is demonstrated in Figure 7.9.

7.4.5 Memory Evaluation

Table 7.3 presents the total memory requirements for all structures used in our pipeline,

where c ∈ [0, B] is the average intersected buckets per primitive and np is the number of

clipped primitive samples. We omit the storage cost of the vertex buffer since it is already

required as part of the vertex buffer creation in a common rasterization pipeline. Also

note that the mipmap generation of the depth bounds texture slightly increases the memory

consumption. By following a deferred tracing strategy, our method reduces significantly

the memory required by the large amount of fragment information generated, when the

entire scene shading information is captured, instead. This is achieved by (i) bounding the

tracing information (nodesb) and disassociating it from the scene’s geometric complexity

(nodeid) and (ii) downscaling the ADS.

Table 7.3: Per-pixel memory formulation of the DIRT architecture.

Memory Requirements (in bytes) Unit

depth bounds texture 11 ≈ 8× 1.33 ∀pl ∈ vjid buffer 4 ·B + c · np · size(nodeid)
hit buffer 4 + size(nodehit)

∀phshading buffer 3 · size(nodesb)
mask texture 2

size(nodeid) = 8, size(nodehit) = size(nodesb) = 32

Impact of Downscaling

Figure 7.10 shows the memory gain when the tile size is increased from 1 × 1 pixels

to a tile of 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 pixels respectively on three test cases of different fragment

complexity. For a bucket size B > 8, which is a practical minimum for our approach to

achieve relatively decent performance, we observed that the fragment generation is reduced

initially by 56% when moving to a 2 × 2 tile and a further 37% to a tile size of 4 × 4
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Figure 7.9: A single-view setup in conjunction with shadow maps can provide view-dependent, high

quality rendering at higher frame rates. Construction/Traversal times (per spp): 5ms/37ms (left) and

9ms/59ms (right) respectively at 1MPixel, Rl = 512× 512.

pixels, while the memory required was 50% and 32% respectively. Note that the fragment

generation drop is justified by the reduction in the number of clipped primitive samples np,

when larger tile sizes are used. On the other hand, increasing the number of buckets by 8

corresponds leads to a memory increase of 15%, 8% and 4% for each tile setting. The main

observations here are: (i) an increase in the tile size provides similar memory benefits on

all scenarios regardless of the fragment complexity, (ii) an increase in the number of depth

subdivisions consequently increases the memory required, since more buckets are being

intersected per primitive and more head pointers are required for the linked lists, and finally

(iii) a combination of tile size 2× 2 and depth subdivisions B ∈ [20, 40] provides a good

overall setting in terms of both performance and memory gain.

Impact of Decoupling

While the over-fetching issue is present in all variants based on DGB, memory problems

are mainly evident in cases where the entire scene geometry is captured [89, 224]. In

the following, we do not compare our method with variants where only a few layers are

handled [149, 246] since, while their memory overhead is small, the geometric information

and resulting quality is very approximate. Figure 7.11 illustrates the memory allocation

superiority of our method when compared to a recent fragment-based ADS [224]. We

were unable to provide a correct comparison against the method by Hu et al. [89] since

it was not discussed by the authors. However, we assume that the total cost would be

similar with the currently compared method due to the three orthographic A-buffers used

for capturing the entire scene. Both methods allocate the id and shading data as part of the

ADS construction resulting in a huge and wasteful memory demand. While DIRT has an

initial overhead due to the fixed memory cost of the decoupled hit and shading buffers, it

exhibits a near constant relation with the fragment generation as opposed to a linear one in

DGB. This results in reduced memory requirements in most typical cases since the number

of generated fragments is usually much higher than the number of pixels. This is even

more noticeable when conservative rasterization is employed, since the number generated

fragments increases significantly.
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Figure 7.10: Detailed measurements regarding memory (top) and performance (bottom) with variable

number of depth subdivisions (B) and tile sizes on scenes of different fragment complexity. Separate

timings for the Fetch and Shade passes are also shown on the right.

7.5 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this chapter, we have presented DIRT, a deferred rendering solution to image-based

ray tracing. Our framework is based on a novel acceleration structure designed to simul-

taneously maintain three, commonly conflicting, criteria: (i) fast construction times via

(conservative) rasterization in conjunction with (ii) analytic intersection tests using (clipped)

primitives as storage nodes and (iii) reduced memory consumption. Our extensive evalua-

tion study illustrates that our method advances and generalizes the field of image-space ray

tracing as it addresses several highly important issues: (i) the sampling of oblique geometry

and ray-fragment intersections that directly affects the quality of the generated images,

and (ii) the over-fetching issues of fragment-based data structures. Furthermore, the wide

spectrum of testing scenarios that has been presented showcases the low GPU resources

consumed as well as the compelling graphics effects generated when DIRT is demonstrated

under a physically-based path tracing platform.

It should be noted that while our deferred scheme is demonstrated on our primitive-

based data structure, it can provide similar benefits on the fragment-based data structures

discussed in Chapter 6. An additional observation regarding DIRT is that, while the

multiview approach is clearly related to interactive rendering in today’s hardware, a single-

view configuration can maintain near real-time performance in various scenarios, making

the method applicable to the realm of real-time rendering as well.
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Figure 7.11: Correlation of ADS memory cost of [224] and DIRT methods under increasing screen

resolutions (Rh = Rl, B = 1).

While our method is able to achieve high quality results, new issues have arised

opening new problems and identifying promising research directions. The most notable

improvement can be achieved in the traversal times, mainly in incoherent rays, when

compared to spatial-based data structures. This is an expected outcome of our shallow

acceleration structure (one-level deep regular subdivision), the overhead caused by the

increase of our linked lists due to conservative rasterization and the fact that we do not

explore any coherence strategies. Also, an overhead is caused in both construction times

and memory consumption due to the duplicate primitive information currently present in

multiple buckets of the same tile, which is currently a requirement for accurate traversal

when depth subdivision is involved. It would be highly interesting to investigate these issues

in the future by exploiting adaptive depth subdivision techniques, clustering algorithms and

strategies for ray coherence [138].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have investigated several illuminations problems, directly applicable to

real-time and interactive rendering of arbitrarily complex and dynamic scenarios. Conclud-

ing, we offer an overview of our work and provide a general discussion regarding future

research directions.

We started our investigation in Chapter 4, by focusing on the view-dependency problems

of screen-space ambient occlusion techniques, in the domain of real-time rendering. Con-

trary to prior work, which was mainly focused on the improvement of the sampling quality

and efficiency of the AO estimator, we were concerned with the general improvement of

the algorithmic input of screen-space approaches. Any previous work on this area was

employing either multiple depth-peeled layers or fixed view configurations, resulting in

computational overhead and erroneous AO estimation as each layer/view contributed with

equal importance. To address these issues, we proposed a generic single-pass weighting

scheme that augments the screen-space AO estimation based on the contribution from

other, arbitrary viewpoints, such as the readily available shadow maps. Instead of equally

considering each view, our weighting functions balance the contribution of each viewpoint

on a per-fragment basis, without overestimating occlusion or requiring a specializing view

setup. To reduce the overhead of incorporating multiple views, we perform an adaptive

sample reduction based on the importance of each view, while maintaining high quality.

Our evaluation study demonstrates that our method is generic and thus, can be applied on

various AO algorithms, improving the total convergence of the AO estimator in screen-

space techniques. While our research was specifically directed to screen-space ambient

occlusion, it posed some important questions regarding the efficiency of single-layered/view

approaches, in general. Furthermore, it opened promising research directions related to the

automated and optimized positioning of arbitrary viewpoints and the applicability of such

approaches to simulate more advanced global illumination phenomena.

In our second approach, in Chapter 5, we focused on the improvement of illumination

algorithms, based on a conjunction of volume- and image-space representations, still in the

realm of real-time rendering. We identified several problems with respect to prior work,

such as increased computational overhead in dynamic radiance caching schemes and view-

dependency issues during indirect shadowing calculations. To this end, we proposed a very
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fast and stable diffuse global illumination method where high performance improvements

are accomplished based on two generic strategies: (i) directional chrominance subsampling

and, (ii) an optimized cache population scheme. Additionally, our method is also able to

support view-independent indirect shadowing, at minimal cost. Our experimental study

concluded that the presented strategies open some interesting future research directions,

both with respect to directional compression methods as well as on positioning schemes

able to incorporate more complex phenomena, such as participating media.

In the domain of interactive rendering, we began our investigation in Chapter 6, by

exploring the ability of the rasterization pipeline to incorporate unified global illumination

effects, under the consideration of fully dynamic environments. Our research resulted in

several important contributions to the field of interactive rendering: First, we proposed a

generic multiview/fragment configuration that was able, for the first time, to effectively

capture in high detail the entire scene, which was not possible before using traditional

volume- and image-space methods. Second, we presented a multi-fragment variant specif-

ically designed for image-space ray tracing, allowing fast construction times as well as

efficient empty space skipping in both the image- and depth-domain. Third, we generalized

image-space ray tracing for ray-fragment intersection queries based on a multi-layer/view

pipeline. The aforementioned contributions allowed for the implementation of a full

path-tracing solution in the rasterization pipeline, directly applicable to rendering of fully

dynamic environments. Finally, we conducted a thorough performance/memory analysis of

multi-fragment variants and their ability to perform ray-fragment collision queries against

arbitrary pixel fragments in a rasterization-based ray tracing framework. Our evaluation

study answered some important questions regarding the quality and memory issues present

in screen-space illumination techniques and served as an inspiration for our next research

method.

Our last work, in Chapter 7, concluded our research by presenting DIRT, a rasterization-

based technique for global illumination of fully dynamic environments. The proposed

method addresses the previously identified problems of fragment-based ray tracing by

applying the deferred nature of the traditional ray-tracing pipeline in a rasterization-based

framework. This modification allowed us to alter the acceleration data structure from a

per-fragment to a per-primitive basis and support three, conflicting in prior work, objectives:

(i) fast construction times, (ii) analytic intersection tests and (iii) reduced memory require-

ments. In order to maintain efficient traversal, we exploit several empty-space skipping

optimizations both in image- and depth-space, such as screen-space hierarchical traversal,

pixel frustum clipping, depth subdivision and lossless buffer downscaling. Our extensive

evaluation showcases that our method further advances the field of image-space ray trac-

ing under the constraints posed by arbitrarily complex, dynamic scenes. Furthermore, it

strengthened the need for further investigation with respect to both the construction stage as

well as the optimization of the traversal times, by exploring areas related to adaptive depth

subdivision, clustering techniques and coherence strategies.

In general, we believe that the research conducted throughout this thesis has addressed

several important issues in the fields of real-time and interactive rendering by focusing

on the efficiency, quality and robustness of screen-space and volume-based techniques as

well as on the overall capability of rasterization-based methods to accommodate full global

illumination algorithms. As explained in the previous chapters, however, the efficient com-
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putation of dynamic global illumination is an inherently hard task. In real-time rendering,

unfortunately, approximations are unavoidable due to the hard time constraints involved in

the process. In this domain, the impressive, but not necessarily physically-correct results

accomplished by recent rasterization-based methods can be unquestionably improved even

further by employing more robust and efficient representations. In interactive rendering, the

increased need to support complex dynamic environments in conjunction with the shared

requirements regarding quality and interactivity constitute the investigation towards more

efficient ray tracing algorithms of adamant importance. There, significant progress has been

achieved from the research community by improving areas that have been, for a long time,

applicable only to static environments. However, we have also showed that the same results

can be obtained by elegantly exploiting the rasterization pipeline, proving that a strong

continuum between these two, traditionally conflicting, approaches is actually possible.

From a generic point of view, it seems that any improvements in ray tracing and

rasterization will eventually result in converging to the same outcome from different sides

of the spectrum; efficient ray tracing algorithms will increase in interactivity, while advanced

rasterization techniques will improve on quality. It is our opinion that, in the end, each one

will influence the other in such aspects, where high quality interactive content will be a

result of a hybrid form of rasterization and ray tracing, both algorithmically as well as in

hardware.

To conclude, despite the tremendous progress on the landscape of both fields, we hope

that the methodologies presented here have answered important questions and given rise to

other, more interesting, problems in some key areas with increased research interest, where

high potential for software and hardware improvements is feasible in the near future.
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Content Credits

In this section, we provide information regarding the content that has been used throughout

this thesis:

• The Sponza Atrium model (Crytek version), shown in Chapters 4 and 5, was down-

loaded from Crytek’s website [40].

• The high resolution version of the decimated Lucy model, used in Chapter 5, was

obtained from the Stanford University Computer Graphics Laboratory [205].

• The Cloth-ball simulation, in Chapter 6, was obtained from the model database of

the GAMMA Research Group at the University of North Carolina [221].

• The Fairy Forest animation, used in Chapter 6, was downloaded from Ingo Wald’s

3D Animation Repository at the University of Utah [94].

• The Smithy model, in Chapter 6, was downloaded from Unity Technologies and is

part of the The Blacksmith Environments package [220].

• The Sponza Atrium model, shown in Chapters 6 and 7, was downloaded from Morgan

McGuire’s Computer Graphics Archive [156].

• The Marie Rose animation model shown as part of the Candy scene, in Chapter 7,

was obtained from the Sketchfab’s model database [198].

• Any remaining models, were created by the Computer Graphics Group at the Athens

University of Economics and Business [167].
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